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this is the third annual report of the institute of computer engineering 
(Ziti) since it was transferred from the University of Mannheim to the 
University of heidelberg in 2008. the aim of this report is to give you an 
overview of the research activities carried out at Ziti in 2012. 

the chairs of the institute are divided between the Department of Phys-
ics and astronomy and the Department of Mathematics and computer 
science. Ziti collaborates successfully with research initiatives in hei-
delberg. 

in 2012, Prof. Männer retired, and we set up a search committee for 
the open position with a new research direction which complements 
the common research agenda of Ziti. this new direction of research 
will be “application-specific computing” and should create numerous 
opportunities for research collaborations with groups in heidelberg, e.g. 
the center for Material science.  

Our new assistant professor, holger Fröning, has established his chair 
with a research focus on high-performance computing architectures. 

the Master of computer engineering was successfully started in win-
ter term 2011/2012 and since then we are now actively educating the 
new generation of master students in the various courses of computer 
engineering. so far, the students made good progress and we hope to 
acquire new research associates from this group in the next year. this 
seems to be very promising, beside that we could take more students. 
We plan to increase the number of students in the following years. 

besides the chairs, the institute is bundling special research into ten 
groups, which give young researchers a support system, access to a net-
work of individuals with common interest, an environment for their topics 
and increases the visibility of their activities. this year, the 10th research 
group was founded, with the topic “Unmanned aerial Vehicles”. You will 
find the description of each research group in our report.

the research areas of the institute can be summarized as:
1. advanced computer architectures
2. high-Performance computing
3. Process control and Dependable systems
4. Next-Generation Networks
5. advanced Detector technology

the research topics indicate a focus on high performance in every as-
pect of computing. the architecture group deals with the utilization of an 
increasing degree of parallelism and all the challenges involved there. in 
the network group, optical networks with terabit communication band-
width and microsecond latency are addressed. the unique mixture of 
computer engineers and physicists enables these ambitious research 
programs. 

We hope that this report will capture your interest and provide some 
insight into the structure and the aims of Ziti.

Prof. Dr. Ulrich brüning
excecutive Director

Dear reader, 

Letter tO the reaDer
PREFACE
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Introduction
the institute of computer engineering (Ziti) is 
dedicated to the understanding, implementation 
and optimization of high-performance systems. 
Ziti’s application-oriented research and develop-
ment complements the University of heidelberg’s 
focus on fundamental science research.

Ziti applies the latest research from computer 
engineering to instrumentation, data aquisition 
and processing in physics, astronomy, biology, 
medicine and other natural and life sciences. 
Furthermore Ziti develops integrated hardware 
and software solutions for high-perfomance and 
application-specific computing. 

Ziti is recognized for its excellence in specialized 
research areas like high-performance intercon-
nects, active optical cables, pixel detectors and 
scalable memory architectures. 

From the beginning, Ziti has integrated cutting-
edge technologies to enable our graduate stu-
dents to meet future challenges in industry and 
research, as evidenced by our spin-off activities.

in 2012 Prof. Maenner retired and with him Ziti 
lost one of the most innovative and distinguished 
researchers. hopefully a new professor can be ac-
quired in the near future to fill this gap. 

Some Key Numbers

chairs     6

Professors     7

secretaries     5

technicians     2

PhD candidates and 
research assistants

    70

research Groups     7

Projects     25

Funding (spent)     1.996.740 €

Partners     58

Publications     38

colloquia and 
conferences

    3

Research Groups
With the new founding of the institute, Ziti has 
established a number of research groups, which 
enable an exchange between different disciplines 
and provide young scientist with an opportunity 
to enhance their scientific skills and pursue their 
own research goals. 

in 2012 a new research group was established 
which covers the area of Unmanned aerial Vehi-
cles, UaV, which requires expert knowledge for 
security, robustness and precision of flight control-
lers. 

the institute of computer engineering in 2012: 
shifting research focus on application specific computing

institute of computer engineering / institut für technische informatik als zentrale einrichtung der 
Universität heidelberg (Ziti) in 2012: the institute of computer engineering engages in asc 
where complex models of of behavior are calculated by high performance accelerated compu-
ters. this field of research opens a wide variety of innovative and interdisciplinary projects. 

in June 2010, the following research groups were 
founded by advanced research assistants:
· advanced computer architecture
· application specific computing
· accelerated scientific computing
· high speed short range interconnects
· New Detectors for scientific 
  and Medical applications
· Next Generation Network interfaces
· Process control
· Dependable robotics
· Virtual Patient analysis
research groups act independently under the 
umbrella of Ziti. they can work interdisciplinar-
ily and foster cooperation between chairs. the re-
search groups are led by group speakers. they 
have a sharing in Ziti resources.

Teaching
apart from various lectures held in the Department 
of Physics and astronomy as well as the Depart-
ment of Mathematics and computer science, Ziti 
mainly provides lectures in 3 programs: applied 
computer science (b.sc.), computer engineering 
(Diploma), and computer engineering (M.sc.).

in summer 2012 the lecture entrepreneurship 
was given for the first time and was attended by 
all computer engineering students and some more 
interested ones from other Msc courses e.g. Phys-
ics. With the expert advice of Dr. Ulrich Krack-
hardt (eXtOLL spin-off), groups of 2 to 3 students 
created a business idea and a nearly complete 
business plan and presented their plans in a busi-
ness pitch colloquium at the end of the course.  
it was a very creative working environment which 
was enhanced by external experts for the various 
themes like financing, patents, legal and business 
construction. 

B.Sc. Applied Computer Science
the b.sc. applied computer science is hosted 
by the Department of Mathematics and compu-
ter science and is mainly organized by the insti-
tute of computer science. it combines knowledge 
from Mathematics, computer science, computer 
engineering, Physics, and electrical engineering. 
students must complete 180 cP, usually within 6 
semesters. in the program, students can choose 
a major in computer engineering, which includes
· Practical course Measurement techniques
· Physical basics of computer engineering
· signals and systems
· Digital circuitry
· elective module

it is also possible to visit single courses without 
majoring in computer engineering.

since 2010, Ziti is responsible for the lecture ‚in-
troduction to computer engineering‘. renowned 
lecturers try to raise students‘ interest in computer 
engineering and teach the basic knowledge of this 
field. 

KeY NUMbers, research aND teachiNG 
INSTITUTE
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KeY NUMbers, research aND teachiNG 
INSTITUTE

M.Sc. Computer Engineering
in 2011, Ziti established the new master’s pro-
gram for computer engineering (M.sc. ti) in 
winter 2011/12. it is hosted by the Department 
of Physics and astronomy. the lectures and ap-
plication-oriented courses have been designed to 
educate students in areas of high industrial de-
mand. this program provides a pool of qualified 
students for Ziti’s Ph.D. programs. the nominal 
duration of the Master in computer engineering is 
4 semesters.

the M.sc.ti at heidelberg University addresses 
graduates from b.sc. programs in computer sci-
ence or Natural sciences with a sufficient minor 
in computer science (> 24 cP). according to their 
personal interest, students can focus on one of the 
following areas
· hardware Design,
· application-specific computing,
· Photonic and Optical signal Processing, or
· intelligent autonomous systems.
the courses can be classified into four different 
types, marked in different colors:
· Fundamentals ( , 3 modules),
· soft skills ( , 2 modules),
· Free courses ( , 2 modules) and
· specialization ( , ‚Major‘, 5 modules)

in each type, a certain number of modules (or cP) 
has to be passed. some modules are compulsory 
and must be passed, while others are elective 
modules which can be chosen from various op-
tions. Finally, some modules can be chosen freely. 
Modules in the specialization usually belong to 
one of four fields of computer engineering (ma-
jors). the third semester, also includes
· a seminar  (horal presentation of a specialized
  subject, 4 cP ), and
· a student research project  in a research group,
  which can also be used as a preparation for the
  master thesis  (14 cP).

the master thesis with a final colloquium covers 
the complete fourth semester.

Mobility 
Period

1st 
semester

2 nd 
semester

3 rd 
semester

4 th 
semester

2 cP

 30 cP

soft skill
compulsory
tools
(6)

soft skill
compulsory
entrepr.
(6)

Free choice
elective
(6)

Free choice
elective
(6)

Fundamentals
compulsory
(6)

specialization 
elective
(6)

specialization 
compulsory
(6)

Fundamentals
compulsory
(6)

Fundamentals
elective
(6)

specialization
compulsory
(6)

col.
(2)

seminar 
(4)

research Project
(14)

specialization 
elective
(6)

specialization 
compulsory
(6)

Master thesis 
(28)
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   Prof. Dr. sc. techn. essameddin badreddin
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Introduction
Within the cYcLObOt project, a novel combina-
tion of serial and parallel kinematics, the so-called 
ePiZactOr-kinematics has been proposed [1], 
which promises an advantageous large workspace 
while providing small dimensions of the robot itself 
and good mechanical properties such as number 
of kinematic elements, weight, and dynamic be-
havior.
this kinematics provides six degrees of freedom 
(6 DOF) and uses two disc systems (Fig. 1 a). One 
disc system can be described as a virtual non-
redundant serial 2-link planar manipulator with a 
homokinetic joint as a wrist (Fig. 1 b).

a connecting element or end-effector is attached 
to the two disc systems by homokinetic joints. One 
of these joints has a prismatic inner geometry so 
that it provides the rotation of the end-effector 
around its axis while the other joint is provided 
with a lead screw to move the connecting element 
in its axis.

Cascaded constraints feedback control
a cascaded kinematics-based control approach 
with the hierarchical constraint-based singularity 
avoidance (hcb-sa) has been developed (Fig. 2). 
in the proposed cascaded control structure, the 
control behavior is distributed on two control lev-

els, i.e. position control on task level (loop2, upper 
level) and velocity control on actuator level (loop1, 
lower level). the hcb-sa-algorithm is based on 
hierarchical constraint calculation using a meta-
phor of virtual damping elements and anisotropic 
clipping in the task space and considering influ-
ence of position constraints on velocity control 
level.

Fig. 2: cascaded control structure with position 
control (loop2) and velocity control (loop1), con-
sidering the position controlled virtual velocity 
constraints and anisotropic velocity clipping near 
singular positions.

Online-method for singularity avoidance
singularities in robotic systems occur when the 
manipulator is a) fully stretched out or b) folded 
back on itself (Fig. 3). Whereby, latter self-motion 
singularity is the critical pose inside the workspace.

Fig. 3: singularities in robotic systems: a) the ro-
bot arm is fully stretched out, b) the robot arm 
folded back on itself.

actuator’s angular velocities are approaching in-
finity in the vicinity of singularities. the developed 
hcb-sa method contains the following properties: 
i) consideration of the physical velocity constraints 
on the actuator level, ii) adaptation of dynamic ve-

locity constraints according to the distance from 
singular configurations and the desired tool mo-
tion in task space, iii) transformation of velocity 
clipping from actuator to task space and distribu-
tion of velocity errors on robot axes and iv) feed-
back of velocity constraints clipping into the posi-
tion control level for real-time tool control.
experimental results for different test trajectories 
have shown that the robot can reach sufficient 
static and dynamic position accuracy according 
to the requirement of complex task in orthopedic 
surgery [3]. this makes the device especially at-
tractive for the milling cavities with round shape 
into bone. the control system with hierarchical 
constraint-based singularity avoidance allows 
also to handle arbitrary trajectories considering 
kinematics constraints.

the work on project cYcLObOt is funded by the 
German research society (DFG) 

the partners of the project are: Laboratory for 
biomechanics and experimental Orthopaedics, 
OUZ, heidelberg University, automation Labora-
tory, Ziti, heidelberg University, institute of cae, 
Mannheim University of applied science. Labora-
tory of coordinate Metrology, tadeusz Kosciuszko 
cracow University of technology.

__________________________________________
References
[1] Pott PP, schwarz MLr, heute s, Weiser P, 
Wagner a, badreddin e, “Novel hybrid kinematics 
with small dimensions and large workspaces make 
medical robots convenient for orthopaedic sur-
gery”. Proc. of the cars, berlin, Germany, 2009.
[2] Wagner a, Nordheimer e, Merscher M, heute 
s, Weiser hP, Pott PP, badreddin e, schwarz MLr, 
“Kinematics-based Position-control of the 6-DOF 
surgical robot ePiZactOr”. in:caOs 2011, 2011.
[3] Wagner, a.; Nordheimer, e.; badreddin, e., 
“hierarchical constraint-based singularity avoid-
ance,” system theory, control and computing 
(icstcc), 2012 16th international conference on, 
12 – 14 Oct. 2012 Oct. 2012.

cyclobot

   Wagner, a., Nordheimer, e. and badreddin, e. 

Fig. 1: the novel hybrid kinematics: 
1 a) ePiZactOr - the first functional prototype of 
the cYcLObOt

Fig. 1 b) One disc system described as a virtual 
non-redundant serial 2-link planar manipulator 
with a homokinetic joint as a wrist.

RESEARCH
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the Ziti automation Laboratory of heidelberg 
University holds an autonomous unmanned heli-
copter, as a research platform for several research 
directions such as adaptive flight controller, wind-
gusts compensation, simultaneous Localiza-
tion and Mapping (sLaM), monitoring, collision-
avoidance, navigation and mission planning, just 
to mention a few. collaboration with other groups 
of the automation Laboratory lead to two publica-
tions in international ieee conferences in 2012. 
in [1] the unmanned helicopter platform was de-
scribed, while in [2] a new approach for monitor-
ing was presented.

Platform Description
the heidelberg University scout b1-100 autono-
mous helicopter is powered by a 100cc two-stroke 
combustion engine. its main rotor diameter is 
about 3.2m and the maximum take-off weight 
(MtOW) is about 75 kg. the maximum payload 
is approx. 30 kg with full tanks of fuel (10 Liter), 
providing a flight time of around 90 minutes. the 
main rotor consists of two blades and a bell-hiller 
stabilizer bar, which increase the stability of the 
helicopter. in order to prevent the helicopter from 
catastrophic failures, such as a crash down, the 
platform has two redundant subsystems. First-

ly, the flight controller, board sensors and ser-
vomotors are powered by two lithium polymer 
(LiPo) accumulator. Furthermore, the helicopter 
is equipped with a twin module for the two 2.4 
Ghz remote control (rc) receivers. in the case of 
a malfunction, a healthy receiver is switched on 
within 400 ms.

Sensors and Actuators
a crossbow iMU400cD-200 6 DOF inertial Meas-
urement Unit (iMU), a honeywell hMr2300 
Magnetometer, a Novatel rt-2 Differential Global 
Positioning system (DGPs) and an altimeter de-
liver the necessary sensory data for the naviga-
tion system. the position accuracy of the DGPs 
is about 2 cm with an update rate of 20 hz. the 
scout b1-100 has six fully programmable Volz Da 
20-12-4112 servomotors as actuators. Four ser-
vomotors are used for the triggering of the swash-
plate. One servomotor controls the throttle of the 
2-stroke combustion engine, while another ser-
vomotor adjusts the tail rotor blade pitch angle. 
the servos are shielded against electromagnetic 
interference (eMi) and radio frequency interfer-
ence (rFi). a GY401 yaw rate gyro countervails 
the moment produced by the main rotor to sta-
bilize the helicopter’s rotation around its vertical 
axis. the placement of the sensors and actuators 
is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Flight Control System
the integrated flight controller with the position 
control in hovering flight, the speed control in 
cruise flight as well as altitude and heading posi-
tion control ensures a stable flight attitude at all 
speeds and elevations. the pilot can, also, manu-
ally fly the helicopter using the collective, lateral 
cyclic, longitudinal cyclic and tail collective (direc-
tional) servo commands. For this purpose, a com-
mercially 12 channel 2.4 Ghz Futaba rc trans-
mitter is employed. an additional physical switch 
allows the pilot to switch between (1) the manual 
mode, (2) the assisted or (3) the mission mode. 
in the assisted mode the helicopter can be con-
trolled and flown in three different ways. the rc 

transmitter, an optional joystick or the keyboard 
of the ground control station (Gcs) computer can 
be used to give reference velocity commands (i.e. 
longitudinal, lateral and vertical velocities as well 
as the heading rates of the helicopter). Missions 
can be planned offline on the Gcs computer and 
are then uploaded to the helicopter via wireless 
2.4 Ghz radio frequency (rF) modem.

Current and Future Research
improved flight controllers will be developed and 
implemented using new navigation algorithms 
and monitoring concepts. Further projects will 
deal with the mapping and 3D modeling of cul-
tural heritage sites where the helicopter carries a 
high-resolution digital camera. to avoid collisions 
with moving and static obstacles frequency modu-
lated continuous wave (FMcW) radar sensors and 
laser-range finders (LrF) will be installed. Further, 
a wind-gust compensator is to be designed and 
implemented.

__________________________________________
References
[1] Koslowski, M., Kandil, a. a. and badreddin, e.: 
“Platform Description and system Modelling for 
control of an Unmanned helicopter”, ieee inter-
national conference on intelligent systems, sept. 
6–8, 2012, sofia, bulgaria.
[2] Zouaghi, L., alexopoulos, a., Koslowski, M., 
Kandil, a. a. and badreddin, e.: “an integrated 
Distributed Monitoring for Mission-based sys-
tems”, ieee international conference on intel-
ligent systems, sept. 6–8, 2012, sofia, bulgaria.

helicopter Platform

the scout b1-100 unmanned helicopter as a research platform
   Koslowski, M. and badreddin, e.

Fig. 1: integration of sensors, actuators and flight control unit on the autonomous helicopter.

RESEARCH
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Introduction
Map-building and localization are fundamental 
topics in robotics. solution approaches are classi-
fied into topological and metric in accordance with 
the type of map employed. topological maps are 

well-suited for autonomous navigation especially 
indoors, while metric maps conform to specific 
tasks. here, a hybrid map-building and localiza-
tion approach is proposed. the map-building 
employs local vision-based feature extraction with 

additional attention to the combined quality and 
size of extracted features. For this purpose, an 
information-theoretic analysis is involved, which 
evaluates the information content of features. the 
analytical procedure generates a map consisting 
of a reduced set that minimizes aliasing and cor-
respondence problems, and hence achieves both 
localization speed and accuracy. additionally, hi-
erarchical top-down localization is proposed using 
a unified hybrid map, where the reduced features 
are stored in two different resolutions. the first 
resolution is coarse and is obtained through a 
dictionary compression component. this feature 
form comprises non-geometric descriptors and is 
used in fast topological localization. the second 
resolution is higher, in which the features are non-
compressed and possess additional correspond-
ing geometric descriptors. based on a previously 
identified topological solution, the geometric data 
are used in a triangulation technique and a pho-
togrammetric model to obtain an extended met-
ric position estimate of robot. a criterion for the 
dynamics detection of environment is proposed. 
it is applied before the triangulation execution to 
ensure the robustness and accuracy of the metric 
solution. 

Map-building and localization approach
Figure 1 introduces the proposed vision-based so-
lution for map-building and localization. the map-
building concept is given in fig. 1 (a), with the so-
lution structure in fig. 1 (b). the solution employs 
local feature extraction to suit densely cluttered 
environments or those lacking clear structure. 
besides the common feature extraction process, 
the map-building relies on two additional process-
es: feature evaluation and feature compression 
(Fig. 1 (a)). the processes generate an information 
rich and compact map that provides high locali-
zation accuracy with fewer features, which con-
sequently induces computational savings in the 
space memory and processing time of localization. 
Moreover, the solution structure processes the en-
vironment space and features on the topological 
and metric levels. it makes use of combined topo-

logical and metric data using the same reduced 
feature set to construct a single hybrid map. the 
map is viewed in two different resolutions, where it 
is capable of localizing the robot on the two scales: 
coarse topological place and precise metric posi-
tion. Fig. 1 (b) outlines a ‘hybrid map-building’ 
phase and a ‘hybrid robot localization’ phase. the 
map-building phase uses the concept in Fig. 1 (a) 
by employing a hybrid feature extraction module 
and map generation module. they are outlined 
on the figure as modules (a) and (c) respectively. 
Module (a) consists of a local feature extraction 
component and a feature localization component. 
the components represent two distinct feature 
representations in order to resolve the robot loca-
tion at the two localizing scales. such represen-
tations are a feature descriptor1 obtained by the 
local feature extraction component and a corre-
sponding feature’s position information obtained 
by the feature localization component. these data 
are stored in the temporary storage (b) for further 
offline processing to obtain an optimized feature-
map, which is executed by module (c). Module 
(c) employs components for feature evaluation 
and feature compression. the first filters the most 
relevant set from the extracted features using an 
information-theoretic method. the second reduc-
es the size of the filtered features further through 
a codebook compression. the robot localization 
phase includes a hybrid localization module (D), 
which uses the final hybrid map data in addition 
to extracted features from the current robot view 
to determine the robot’s position. the localizing 
module affords localizing the robot to a topologi-
cal place which is done through a feature-to code-
word matching component using the codewords. 
the module also extends the localization hierar-
chically to a precise metric one, if desired, through 
the feature-to-feature matching and triangulation 
component which uses the entropy-based fea-
tures and their position information. Prior to the 
metric localization, a dynamics detection compo-
nent is executed for detecting the environment dy-
namics and possible topological level mismatches; 
to ensure the accuracy of metric solution.

hybrid Map-building and Localization for Unstructured 
and Moderately Dynamic environments

   rady, s. and badreddin, e. 

Fig.1 (a) Map-building concept. (b) solution structure for a hybrid map building and localization.

RESEARCH
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Results

Fig. 2: Dynamics detection component. From 
matching, features are classified into inliers 
(shown in cyan) and outliers (shown in magenta). 
the figure shows two identified dynamic features 
and a single mismatch. the upper image is the 
current camera view, and the lower image is the 
identified topological node.

Figure 2 shows a test example for the dynamics 
detection component. the two images represent 
the current camera view as seen by the robot and 
the best matched place image retrieved by the 
topological matching component. the detected 
paired matches by the matching are shown on the 
images. Using a histogram of three bins to classify 
the distances, three outliers are detected, from 
which two are mismatched features, while the 
third is a feature for a relocated object.

                 Method

Perfor-
mance index 

Geometric
triangulation 
method

iterative
Gauss-Newton 
method

average 
positional x-error 
(cm)

10.0167 6.1362

average 
positional y-error 
(cm)

34.4958 4.0432

average rms error 
(cm)

35.9207 7.3486

average 
rotation error 
(°)

5.0393 2.0789

table 1: Metric localization performance.

table 1 summarizes the metric errors of the tri-
angulation component using the Geometric tri-
angulation and the iterative Gauss-Newton meth-
ods. the Geometric triangulation applies only 
three-feature triangulation, while the iterative 
Gauss-Newton triangulation uses more than three 
features. that is why the localization errors in the 
latter are less than the former. the obtained re-
sults indicate an average root mean square posi-
tion error in the range of 7 – 36 centimeters and 
average orientation errors of about 2 – 5 degrees.

chair OF cOMPUter VisiON, GraPhics & PatterN recOGNitiON
RESEARCH
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We have designed cascaded observers to estimate 
robot attitude and gyroscope errors. to this end, 
we have employed Particle and Kalman filters in a 
cascaded architecture.

Background and Goals
Knowing the orientation of robotic vehicles is a 
prerequisite for control purposes in any robotic 
application such as territorial, airborne, industrial 
and surgical robots.  With attitude we refer to the 
robot’s orientation relative to a fixed coordinate 
system. Generally, three-axis gyros are used on 
board to provide data (angular rate) for attitude 
estimation. MeMs gyroscopes are employed be-
cause these sensors are small, light, inexpensive, 
and at the same time they consume less power 
and have short start-up time. in the presence of 
precisely measured angular rate data, the exact 
kinematic model can be used in order to estimate 
the attitude of a moving body. however, gyros’ 
measurements suffer from sensory faults and er-
rors. these faults and errors are mostly in the form 
of bias, drift and noises which cannot be identi-
fied and detected in a standalone use. they are 
typically used in combination with aiding sensors. 

the combination of gyroscope and vision is very 
suitable for applications in robotics and virtual re-
ality (Vr) where more recently Photogrammetry is 
used to prepare attitude measurement.

Methods 
based on a cascaded Kalman-Particle Filtering, 
gyroscope errors and robot attitude estimation 
method is proposed. Due to noisy and erroneous 
measurements of MeMs gyroscope, it is com-
bined with Photogrammetry based vision naviga-
tion scenario. Quaternions kinematics and robot 
angular velocity dynamics with augmented drift 
dynamics of gyroscope are employed as system 
state space model.  Nonlinear attitude kinemat-
ics, drift and robot angular movement dynamics 
each in 3 dimensions create a nonlinear high di-
mensional system. to reduce the complexity, we 
propose a decomposition of system to cascaded 
subsystems and then design separate cascaded 
observers.  
this leads to an easier tuning and more precise 
debugging from the perspective of programming 
and such a setting is well suited for a cooperative 
modular system with noticeably reduced compu-

tation time.  Kalman Filtering (KF) is designed for 
the linear and Gaussian subsystem which consists 
of angular velocity and drift dynamics together 
with gyroscope measurement. the estimated an-
gular velocity is utilized as input in the second par-
ticle filtering based observer.

Fig. 2: camera system, iMU and rigid body

Experimental Setup and Results
the real data from 3D MeMs iMU and a 3-D 
camera system are analyzed to investigate the effi-
ciency of the proposed method (Fig. 2). the crista 
iMU which is a very small three-axis inertial sensor 
giving a high resolution angular rate and accelera-
tion measurements, is exploited. the high speed 
and high accuracy K600 Krypton camera is used 
to precisely measure the position of static and dy-
namic targets in 3-D space. comprising an optical 
sensor combined with light sources (LeDs), we em-
ploy the camera for close range triangulation-type 
applications. the real data are gathered from iMU 
and camera system interfaced with QNX Neutrino 
rtOs in a host-target architecture (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3: QNX rtOs in a target-host architecture 
connected to device

Outlook and Future Work
We are currently extending our algorithm to es-
timate attitude as well as position. since MeMs 
accelerometers are corrupted with faults and er-
rors, we are estimating faults and filter noises in a 
modular architecture to reduce the dimensionality 
and increase computation speed as well.
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Photogrammetry based cascaded Kalman-Particle Filtering 
for Gyroscope errors and robot attitude estimation in a host 
target architecture
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and badreddin, e.

Fig.1: the exploited requirements (from left to right): 
crista iMU Outside View, crista iMU inside View 1, crista iMU inside View 2, K600 Krypton camera
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Introduction
For mobile robot navigation different methods have 
been proposed over the past few years. these ap-
proaches use e.g. dead-reckoning-based, land-
mark-based, vision-based, and behavior-based 
techniques. the automation Laboratory of heidel-
berg University holds an autonomous wheelchair 
which uses for the navigation a combination of 
dead-reckoning-based and behavior-based ap-
proches. this navigation method is based on 
continuous encoder readings that provide the po-

sition, orientation, and linear and angular veloci-
ties of the robot. these sensor readings are used 
in the behaviour-based control structure of the 
wheelchair on different abstraction levels such as 
path planing, position control, velocity control, etc. 
however, small sensor precision errors and drifts 
on the wheels lead to increasing cumulative er-
rors. to overcome this problem we used artificial 
landmarks, such as Ultra-high-Frequency (UhF) 
„rFiD-tags“ based on the radio Frequency iDen-
tification (rFiD) technology. the rFiD tags are 

placed in particular locations in the environment. 
the wheelchair, which is equipped with an rFiD 
reader (identMX), communicates with the tags for 
the self-localization (absolute localization) (Fig. 1). 
Knowing the actual position (representing the 
system state) and the estimated position of the 
wheelchair, a state-estimation-based monitoring 
enables the early detection of navigation errors. 
this relative error detection is then improved by 
an absolute position information coming from the 
detection of the uniquely identifiable tags with 
known positions.  

RFID-based localization and monitoring ap-
proach
this rFiD system communicates with a Petri-Net-
based monitoring system and a Petri-Net simula-
tor to monitor the execution of the mission while 
passing through the areas (marked by rFiD-tags) 
lying in the planned path. the detection of the tags 
indicates when navigating in an area and when 
going towards the next area. at the same time and 
during the navigation, the x- and y-positions of the 
wheelchair are tracked using a particle filter and 
the obsevations coming from the encoders. it esti-
mates with respect to the robot position if an area 
is entered or not.

Fig. 2 shows the general architecture of the inte-
grated rFiD-system into the wheelchair. it con-
sists of:
1 – an UhF compact reader identMX with inte-
grated antenna and Power over ethernet (Poe), 
which is mounted on the lower side of the wheel-
chair and represents a part of the sensor system. 
2 – the module for performing, logging and pro-
cessing data. it is implemented on the same 
real-time computer (rtOs-system: QNX) as the 
behaviour-based navigation control structure. 
3 – the software for the communication with the 
rFiD-reader, which is located on the same com-
puter for the Man-machine-interaction (Windows 
system). 

Fig. 2: the general architecture of the integrated 
rFiD-system

the rFiD-tags are used for two purposes:
1 – to define the desired trajectory of the wheel-
chair:  the rFiD-tags are placed in the environe-
ment to built the topological map for the robot and 
to be used in path palning and navigation.
2 – as an external reference for thr state-estima-
tion-based monitoring system, which estimates 
the behavior of the wheelchair using its inputs and 
outputs signals and a state observer. the estimat-
ed behavior and the externally visible behavior are 
compared to each other in order to detect devia-
tions.
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robot Navigation Monitoring 
Using radio Frequency iDentification (rFiD) technology

   Zouaghi, L.

Fig. 1: integrated rFiD-system on the wheelchair
identMX: compact UhF reader with integrated antenna; UhF Passive tags, ePc class1 Gen2
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Introduction
Pursuit-evasion games describe a problem, in 
which an agent or a team of agents tries to catch 
an adversarial agent or team of agents, while the 
meaning of catch is the fulfillment of one or more 
conditions which depend on the specific problem 
being considered. a framework for solving such 
games could be used for a variety of applications 
like search and rescue missions, surveillance, lo-
calization and tracking or even for applications in 
economics and warfare. a very powerful frame-
work with which this vast number of such prob-
lems can be solved is game theory. Game theory is 
an approach for strategical decision-making, con-
sidering that the solution depends on the decision 
of other agents, while everybody is aware of that. 
this makes the solution process, especially if the 
number of players rises, very complex. One can 
distinguish between non-cooperative and coop-
erative game theory. Generally, in non-cooperative 
games or conflict games, all involved parties have 
differing goals, meaning that every party wants to 

maximize its outcome and if possible the loss of 
the other agents. in cooperative games usually all 
involved agents have the same overall goal and try 
to find optimal strategies that maximize the out-
come of the team. Definition and solution methods 
of non-cooperative and cooperative game theory 
are described in detail in [1] and [2].  

Problem formulation
the problem we want to address is the multi-agent 
search and pursuit of a faster and more agile evad-
er in an urban environment with UaVs. We as-
sume that the operation area is between buildings 
and not above them. all agents have also a static 
2D-map of the environment given. therefore, 
consider the following example situation: an UaV 
wanted by the police (a team of UaVs) is located 
in an urban environment and tries to escape. the 
police UaVs are trying to find and to surround the 
evader in such a way that an escape is impossi-
ble. in this scenario it is assumed that the evader 
is faster and more maneuverable than the pursu-

ers. this advantage over the pursuer means that 
if the evader knows the number and position of all 
pursuers, a capture is in most cases impossible. 
initially it is assumed that the evader doesn’t know 
the number of pursuers. it is also assumed that a 
detection of an adversarial agent is only possible if 
there is a line of sight.  to have a chance captur-
ing the evader the pursuing team has to cooperate 
intensively. Figure 1 depicts an example situation 
of a pursuit-evasion game. three yellow UaV pur-
suers are assigned to catch the red UaV evader. 
regarding the actual state of the game, the evader 
has detected two pursuers, chasing him. the pur-
suers, which are in permanent communication, 
can transmit gathered adversary information (i.e. 
position) to all teammates, having no line of sight 
to the foe.  this information advantage can be 
used know to contain and to catch the evader. an 
evader is caught when a predefined distance to 
one of the pursuers was undercut.  

Solution Approach
to conquer this problem one must define an ap-
propriate objective function, optimized by the 
agents of the to get the desired result. the game 
theoretic approach takes all agents and their ob-
jectives into account, providing an optimal (or 
equilibrium) solution. Not to play this equilibrium 
solution would result in a lower and thus a non-op-
timal outcome for the corresponding agent. Figure 
2 depicts the velocity control loop with a preced-
ing decision making block, implemented on every 
agent. the decision making block provides the op-
timal strategies (reference velocities) for the UaV 

controller.  the optimal strategies are determined 
by computing the Nash-equilibrium [1] strategy 
based on the information each agent has about 
the other agents and himself (states, strategies, 
objectives, dynamic model). the information has 
to be gathered with a variety of different sensors 
to be able to detect other agents and to estimate 
the relevant states. a secure data link between the 
pursuers’ team is used to exchange information to 
assure an advantage over the evader.

Future Work
Due to the high time complexity of computing op-
timal strategies for a multi-agent game, fast opti-
mization algorithms have to be implemented to be 
able to operate in real-time. a trade-off between 
strategy- (control input-) resolution and computa-
tion time must also be considered. after handling 
this issue, the implementation on real systems has 
to be done, to test the performance of this briefly 
described approach.
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strategical Decision Making

Multi-agent Pursuit-evasion Game with Unmanned aerial Vehicles (UaVs) 
   alexopoulos, a. and badreddin, e.

Fig. 1: Pursuit-evasion Game situation in Urban environment

Fig. 2: Decision Making and Velocity control Loop of each agent
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the overall goal of this project is the development 
of a laboratory experiment for teaching bioprocess 
control and automation. the teaching experiment 
should enable the students to model a fermen-
tation, to determine missing parameters experi-
mentally, to mathematically analyze the model, to 
simulate different control strategies and to finally 
verify the simulated results hands-on in the lab; 
hereby, a deeper understanding of the challenges 

and solutions of modern model-based control en-
gineering can be achieved [1].
in bioprocesses, chemical reactions are per-
formed by living microorganisms, which do not 
only show increased metabolic needs and certain 
environmental susceptibilities, but also offer huge 
advantages like highly sophisticated capabilities 
for synthesizing complex protein products in a 
reliable, fast, cheap, and safe manner. therefore 

also the plants to be used for bioreactions exhibit, 
compared to conventional process technology, ad-
ditional demands e.g. with respect to sterility or 
aeration. as the dynamics of a bioprocess thus 
depend on the characteristic metabolic proper-
ties of the microorganisms’ metabolism as well 
as on some physical and mechanical properties 
of the bioreactor used, a bioprocess model also 
constitutes of two parts: a kinetic model of the mi-
croorganisms, and a reactor model. both model 
components interact, as e.g. the transport of heat, 
produced by the microorganisms, out of the reac-
tor and the material transport (e.g. oxygen) into 
and its dispersion inside the reactor both depend 
on reactor properties, and influence biological 
growth.

Within the framework of this project, these two 
model components as well as additional teaching 
materials have already been developed. the final 
teaching concept of the entire experiment, includ-
ing the experiments’ instructions, is still work in 
progress.

For the reactor model, the four most important 
characteristics of the bioreactor used have been 
identified [2] to be power input, homogeniza-
tion, and gas and heat transfer. considerations on 
scale-up of the reactor system were also worked 
out in greater detail to increase comprehension of 
the model [3]. the control system used, a portable 
low-cost host-target real-time computer system, is 
freely programmable in the Matlab/simulink de-
velopment environment; one distinctive feature of 
this control system is its newly developed graphical 
user interface [4]. this interface was programmed 
in Labview and relieves operation of the plant as it 
does not fall short of commercial ones in any way 
thus well-prepares students for a latter job.

elaboration of the process model [5] required 
identification of requirements of a bioprocess to 
be suited for a laboratory experiment for students. 
Finally, the maritime bacterium Vibrio natriegens 
was choosen: the high salinity of its respective 
medium [6] minimizes the risk of biological con-

tamination. also does this bacterium not require 
increased safety treatment, the organisms and the 
medium are relatively cheap, and its low genera-
tion time enables the experiment to be performed 
in just one whole day. so far, mathematical mod-
els for batch, fed-batch and continuous fermenta-
tions were developed. Linearization of the nonlin-
ear batch dynamics revealed the system neither 
to be completely controllable nor to be completely 
observable – with biological reasons and solutions 
to this problem already identified. rules for how to 
develop a strain of the microorganisms specially 
adapted to the medium as the basis for a success-
ful fermentation execution were worked out.

With respect to Good Manufacturing Practice 
(GMP) demands, for the students it is beneficial 
not only to understand the functional principles, 
advantages and pitfalls of common measurement 
methods or upcoming technologies like online 
spectroscopy, but also to be familiar with sensor 
signal generation, transmission, sampling, recon-
struction and interpretation of measurement data 
– as one often faces difficulties due to biological 
variation or impurities of raw materials, final prod-
ucts or even microorganisms that cause interfer-
ence of measurement signals. also, data may be 
distorted in large production sites, thus mean-
ingful data may become mixed with insignificant 
noise. Disturbing quantities and interfering signals 
complicate obtaining data adequate for process 
documentation and automation. therefore, in 
some cases it is advisable to process sensor sig-
nals before using them for fermentation control 
or visualization to avoid errors. addressing these 
requirements, learning materials covering a broad 
overview of fundamental concepts of signal pro-
cessing including the characteristics of different 
filter types as well as filter design and application 
in simulink, are provided to the students. in order 
to ensure a high degree of accessibility the learn-
ing material was developed in a cooperative pro-
cess with a former student [7], taking into account 
the perspective of a learner who has attended the 
course and reached the same level of knowledge 
about process automation.

teaching bioprocess control 

Development of a Laboratory experiment for teaching bioprocess control 
  Wolf, M.J., Ninov, V., staudt, r. and badreddin, e.

Fig. 1: bioreactor used (left), metabolic activity and growth of Vibrio natriegens in a batch fermentation 
(upper right), and graphical operator interface of the control system of the bioreactor (lower right).
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in cooperation with the institute for technical Mi-
crobiology, Mannheim University of applied sci-
ences.
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Fig. 1: the sPaDic chip (5x5 mm2 size) is glued 
and wire-bonded in-house to a highly optimized 
carrier Pcb.

The SPADIC Chip
the ‘self triggered Pulse amplification and 
Digitization integrated circuit’ (sPaDic [1]) 
has 32 channels, each containing a preampli-
fier / pulse shaper (cr-rc, 80 ns peaking, 5 mW, 
eNc  <  1000 e @ 30 pF), an analog-Digital con-
verter (9 bit, 25 Msps, 5  mW, 0.12  mm2), a pro-
grammable digital filter (iir, 4 first order stages), 
an intelligent hit finder, a circuit to buffer and 
merge hits from all channels, and a fast serial data 

output link (cbMNet, 500 Mbps). the chip has 
been designed entirely in our group1 in a 180 nm 
cMOs technology. Fig. 1 shows the chip with 
a size of 5 × 5 mm2 bonded to a printed circuit 
adapter board.
the 32 channels can be clearly separated in the 
left part of the chip. Most area is covered by digital 
circuitry and memory blocks used to process and 
buffer the digitized data.

Test Environment
in order to characterize the analogue parts of 
sPaDic and to verify the digital functionalities, a 
versatile test environment has been developed. 
it is based on a custom FPGa board with a fast 
Usb2.0 interface. the chip on its adapter (Fig. 1) 
is connected through an auxiliary Pcb contain-
ing additional infrastructure. the setup shown in 
Fig. 2 can also be connected to prototypes of the 
transition radiation detector (trD) of cbM, which 
will be the first application of sPaDic. the FPGa 
on the Usb board contains a cbMNet implemen-
tation and a Usb2.0 interface for communication. 
the multi threaded control and data analysis soft-
ware on the host Linux Pc has been developed in 
Python. it can be used to operate the setup under 
test beam conditions.
______________________________________________
1 the hDL code for the cbMNet interface has been de-

veloped at the chair for computer architecture

Fig. 2: test setup used to characterize sPaDic  
(located under the central copper pad of the up-
per board).

Test Status
all features and operation modes of the chip, 
including special situations like buffer full condi-
tions, overlapping pulses etc. have been charac-
terized in great detail. the chip behaves as ex-
pected. Only minor bugs have been identified and 
understood. as an example, Fig. 3 shows the nov-
el ‘pulse-picking’ feature: a freely programmable 
bit pattern (crosses) defines which samples of the 
digitized pulse (circles) are sent out for readout. 
this feature will be used to minimize the data vol-
ume by acquiring the most relevant information. 
in the example, the pulse is precisely sampled at 
the edge but coarsely later to verify correct pulse 
shape and return to baseline. Next steps will be 
the absolute calibration of the analogue path and
operation on real detectors.

Fig. 3: example of a measured chip feature: a pro-
grammable pattern (crosses) defines which am-
plitude samples of each detected pulse (dots) are 
transferred to the readout.

supported by bMbF under contract 05P12Vh-
FcF. cooperation with the cbM collaboration, 
mainly with Gsi and the universities Frankfurt and 
Münster
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a self triggered asic for Pulse shape readout

the cbM experiment (compressed baryonic Matter) is being developed at the Facility for
antiproton and ion research (Fair / Gsi / Darmstadt) for the quest for the Quark-Gluon-
Plasma and for studying phase transitions and the density of state in hot nuclear matter. the
collisions between the accelerated beam particles and the target occur at random moments
so that the arrival times of hit signals in the various particle detectors are unpredictable. the
readout electronics associated with every channel of a detector must therefore be able to
react autonomously (‘self triggered’). When a hit is detected, its digitized pulse shape is
read out. the shape information can be used to reconstruct the hit time for association to
other hits. the sPaDic chip is a 32 channel asic for such a self triggered readout. it has
many additional features to enhance system performance.
   Krieger, M., armbruster, t. and Fischer, P.
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Principle of Photon Detection
Most modern optical light detectors use silicon 
crystals to absorb the photons. For very high sen-
sitivity, i.e. the detection of single photons, high 
electric fields are engineered into the device so 
that a single photon can trigger an avalanche 
delivering millions of electrons. avalanche Photo 
Diodes (aPDs) cover a ‘large’ area (some mm2) 
with a single structure, so that the sensitivity is 
very high, but the number and position of pho-
tons cannot be resolved. a more recent approach 
is the segmentation of the active area into many 
small cells (~ 50 × 50 µm2) and an analogue sum-
ming of signals so that the output is proportional 
to the number of fired cell. such silicon Photo-
multipliers (siPMs) or Multi Pixel Photon coun-
ters (MPPcs), as well as aPDs, are fabricated in 
special technologies which deliver good sensitivity 
and amplification, but do not allow integration of 
transistors.
an alternative approach is the use of standard 
cMOs technologies. the available transistors al-
low the integration of signal processing into the 
device offering a wide range of new possibilities. 
Unfortunately, the quality of the single Photon av-
alanche Diodes (sPaDs) in such technologies has 
been poor, so that early attempts delivered struc-
tures with inacceptable noise rates. the Philips 
company PDPc [1] managed to obtain a suf-

ficient sPaD quality for commercializing devices 
with integrated time measurement. as the used 
technology is only available to PDPc, independ-
ent developments for particular applications are 
not possible. recently, the Fraunhofer institute for 
Microelectronic circuits (iMs) has presented very 
good sPaDs [2] in a 0.35 µm cMOs technology 
which was made available to our group. We have 
used this opportunity to design and submit a first 
two-dimensional array chip.

The IDP1 Chip
the first prototype chip iDP1 (interpolating Digital 
Photodetector) shown in Fig. 1 has 88 × 88 pixels 
of ~ 55 × 55 µm2 size in the upper part. the lower 
part contains mainly digital circuitry to control the 
array, extract data from the array, and to process 
the data. two rows of wired bond pads are used 
to supply power and to control the chip. the ar-
chitecture allows a full readout of the two-dimen-
sional hit pattern to study sensor properties or the 
details of the light distribution in a particular ap-
plication. an alternative fast readout mode allows 
summing of the number of hit cells. the cells can 
be assigned to up to four freely programmable 
groups, so that for instance a spatial resolution by 
means of the ‘interpolating photo detector’ con-
cept [3] can be obtained. events are fully buff-
ered, de-randomized and serialized on chip. the 

Fig. 2: Zoom into the sensitive area showing the 
active sPaDs (white areas) and power and signal 
distribution. the cMOs circuitry is hidden under 
the dense wire structure.

supported by eU within the FP7 project sublima 
(contract #241711).
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a spatially resolving Photon cluster Detector 
in cMOs technology

the fast and efficient detection of light flashes with only few photons is a key challenge in many 
research fields. important medical applications are Pet scanners (Positron emission tomogra-
phy) in which gamma rays stemming from positron annihilations produce such light flashes in 
crystal scintillators. a present trend in photon detection is the use of silicon based devices with 
internal signal amplification. Most available structures are fabricated in specialized sensor tech-
nologies which only offer signal detection. the use of conventional cMOs processes would allow 
in addition an immediate intelligent signal processing on the sensor. We have therefore started 
to develop intelligent photon detectors in cMOs. the first prototype chip focuses on technology 
evaluation and should deliver the position (centre of gravity) of each photon cluster.
   Fischer, P., armbruster, t., ritzert, M. and sacco, i.
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arrival time of a photon cluster can be measured 
with different circuit approaches to evaluate the 
possibilities of the technology. testing of the chip 
has just started.

Fig. 1: Photograph of our first cMOs Photon 
detector array chip. the full chip has a size of 
5 × 6 mm2. the sPaD array contains 88 × 88 cells 
of ~ 55 × 55 µm2 size.

The IDP1 Pixel
each pixel (Fig. 2) contains a sPaD with biasing, 
power distribution and active circuitry with asso-
ciated control signals. the sPaD occupies 38 % 
of the pixel area which is a compromise between 
high sensitivity and intelligence. the pixel circuitry 
contains a fast hit Or, time gated hit detection, 
double buffering, serial data readout, masking of 
bad pixels and some debug and test features.
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ISiPM Devices
the basic idea of the interpolating siPM is to as-
sign the cells to one of (usually four) output sig-
nals such that the position can be reconstructed. 
the cell assignment map can be calculated from 
the chosen reconstruction formula, the easiest 
embodiment being simply the centre of gravity of 
four output signals. Maps have been generated for 
two types of devices with 120 × 120 and 160 × 160 
cells, respectively. Using custom ‘sKiLL’ scripts, 
the maps have been converted to geometrical lay-
out information for technologies with one and two 
metal layers. Prototype devices have been pro-
duced at FbK in italy. as an example, Fig. 1 shows 
a corner of a two metal structure.

Fig. 1: Micro-Photograph of an isiPM with 
45 × 45 µm2 cells fabricated in a technology with 
two metal layers. the two wide metal traces on the 
left collect two of the four sum signals.

Fig. 2: test setup showing an isiPM in a carrier, 
three scintillation crystals wrapped by diffusely 
reflecting tape and a radioactive 22Na source to 
illuminate the crystals with 511 keV gamma rays. 
the setup is operated in a dark box.

Test Setups
the isiPM devices are glued and wire bonded to 
ceramic carriers or Pcbs for testing. single crys-
tals (as shown in Fig. 2) or crystal arrays are opti-
cally coupled to the active area. in order to pro-
tect the surface of the structures from scratches, 
and to protect the wire bonds, a thin glass plate is 
glued on the device. the crystals are then irradi-
ated with gamma rays of the typical Pet energy of 
511 keV from a radioactive source. the four isiPM 
signals are amplified by discrete amplifiers (or by 
our multi channel amplifier chip ‘Peta’). readout 
has initially been done though a digital oscillo-
scope. For faster readout with higher amplitude 

supported by eU within the FP7 project sublima 
(contract #241711). collaboration with FbK, italy.
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resolution, a dedicated board with four fast aDcs 
and Usb readout has been developed and com-
missioned.   

Fig. 3: Measurement showing the reconstructed 
signal positions when four crystals of 0.8 × 0.8 mm2 
size are standing on the isiPM. the crystals can 
be clearly resolved. 

Results
the working principle could be immediately con-
firmed. the achievable spatial resolution depends 
strongly on the optical properties of the crystal ar-
rays. When the optical separation is bad, i.e. light 
from one crystal can penetrate to neighbours, the 
images are strongly compressed (to the centre 
of the structure) and separation of the individual 
crystals becomes difficult. When crystals are well 
isolated optically, very high spatial resolutions can 
be obtained. as an example, the measurement in 
Fig. 3 shows that our smallest available crystals of 
0.8  mm side length can be clearly resolved. the 
reconstruction works for arbitrary positions of the 
arrays on the senor which is demonstrated by the 
intentional rotation of the array in Fig. 3.

Outlook
characterization will continue using smaller crys-
tal arrays. a new production of devices will be 
used on a full sublima module to demonstrate the 
feasibility of isiPM in real applications.

interpolating silicon Photomultipliers

silicon Photomultipliers (siPMs) are sensors for the detection of very low level light pulses. they 
consist of an array of single Photon avalanche Diodes (sPaDs) which, when hit by an optical 
photon, deliver a pulse of constant amplitude. the signals of all sPaDs are normally merged, 
so that the number of photons can be estimated but no spatial information is available. in the 
recently proposed interpolating silicon Photomultiplier (isiPM [1]), the sPaD signals are assi-
gned to several output channels such that the centre of gravity of the photon distribution can 
be reconstructed. two device versions have been designed, produced and characterized. the 
measurements confirm that a high spatial resolution of better than 1/10 of the device size can 
be obtained easily. 
   Fischer, P. and sacco, i.
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PET/MRI Imaging
the goals of the eU project sublima [1] are per-
formance improvements of the basic Pet com-
ponents (crystals, sensors, electronics...), the 
construction and operation of Mri compatible 
systems and the development of novel methods 
for data processing and fusion. the operation of a 
Pet detector ring inside a running Mr scanner is 

a technological challenge, because the high static 
magnetic field, the fast switching magnetic gradi-
ents and the intense rF fields of the Mr disturb 
Pet operation on one hand, while the presence 
of the Pet material and its electrical activity must 
not degrade Mr quality on the other hand. the 
expected benefits are a precise localization of the 
Pet images in the body and the compensation of 

Compact Module Design
the first generation modules used a stack of 
three printed circuit boards (Pcbs) for a) photo 
detectors and coupling components, b) the wire-
bonded readout asics and c) voltage regulators 
and components for chip control and readout. 
cooling of the power dissipated in sensors, asics 
and regulators was achieved by a cooling tube 
between the Pcbs. the next generation design 
uses ceramic carriers with the photo detectors 
on one side and flip-chip mounted asics on the 
other side (Fig. 3). Most other components could 
be eliminated by using a single ended frontend or 
by adding functionality to the chip. Very efficient 
cooling is achieved by channels running inside of 
the ceramic. suited connection methods for the 
cooling liquid still need to be developed. 

Fig. 3: ceramic carrier board a one flip chip mount-
ed Peta chip. a second chip can be mounted at 
the bottom left.

supported by the eU within the FP7 project subli-
ma (contract #241711). collaboration with Philips 
research, FbK, Mse, technolution, PDPc, King‘s 
college, ePFL and the Universities of Delft, Ghent 
and Klinikum aachen.
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patient motion (breathing, heart beat) to avoid mo-
tion blurring. Due to the space constrains in the 
Mr bore (and because of an increasing number 
of heavy patients), the Pet ring must be thin. this 
calls for integrated solutions for sensor readout 
and for compact modules.

The PETA Readout Chips
the Peta chip developed entirely at the chair 
is a fully integrated readout system for 36 chan-
nels on a chip area of 5×5mm2. every channel 
contains (see Fig. 1) a single ended (more com-
pact) and a differential (possibly more Mr toler-
ant) frontend with a low noise hit discriminator, a 
charge integrator and an aDc. a detected hit is 
time-stamped with a precision of 50 ps in a time-
Digital-converter (tDc). an important feature is a 
neighbour logic which can trigger channels below 
threshold for better position reconstruction. the 
hit information (time, amplitude and channel) 
is autonomously collected and read out serially. 
Fig. 2 shows a photograph of the chip which uses 
solder balls for electrical interconnection for com-
pact module design.

Fig. 2: Photograph of the 5×5mm2 Peta4 chip. the 
connection to the chip is done through solder balls, 
which are clearly visible in the detail of the corner.

chip and Module Development for Pet/Mri

the next generation of Pet scanners (Positron emission tomography) should offer superior 
performance in terms of spatial resolution and sensitivity. in addition, there is increasing interest 
in combining functional Pet imaging with high resolution and time resolving Mri (Magnetic 
resonance imaging). the new Mr tolerant Pet scanners must be very compact (to fit into the 
Mr ‘tube’) and offer high resolution, which is, among other methods, achieved by increasing the 
number of readout channels. as a consequence, highly integrated solutions for signal amplifi-
cation and processing and for the mechanical arrangement of the components are required. in 
the framework of the sublima eU project, we are developing a fully integrated readout chip for 
time and amplitude measurement in Pet and construct compact Mr compatible modules with 
novel mechanical and thermal concepts. 
   Fischer, P., sacco, i., ritzert, M. and blanco, r.

Fig. 1: block diagram of the Peta chips
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Fig. 1: One module of the Dssc camera. sen-
sors and asics are at the bottom side (not vis-
ible). Power is supplied from the top through four 
regulator boards. the module is controlled by the 
central ‘iOb’ card.

The DSSC Detector
the Dssc camera [1] will be a two dimensional 
photon detector with 1 million hexagonal pixels of 
~206 × 236 µm2 size. signals from DePFet (De-

pleted Field effect transistors) sensors are ampli-
fied and immediately digitized with 9 bit resolution 
in asics (see this report) with 4096 pixels each. 
the events occur at rates of up to 4.5 Mhz, so that 
data is generated in each asic with ~166 Gbit/
second. this rate cannot be transferred with rea-
sonably means, so that the hit data is stored lo-
cally in raMs with space for up to 800 events. 
the accumulated ~30 Mbit are then transferred 
off-chip during the 100 ms long burst gaps. this 
requires a rate of only ~300 Mbit/second, which is 
feasible using a single LVDs link per asic.

the basic building blocks of the Dssc camera are 
modules with 16 asic (Fig. 1). in order to cover 
a large area with minimal gaps, all connections 
to the asic (at the bottom of Fig. 1) are coming 
from the top. Four boards (‘regulator boards’) are 
use to supply power during the burst. the central 
board in Fig. 1 is the ‘input Output board’, iOb, 
which controls the module and collects data. 

Fig. 2: this 1st level data aggregation board ‘iOb’ 
will be mounted close to the readout asics on the 
detector. it bundles data and transfers it to the 
PPt (Fig. 3). 

rigid Pcb is used for stress relief of the connec-
tors. a small piggy-back board with additional ca-
pacitors will be connected to the top side.

The PPT
Data from four modules, i.e. iObs (which corre-
sponds to ¼ of the full camera) is sent to a 2nd 
level data combiner board, the Patch Panel trans-
ceiver (PPt) located at the end flange of the cam-
era outside of the vacuum volume containing the 
modules. the PPt (Fig. 3) buffers data from sev-
eral bursts in a fast DDr3 memory to allow event 
reordering. the output to the XFeL data acqui-
sition uses four optical links running at 10 Gbit/
second. several additional tasks in the PPt, like 
the control of the camera timing and configuration 
and monitoring of the iObs are performed with an 
embedded Pc. the full data chain using prototype 
asics, regulator- and iOboards and a PPt has 
been successfully operated at full speed.

supported by the eU-XFeL Gmbh. collaboration 
in this Work Package mainly with DesY.
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Fig. 3: the 2nd level of data aggregation is per-
formed by this Patch Panel transceiver (PPt). it 
sends out data through four 10 Gbit optical links.

The IOB
the iOb collects the data from the 16 LVDs 
links (one per asics), bundles events and sends 
them away through three serial links running at 
3.125 Gbps using the aUrOra protocol. it also 
passes timing information to the module, controls 
the regulator boards on the module (e.g. turns 
on power just before a burst starts) and provides 
two additional switched voltages. all functions are 
performed in an FPGa. During run time, it can 
be controlled via an embedded Pc. the data flow 
control and the embedded Pc require significant 
firmware and software development. Fig. 2 shows 
both sides of the production version iOb. a flex-

Fast readout system for the Dssc Detector at XFeL

the X-ray Free electron Laser (XFeL) at DesY will produce very intense bursts of photons in 
the energy range of a few keV. this low energy and the particular time structure (10 bursts per 
second, each burst containing 2880 photon bunches spaced by 221 ns) require novel detector 
systems. the Dssc (DePFet sensor with signal compression) will be 1 MPixel camera which 
can take up to ~800 pictures per burst, i.e. operate at a frame rate of 4.5 Mhz. the data from 
one burst must be transferred within 100 ms from the pixel chips to the XFeL data acquisition. 
this is achieved with two specialized boards developed by our group.
   Kirchgessner, M., soldat, J., Kugel, a. and Fischer, P.
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The DSSC Detector
the Dssc camera [1] will be a two dimensional 
photon detector with 1  million hexagonal pixels 
of 206 × 236 µm2 size. X-ray photons with ener-
gies of as low as 0.5 keV are absorbed in a silicon 
crystal containing an array of Depleted Field effect 
transistors. these ‘DePFets’ convert the small 
electric charges generated by the X-ray absorp-
tion into currents (~ 0.5 na per electron). the read-
out of 4096 DePFet currents is done in parallel 
by a pixel asic mounted on top of the sensor and 
connected to every pixel with a solder connection. 

Fig. 1: Layout of one pixel of the pixel asic. it has 
a size of 206 × 236 µm2 and contains an analogue 
preamplifier / filter (left), a test injection (bottom 

left), an aDc with current and voltage reference 
(right), a digital control part (bottom middle), time 
stamp and control signal receivers (right middle) 
and a large digital memory (top).

The Pixel Electronics
each pixel of the asic (Fig. 1) contains an ampli-
fier and a switched capacitor filter for noise reduc-
tion. the filter output voltage is transferred to a 
capacitor which is then discharged with a very 
constant current. the time required to bring the 
capacitor voltage back to its initial value being pro-
portional to the amplitude is measured in every 
pixel by storing the status of an 8 bit ‘time stamp’ 
value when the capacitor is discharged. the time 
stamps are clocked with ~800 Mhz to achieve one 
conversion in ~220 ns. they are generated in the 
periphery of the chip (Fig. 2), are distributed along 
the long columns and received in the pixels with 
low power differential receivers (see Fig. 1). the 
digitized values are stored in a dense digital Mem-
ory in every pixel for later ‘slow’ readout so that 
the camera can take pictures with a frame rate of 
up to 4.5 Mhz until the ~800 words per pixel are 
filled up. Further building blocks in each pixel are 
a digital control section, a test pulse injector, and 
switchable decoupling capacitors.

Fig. 3: simulated gain compression of our novel 
input stage: the signal per X-ray photon is con-
stant for a low number of input photons. it drops 
by over two orders of magnitude for large photon 
numbers so that the dynamic range is significantly 
extended.

the signal compression is achieved by a special 
type of DePFet device. in order to exploit the 
feasibility of standard silicon sensors (PiN diodes 
or silicon drift detectors with lower input capaci-
tance), we have proposed a novel non-linear fron-
tend with a high compression for large signals, as 
shown in Fig. 3.

supported by the eU-XFeL Gmbh. collaboration 
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nico di Milano and University of bergamo/Pavia.
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Fig. 2: the final pixel asic will have a size of 
15 × 14 mm2 with 64 × 64 pixels. all inputs and 
outputs are at the bottom edge so that two rows of 
chips can be arranged without dead areas.

The Pixel ASIC
Most area of the asic (Fig. 2) is covered by pixel 
circuitry. the peripheral part at the bottom con-
tains infrastructure to operate the chip with a 
minimum of (3 slow + 3 fast) control signals: a 
programmable sequencer generates all signals 
required for data talking under various operating 
conditions, for the management of the raM ad-
dresses (individual events can be discarded dur-
ing operation to free memory space) and for the 
readout. bias Dacs are used for current setting 
and test injection. Fast Gray counters and buff-
ers with timing adjustments create the global time 
stamps. the full asic has a size of 15 × 14 mm2 
and will be produced in a 130 nm cMOs technol-
ogy.

Non Linear Frontend
in order to accommodate a very high dynamic 
range of 1– 10000 X-ray photons with only 8 bit 
of aDc resolution, several photons are assigned to 
higher aDc bins. this does not lead to information 
loss because the primary photon number is fluctu-
ating anyway due to Poisson statistics.

the Pixel readout asic for the Dssc Detector at XFeL

synchrotron X-ray sources are popular and valuable facilities for material studies and fun-
damental research. a next big step in intensity and brilliance will be made by the X-ray Free 
electron Laser (XFeL) which is being constructed at DesY in hamburg. in order to exploit the 
unprecedented possibilities of the machine, the eU-XFeL Gmbh is funding the development 
of novel 2D detector arrays which can image photons with energies of only a few keV at frame 
rates of up to 4.5 Mhz. the heart of the Dssc ‘camera’ will be a monolithic 2D-array of DeP-
Fet sensors which convert the X-ray photons into small current signals. the readout of these 
signals is done with specialized asics which are mounted on top of the DePFet sensors with 
many parallel electrical (bump bond) connections. the development of the pixel readout asic 
is lead by our group.
   erdinger, F., Kirchgessner, M., soldat, J. and Fischer, P. 
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the XNaP project (Xray Nanosecond array of Pix-
els) has been initiated by detector groups at syn-
chrotron Photon sources (esrF/Grenoble, Petra/
DesY/hamburg, sPring-8/riken/Japan) with the 
aim to develop the next generation of instrumenta-
tion for fast, time resolved photon imaging. While 
present detectors use single or few time resolved 
photon detector cells, XNaP aims at building a 
‘large’ array with 1024 pixels of 280 × 280 µm2 
size. Fig. 1 shows the basic arrangement consist-
ing of the monolithic array of avalanche photon 
detector (aPD) cells, an interposer for mechanical 
stability and radiation shielding, and the asics for 
signal processing.

Fig. 1: cross section of the XNaP assembly: syn-
chrotron X-rays impinging from the top are ab-
sorbed and amplified in a silicon avalanche Photo 
Diode. the sensor is flipped to a passive interpos-
er which passes the signals from all pixels to the 
readout asics mounted to the bottom side.

The XNAP ASIC
the asic (Fig. 2) contains 16 × 16 pixels on an 
area of 5 × 5 mm2. each pixel has a fast amplifier / 
discriminator with programmable threshold to de-
tect the photon hits. in one operation mode, hits 
are counted in every pixel with up to 100 million 
counts / second. by means of a second counter 
and ping-pong readout, dead time free operation 
is achieved. in timing mode, individual hits are 
passed to chip pins with very low time skew so 
that they can be timed externally with better than 
1  nanosecond resolution (the limit being set by 
drift time variations in the sensor). after associat-
ing the hit time to the firing pixel address, the pixel 
is released. One hit cycle will take < 50 ns.

Fig. 2: XNaP pixel asic with 16 × 16 pixels on a 
chip area of 5 × 5 mm2.

Test System 
initial characterization is done with a Usb based 
test system and suited adapter Pcbs as shown in 
Fig. 4. the beam line setup will house most com-
ponents in a cooled aluminium box and use a 
dedicated readout card.

supported by the esrF and DesY. collaboration 
with esrF (P. Fajardo), DesY (h. Graafsma) and 
excellitas (canada)
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Module Assemblies
Due to the small pitch of only 280 µm, the produc-
tion of a suited interposer (see Fig. 1) turned out 
to be a technological challenge. several technolo-
gies had to be evaluated and prototypes had to be 
built. two competing technologies seem to be suit-
able: a very high density organic printed circuit 
board has been designed by our partner excelli-
tas, while we have developed and produced a Low 
temperature cofired ceramic (Ltcc) design. the 
next challenge is the simultaneous mounting of 
the sensitive sensors and asics on the two sides 
of the interposer. Fig. 3 shows a Pcb interposer 
with asics flip chip mounted by c. Kreidl from our 
group.

Fig. 3: Four asics mounted to an interposer Pcb. 
ceramic interposers have been produced as well.

the XNaP Fast 2D X-ray Photon Detector 

synchrotron light sources like the european synchrotron radiation Facility esrF in Grenoble 
use their intense, focussed X-ray photon beams to generate diffraction patterns from crystallized 
samples or to study the atomic composition by fluorescence techniques. in order to image the 
diffracted X-rays with high time resolution (Nanoseconds), a novel two dimensional camera 
based on depleted avalanche Photo Detectors (aPDs) is being developed within the XNaP 
project. after successful tests with small sensors and asics, an array of 1024 pixels using four 
asics is being built.
   thil, c. and Fischer, P. 

Fig. 4: Usb based test system used for characteri-
zation. the interposers with asics and sensors are 
located under the protective cover at the right.
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Fig. 1: Photograph of the sWitcher chip which 
controls the readout of the DePFet Matrix. the 
bumps are all connected in a peculiar pattern in 
the centre to simplify routing on the small edge of 
the module (Fig. 3).

The BelleII Pixel Vertex Detector
the Pixel Vertex Detector (PXD) of belleii is lo-
cated at a few centimetre distance of the collision 
point and is the first element to track the flight 
path of the generated collision particles. as any 
material traversed by the particles deflects their 
flight path, a very thin (‘low radiation length’) 
tracker is required. the PXD addresses this by us-
ing the active silicon substrate as a mechanical 
support for the readout asics. the sensing ele-

ments are pixels with an integrated Depleted Field 
effect transistor (DePFet). they are read out in 
a ‘rolling shutter’ mode, i.e. by enabling one row 
after the other. this requires fast voltage transients 
of ~ 20 V, provided by special sWitcher chips 
(Fig. 1) developed by our group. the DePFets 
send signal currents to the end of the active area 
where Drain current Digitizers (DcD) chips (also 
developed by us) digitize the signals and pass 
them to Data handling Processor chips (DhP, by 
bonn University and spanish groups) for digital 
processing and serial readout.

The PXD Module
Fig. 2 shows a PXD Module prototype which con-
tains all routing for the 14 asics on only 3 metal 
layers. additional sMD components are required 
for decoupling, energy storage and line termina-
tion. the prototype module shown has test struc-
tures instead of real DePFets in the large active 
region. When populated with chips (as shown in 
the lower part of Fig. 2) and connected with a cap-
ton cable, all functionalities can be tested. 

supported by bMbF under contact number 
05h09Vh8. Main partners are MPi Munich, Uni-
versities of bonn, aachen, siegen, Valencia, bar-
celona, Krakau...
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Fig. 2: this silicon substrate shows the (small) size 
of one PXD module (top), compared to a finger. 
the lower picture shows the same module after 
assembly of six sWitcher chips (top row), four 
DcD chips and four DhP chips (right). a flexible 
caption cable will be glued and wire bonded to the 
right side.

Fig. 3: test arrangement with most relevant com-
ponents: a small DePFet sensor matrix is located 
in the upper right. it is controlled by a sWitcher 
chip (as shown in Fig. 1) which is flipped on an 
auxiliary substrate and wire-bonded to the sensor 
(bottom right). the readout is achieved by a DcD 
chip and an additional driver chip flipped to a sec-
ond substrate (left).

Detector and Chip Tests
in order to test all critical components during the 
development, smaller test setups like the one 
shown in Fig. 3 have been assembled (see text 
in caption). the large number of different parts 
and interconnection technologies make this a me-
chanically very challenging task. as an example of 
a successful measurement using realistic belle-ii 
speed, Fig. 4 shows a 241 am spectrum taken with 
a setup similar to Fig. 3.

asics and Module Design 
for the Pixel Vertex Detector at belle ii

the belle experiment at the KeK accelerator centre in Japan has made significant contributions 
to b-Meson physics, in particular to parity violation. the topic being still very relevant for under-
standing the fundamental forces of nature, the KeK machine is being upgraded to a much high-
er luminosity (~ ×10), in order to produce significantly more collisions for more detailed studies 
with better statistics. in order to cope with the resulting enormous event and data rates, and to 
provide state of the art measurements of the collision products, the existing belle detector will 
be upgraded within the next years. the belle-ii detector will also contain a novel pixel detector 
(PXD) in the very central part of the experiment to improve the measurement precision of the 
particle decay position. the PXD uses a ~ 450 µm thin silicon crystal as an active substrate with 
several flip-chip mounted  asics for sensor control, readout and digital processing yielding a 
very low mass tracker. Our group is developing 2 of the 3 chip types, provides the layout of the 
silicon module, and helps in flip chip mounting and prototype construction. 
   Knopf, J., Kreidl, c., Peric, i. and Fischer, P. 
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the Ziti chair for computer architecture at the 
University of heidelberg has the expertise to design 
complex hardware/software systems. as system 
architects, we not only cover the theory of opera-
tion, we also have the technology and the software 
to build real working prototypes. the computer 
architecture Group (caG) has profound expertise 
in the areas of design space analysis, hardware 
design of processors and devices, interconnec-
tion networks, and software driver development, 
especially for the construction of large computing 
clusters based on Pc technology.
all levels of system design are covered, starting 
at the application programming interface, e.g. the 
message passing interface library (MPi), through 
the efficient design of device drivers, and finish-
ing with custom-built hardware devices based on 
standard-cell asic and FPGas.
the goals of the applied research activities are to 
cover a broad range of methodologies for the de-
sign of complete high performance systems with 
the possibility to optimize every level and educate 
students on the various real world topics.
the group mainly focuses on the design of par-
allel architectures, which achieve their high per-
formance by improving communication between 
computational devices/units. scaling such sys-
tems is a great challenge to the architecture of 
interconnection networks (iN) and network inter-
face controllers (Nic). the eXtOLL project is an 
examples where a holistic optimization approach 
leads to a very low latency and high performance 
network interface controller (Nic).

in 2012 the spin-off company eXtOLL Gmbh was 
able to acquire the necessary capital in order to 
manufacture a high performance asic based on 
eXtOLL technology. the cooperation between 
caG and eXtOLL was increased to build the asic 
backend team. Most of the components for an 

asic had been prepared, e.g., the standard cells, 
the iO cells and the sraM generators. also the 
very important function of a serializer-deserializer 
(serDes) for the Pcie interface and the commu-
nication links had been evaluated before to make 
sure this part could be purchased from an intel-
lectual Property (iP)-provider in a silicon-proven 
design. serDes functions are getting more and 
more important in the design of high performance 
chips, because they provide a significant higher 
bandwidth per iO-pin then standard iO-cells and 
thus try to overcome the pin limitation constraint.
the design team established a tool flow in cooper-
ation with cadence, an eDa-company and a long-
term partner in research and education for analog 
and digital hardware designs. 
extensive regression tests have been executed for 
the digital parts to make sure that we could verify 
all functional modules and try to be first time right 
with our asic. 
the backend work went well until the day in sep-
tember 2012, when we needed the serDes iP for 
integration, and eXtOLL wanted to sign the con-
tract for the iP. Just at this point in time the iP-
company was sold and got out of the serDes busi-
ness. this was a stroke of fate which shifted our 
chip submission to an unknown time in the future. 
all efforts were made to find a new iP-Provider, but 
no other silicon-proven serDes for our selected 
process technology could be found. thus we had 
to negotiate a deal with an iP-company which pro-
posed to design a serDes concerning our specifi-
cation in a time frame of 3 months, which delayed 
the project into next years reporting time of 2013. 
While we are busy working on the very exciting 
asic project with the code name tourmalet we 
were also carrying out further development pro-
jects for industry partners and also research for 
the bMbF-funded project cbM and for the eU-
funded project DeeP. 

DeeP must be viewed as closely related to the eX-
tOLL asic tourmalet. the architecture design of 
the DeeP project is unique because of its separa-
tion of weak scaling and strong scaling parts of 
applications into specific computing parts called 
cluster and booster. For the booster part, eXtOLL 
was selected as interconnect because of its very 
low latency and its high message rate. the booster 
computing engine is the intel Xeon Phi chip (KNc) 
which contains 60 cPUs, a high bandwidth mem-
ory interface and a Pcie interface. the eXtOLL 
asic matches this x16 Pcie interface perfectly 
and could drive the Xeon Phi without any other 
logic. While the asic was under development, we 
adapted the FPGa version of eXtOLL to a proto-
type board from one of the project partners, eu-
rotech, equipped with an altera stratix 5 in order 
to make a Proto-booster system available for the 
software development in the DeeP project.
in addition, eurotech sponsored the porting of eX-
tOLL to their stratix 4 FPGa on node board based 
on Westmere /sandybridge intel cPUs with 30k 
euros. this task was completed successfully for 
the Westmere intel cPU board, but the new cPU 
type sandybridge board showed some strange be-
havior in the power supply of the FPGa so that the 
second port could not be completed.

Fig. 1: eXtOLL asic tourmalet

another industrial partner for the application of 
eXtOLL is a company working in the area of vision 
processing for wafer inspection. they continued 

their support with a grant of 30k UsD for the com-
pletion of a prototype test using Xilinx V7 FPGas. 
this project showed many problems due to the 
use of initial engineering sample FPGa chips from 
Xilinx. the expected data rate of 10Gb/s could 
not been achieved due to missing software sup-
port in the design environment, and the Pcie core 
was not capable to operate at the gen3 data rate. 
therefore, only parts of the design could reach 
the projected bandwidth. there will be further de-
velopment work required to achieve the 10Gb/s 
bandwidth. 

in the reporting periode 2012 eXtOLL/caG has 
jointly presented the results of our research at 
many events mainly at isc 12 in hamburg and 
at sc12 in salt Lake city, Usa. in cooperation 
with the JP holger Froening from Ziti, we could 
demonstrate a direct method of communication 
between NViDia GPUs without host intervention 
at the sc12. this feature was of great interest to 
NViDia, and some closer collaboration was agreed 
upon for the near future. 
an invited talk at the eUrOMPi in Vienna was also 
given and provided the MPi programming com-
munity with the latest news of the eXtOLL project. 

in October, a workshop at the a*star computing 
center in singapore was arranged by Dr. Marek 
Michalewicz, a senior director at a*star. We at-
tended it and found many common interests in 
research for parallel computing. therefore it was 
agreed to intensify the collaboration between caG 
and a*star. in addition, connections to a group 
in china have been established. 

the industrial cooperation with the high-frequency 
trading company iMc has continued. two of our 
excellently educated Ph.D. students have been 
hired by the company. in 2012, the continuation 
phase of the project was funded with about 116 k 
euro. specific functional units for the support of 
trading have been added to the design. 
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For the cbM project, a new 3 year project pro-
posal was prepared and submitted to the bMbF 
in 2011. the project was funded in 2012, but with 
significant reduction in personal budget, and there 
was significantly less money assigned for the de-
velopment of an asic for the read-out chain in the 
cbM detector system. this asic has been found 
to be neccessery due to space limitations in the 
inner detector design and caG has agreed to de-
velop this chip. Due to the budget cuts, this plan 
was reduced to first prototypes and test chips. 

in order to design and develop complex hardware 
components, caG runs some internal develop-
ments in the area of eDa tools for closing specific 
design gaps. this is mainly done for productivity 
reasons and for raising the level of abstraction in 
the design phase. 
For the design of finite state machines, our FsM-
Designer has been improved for the next release. 
the development of the tool has been continued 
as an open source project on source Forge.

the caG of the University of heidelberg is mem-
ber of the cadence academic Network and plays 
a major role in this network, as we are the “Lead 
University for Functional Verification”. the ca-
dence academic Network is a university/industry 
collaboration to support and improve Universi-
ties’ activities in the design of analog and digital 
semiconductors and to educate students with the 
latest tool generation. this project continues, and 
the network idea established many new connec-
tions among the member universities. in the area 
of chip design, caG is working with Prof. stefan 
heinen from rWth aachen, and first results have 
been successfully used by both groups.

the collaboration with st Microelectronics, which 
started in 2011, did not show any results due to 
high communication latencies. information ex-
changes have been completed, but no results 
were achieved so far. it seems to require signifi-
cantly more personnel effort and a much longer 
time frame.

RESEARCH
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the computer architecture Group’s (caG) activi-
ties within the compressed baryonic Matter col-
laboration at the Facility for antiproton and ion 
research (Fair) at Gsi Darmstadt focus on the 
design and implementation of the DaQ system. 
For the cbM read-out chain from the Fee detec-
tor asics to the cluster, a hierarchical network 
structure was developed [1], which is optimized 
for the cbM experiment. in addition to providing 
a built-in network communication block, the idea 
was to create a set of modules with well-defined 
interfaces and functions, which can be used in 
different cbM network devices. thus, they can 
benefit by reusing well-tested hardware. this ap-
proach saves design time and uses reliable com-
ponents. the goal is to provide this set of generic 
modules not only for FPGas, but also for the Fee 
asics. the generic modules include the cbMnet 
implementation, some special PhY implementa-
tions, and deliver features generally required in 
cbM network devices. these features include: an 
automatically generated register file (rF) support-
ing user-specific parts for analog designers, an 
i2c interface for debug and test purposes, special 
blocks for analog register chain access or sub-
rFs, and serializers/deserializers (serDes) im-
plementations for different technologies to provide 
required communication bandwidth to all cbM 
network parts. Various FPGa implementations use 
this concept and it is used within a first Fee asic 
for its digital communication block, the sPaDic 
[2]. the test readout chain for sPaDic testing is 
shown in figure 1. after the first successful tests 
configuring the sPaDic and reading out its con-
figuration, tests verified that data, control, and 
synchronization messages work reliably. these 
results gave the confidence to integrate these 
modules also into other asics. thus, they were 

integrated into the stsXYter, which was submit-
ted in Q3 of 2012. all setups are prepared and its 
testing is planned for Q1 2013.

Fig. 1: beam time readout and laboratory setup

Delivering the readout density required for cbM 
is a challenging task. therefore a specific inter-
mediate asic for early data aggregation and Fee 
control is planned. this device, the hUb asic 
[3],[4], is planned to provide at least 32 front-end 
links each with 500Mb/s and up to 4 back-end 
links with at least 5 Gb/s. there are various dif-
ficult tasks to handle within this device including 
deadlock avoidance for all traffic types. a block 
diagram of the inner hUb asic structure is pre-
sented in figure 2. it depicts the handling of the 
three virtual traffic classes and shows its gen-
eral structure. First prototyping for design parts 
has been done using Xilinx spartan 6 evaluation 
boards. the new spartan based rOc, currently 
developed in the collaboration, will provide a plat-
form for further prototyping. the target technology 
for the hUb asic is 65nm and a miniasic sub-
mission will be prepared in 2013.

supported by: bMbF (06hD9117i, 06hD7137), 
cooperation with Gsi
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the eU-funded DeeP project was started in De-
cember 2011 and worked on the architecture 
definition and the first prototype implementations 
throughout 2012. the main objectives of the pro-
ject are defined as follows:
“the Dynamical exascale entry Platform project 
(DeeP) proposes to develop a prototype hard-
ware and software supercomputing system with 
the potential to reach a peak performance of 100 
PFlop / s in 2014, paving the way towards exascale 
end of the decade. DeeP will optimise a set of 
grand-challenge applications with high societal 
impact and generic algorithmic structure for this 
platform. the key innovation of the DeeP project 
is its holistic exascale-enabling concept integrat-
ing the architectural, system software and appli-

cation level. the strategic goals of DeeP are (i) to 
contribute to an independent provision of general 
purpose exascale performance supercomputers 
for the european hPc research infrastructure 
Prace, (ii) to advance the growth of ict and hPc 
hardware and software technology developed and 
produced in europe, and (iii) to expand worldwide 
leadership and competitiveness of europe‘s com-
putational scientists and engineers” [1].

the main architectural goals of the DeeP project 
are summarized in the following three paragraphs. 
an innovative prototype hardware platform will be 
developed consisting of a cluster element based 
on multi-core-chips (supporting the weak scaling 
part of applications with high single thread perfor-

mance) and a booster element based on many-
core technology (supporting the highly parallel 
portion of applications with strong scaling). the 
elements are connected by appropriate intercon-
nects, following the commmercial-off-the-shelf 
philosophy. [2]

innovative and modern technologies are combined 
for the booster element: the intel many-core pro-
cessors (intel Xeon Phi, codename Knights corner 
KNc) and the high-speed interconnect eXtOLL. 
improvement of current cluster energy efficiency 
by an order of magnitude will result in a power us-
age effectiveness approaching a value of 1. this 
can be achieved by exploiting novel many-core 
chip technologies and advanced software-aided 
cooling technologies using hot water cooling. 

the project is organized in 9 workpackages (WP) 
and the computer architecture Group (caG) is 
participating in WP3, WP4 and WP9.
· WP3 system hardware 
· WP4 system software
· WP9 exascale Projections

the architecture design of the DeeP project is 
unique due to the separation of weak scaling and 
strong scaling parts of applications into specific 
computing parts called cluster and booster. For 
the booster part, eXtOLL was selected as the in-
terconnect because of its very low latency and its 
high message rate. the booster computing engine 
is the intel Xeon Phi chip (KNc) which contains 
60 cPUs, a high bandwidth memory interface and 
a Pcie interface. the eXtOLL asic codename 
“tourmalet” would perfectly fit to this x16 Pcie in-
terface and could drive the Xeon Phi without any 
other logic. 

to demonstrate the feasibility of this “hostless” 
setup, caG developed, designed, and brought 
up a Pcie backplane which can connect two x16 
boards directly. We used the Pcie FPGa board 
“Galibier” to connect to the KNc and implement-
ed the required software for the transparent map-

ping of external control messages to the KNc. ini-
tial peer to peer device communication tests with 
the eXtOLL network were conducted by caG.

While the asic was under development, we 
adapted the FPGa version of eXtOLL to a pro-
totype board from a project partner, eurotech, 
equipped with an altera stratix 5 in order to make 
a Proto-booster system available for software de-
velopment within the DeeP project. this task was 
much more difficult than expected and could not 
be completed in 2012. 

in the 2012 reporting period, eXtOLL/caG joint-
ly presented DeeP research results at isc 12 in 
hamburg and at sc12 in salt Lake city, Usa. at 
sc12, we participated in the joint european ex-
ascale booth to explain the conference attendees 
the advantages of the DeeP concepts [3]. 
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Overview
the computer engineering Group (http://ce.uni-
hd.de) was established in November 2011, and 
is responsible for the specialization “application-
specific computing” within the Master of science 
in computer engineering at the ruprecht-Karls 
University of heidelberg. the current research is 
exploring parallel architectures for high Perfor-
mance computing and big Data, for instance the 
efficiency of parallel computing in terms of perfor-
mance and productivity, energy-aware computing, 
high performance computing architectures, and 
the use of specialized devices for compute-inten-
sive and data-intensive tasks. in particular, GPU 
computing in combination with data-intensive 
problems has moved into the research focus. Dur-
ing 2012, the group expanded to 10 people total, 
including associated PhD students and research 
assistants.
the group strongly collaborates with the group led 
by Jose Duato at the technical University of Valen-
cia (spain), the group led by sudhakar Yalaman-
chili at the Georgia institute of technology (Geor-
gia, Us), and the group led by Fransisco Quiles 
at the University of castilla-La Mancha (spain). 
Furthermore, a local collaboration with the group 
led by Ulrich brüning exists.
besides regular dissemination in form of publica-
tions, the group is periodically presenting latest 
research results at the exhibitions of the super-
computing conference (Us), and the international 
supercomputer conference (isc) in Germany. 
also, the Pi of the group is co-organizer of the an-
nual international workshop on “heterogeneous 
Unconventional cluster architectures and appli-
cations” (hUcaa), held in conjunction with the 
“international conference on Parallel Processing” 
(icPP) [1].

the group is also responsible for the cUDa re-
search and teaching center at the ruprecht-Karls 
University, providing teaching related to GPU 
computing to students, consulting to PhD candi-
dates and of course exploring research questions 
within this context.

Research Projects
the current research focus of the group is to em-
ploy specialized architectures for hPc workloads 
to improve the efficiency of parallel computing, 
both in terms of energy and time. in addition, we 
try to use insights from the hPc area to other ar-
eas, in particular for workloads related to big Data. 
the most important examples of such workloads 
are information retrieval, data-mining and data-
warehousing. in the following, we present a short 
excerpt of current research efforts:
· GGas: Modern GPUs are powerful high-core-
count processors. they are no longer used solely 
for graphics applications, but are also employed 
to accelerate computationally intensive general-
purpose tasks. For peak performance, GPUs are 
distributed throughout the cluster to accelerate 
parallel portions of the workload. current solu-
tions typically combine the bulk-synchronous task 
model of GPUs with message passing semantics, 
which significantly increases complexity and re-
quires the cPUs to communicate among distrib-
uted GPUs. Global GPU address spaces (GGas) 
span over the device memories of GPUs at the 
cluster level for sharing and aggregation purposes. 
GGas allow low overhead synchronization and ef-
ficient data movement between GPUs and confine 
control flow to the GPU domain for all computation 
and communication tasks. both aspects contrib-
ute to time and energy savings. in addition, GGas 
maintain the GPUs bulk-synchronous program-
ming model by relying on a thread-collective com-

munication model, which reduces the complexity 
of parallel programming on distributed GPUs sig-
nificantly. Furthermore, GGas is a zero-copy com-
munication mechanism and avoids the complexity 
associated with hybrid programming paradigms 
like MPi+cUDa or similar.
· ONciLLa: Oncilla is a new project lead by sud-
hakar Yalamanchili from Georgia tech that aims to 
provide a commodity-based non-coherent global 
address space (Gas) to support efficient data 
movement between host memory (DraM) and 
accelerators (GPUs) using tightly integrated “con-
verged fabrics”. by using a custom Nic, low-laten-
cy, non-coherent put/get operations are available 
to access remote memory and to build a large, 
non-coherent Gas system [2].
· MeMscaLe: a new memory architecture for 
clusters and datacenters, with the objective to 
overcome memory capacity constraints and to 
minimize over-provisioning of scarce resources. 
Key are global address spaces (Gas) across 
physically distributed resources. the scalability 
problem of coherence is addressed by reverting to 
highly relaxed model consistency models. Goal of 
this work is to overcome the current static resource 
partitioning in clusters, and thereby to facilitate a 
highly dynamic aggregation and disaggregation 
of resources. this approach can help to dramati-
cally reduce resource over-provisioning and to 
maximize utilization, thus improving the energy-
efficiency of clusters and datacenters. First results 
include the acceleration of in-memory databases, 
the acceleration of data-intensive applications and 
combining the scalability of message passing with 
the ease of programming of shared memory for 
future multi-/many-core architectures. this is a 
collaboration with the Parallel architectures Group 
led by Jose Duato at the technical University of 
Valencia, spain.
· eXtOLL: a new ultra-low latency cluster inter-
connect designed from scratch for the use in hPc 
systems. Key properties are high message rates, 
high scalability and inherent support for multi-
core processors by virtualizing the network inter-
face. current FPGa implementations of this de-

sign are able to outperform state-of-the-art silicon 
for selected applications and benchmarks. this 
is a collaboration with the computer architecture 
Group led by Ulrich brüning at the same institute 
and the eXtOLL company [3].

For a more detailed description of the GGas and 
ONciLLa project, we refer to dedicated articles in 
this report.

Additional Dissemination of Results
in addition to the previously stated dissemination 
efforts, in 2012 two invited talks were given. the 
first talk was at the systems seminar at Georgia 
tech (Us) [4], and included a review of the re-
search issues addressed within the MeMscaLe 
project and possible future work. the second talk 
was at the annual computer science Day at the 
ruprecht-Karls University of heidelberg [5], and 
investigated how cloud computing can benefit 
from dynamic resource aggregation techniques 
like MeMscaLe.

We gratefully acknowledge the generous support 
of our research efforts by NVidia corporation, and 
Xilinx, inc.
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First Results
the communication principle of GGas is based on 
remote loads and stores, although remote stores 
are preferred as such a dissemination approach 
allows for better locality optimizations.
in addition, polling for completion can dramati-
cally benefit from locality, minimizing associated 
network traffic and resource utilization in general. 
Using remote stores, communication between dis-
tributed GPUs is as easy as obtaining a pointer to 
the remote memory location (using a call to our 
custom GGas library), and then to use this pointer 
as target for a store instruction.
More complex communication methods like 
sends, receives, etc., can be based on these 
semantics. compared to message passing as 
state-of-the-art, we are seeing in our preliminary 
experiments a speed-up of up to 2x for basic com-
munication patterns like Ping-Pong, or barriers, 
and up to 1.7 x for more complex workloads like 
stencil computations. in particular, we’d like to 
highlight that in this experiment a frequency-limit-
ed FPGa implementation was compared against a 
fully-flavored asic-based infiniband network.

We’d also like to emphasize that this development 
is perfectly matching the recently introduced Dy-
namic Parallelism feature by NVidia, which allows 
GPU to autonomously start new kernels. combin-
ing both techniques, the complete execution can 
be confined to the GPU domain, leaving the cPU 
idle for reduced energy consumption or improved 
overlap between host cPU and accelerator.

Future plans
Future work will be manifold: first, we plan to scale 
our test system with regard to number of GPUs in 
order to validate the strong scaling our analyses 
are reporting. second, various workloads will have 
to be tested on this disruptive approach. Last, in 
order to fully maintain the simplicity of GPU com-
puting we need to address programmability in 
a way that we offer an easy migration path from 
single-GPU cUDa programs to scale-out systems.

We gratefully acknowledge the generous support 
of this research effort by NVidia corporation and 
Xilinx, inc.

efficient communication schemes for Data-Parallel Processors

a new technique allowing GPUs to autonomously source and sink network traffic
   Fröning, h. and Oden, L.

Overview
Modern GPUs are powerful high-core-count pro-
cessors, which are no longer used only for graph-
ics applications, but are also employed to accel-
erate computationally intensive general-purpose 
tasks. For the utmost performance, GPUs are dis-
tributed throughout the cluster to assist the cPUs 
in processing parallel programs. While GPUs can 
help minimizing execution time for a variety of 
applications, in particular for distributed systems 
several severe limitations are present: first, the 
communication between GPUs requires cPU as-
sistance and often intermediate copies, both with 
huge impacts on energy and time. also, the com-
mon communication approach for clusters, mes-
sage passing, is conflictive with the GPU thread-
collective task model, thus the user has to employ 
multiple programming paradigms. Last, all hetero-
geneity and concurrency is exposed to the user 
instead of using suitable abstractions to maintain 
the beauty and simplicity of the GPU’s task model.

here we present a new innovative approach that 
allows for the first time to maintain the GPU’s 
thread-collective execution model for communi-
cation purposes. Using this approach, the beauty 
and simplicity of GPU computing can be main-
tained and the overhead associated with hybrid 
communication mechanism can completely be 
avoided.

Global GPU Address Spaces
We recently introduced Global GPU address 
spaces (GGas) as communication model that is 
completely in-line with the GPU task model and 
facilitates a direct communication between dis-
tributed GPUs. the following list shows the contri-
butions of GGas compared to previous work:
1. GGas maintains the GPUs bulk-synchronous, 

massively parallel programming model by relying 
on thread-collective communication.
2. Opposed to communication layers based on 
message passing, GGas minimizes branch diver-
gence, as communication can be performed by all 
threads in a block collaboratively.
3. GGas allows confining the control flow to the 
GPU domain, bypassing the cPUs for all com-
putation and communication tasks and avoiding 
context switches that are costly in terms of energy 
and time.
4. GGas is a direct, zero-copy communication 
model that moves data without intermediate cop-
ies between distributed GPU memories, again 
contributing to the minimization of time and en-
ergy.

Figure 1 shows the system and the user view of 
a GGas cluster. the system view is composed of 
distributed nodes, each equipped with a GPU for 
acceleration purposes and connected to a net-
work. Without GGas, each GPU in the system has 
only access to local resources, and communica-
tion requires huge effort and imposes large over-
head. 

however, using GGas this system view is trans-
lated into a simplified user view, which aggregates 
the distributed GPU’s special memory and main-
tains the bulk-synchronous Parallel (bsP) model 
of the processing cores. Now, each GPU respec-
tively each GPU core can access any memory 
location in the system. although this is location-
independent, it is certainly beneficial to expose 
locality to the user to allow  appropriate optimiza-
tions.

Fig. 1: system and User View of a heterogeneous compute cluster using GGas
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not restricted by the memory location. Fig.1 shows 
the different address space models available for 
heterogeneous clusters today. as can be seen, the 
Oncilla data path is the first approach that con-
nects all memory resources by direct data paths.
 
additionally, Oncilla includes support for uncon-
strained resource allocations in a way that a user 
can request memory resources without specify-
ing its type. the runtime will determine if host or 
accelerator memory is more appropriate and will 
later take care of the corresponding data move-
ments. also, such allocation calls can be com-
bined with resource aggregation, allowing the user 
to request more memory than a single host or ac-
celerator can serve. such transparency is certainly 
helpful for productivity or applications with varying 
characteristics, but for locality reasons these calls 
support parameters that instruct the runtime to 
use only certain memory types or certain aggrega-
tion policies.

Integrating EXTOLL in Oncilla
eXtOLL tightly integrates accelerators and net-
works bypassing the standard host-based stacks, 
making eXtOLL a basis for aggregation of resourc-
es (memory and accelerators) which is critical for 
big Data. in this regard, one benefit of using the 
Oncilla runtime is that it separates the network lay-
er from the resource allocation layer by the use of 
a common aPi, so that eXtOLL, infiniband, eth-
ernet, or another protocol could be used accord-
ing to each network layer’s cost and performance 
benefits.

Preliminary Results
the first experiments with Oncilla focus on an as-
sessment of overhead associated with data move-
ments between heterogeneous resources. Put/Get 
operations are used for all these movements, and 
special attention is put on the registration scheme 
required for such semantics. First results show 
that eXtOLL and ib perform better for different 
sizes of data movement and allocation. Using 
the well-known tPc-h data-warehousing work-

load, this runtime enables a reduction in runtime 
of about 80% in average, compared to standard 
disk-based storage techniques.

Future plans
as Oncilla is a complex runtime that addresses 
several critical aspects of current architectures 
and workloads, multiple aspects will be addressed 
in the future. First, more data movement paths 
have to be integrated and analyzed accordingly 
to improve allocation and movement decisions. 
in addition to this, we plan for a simplified allo-
cation scheme that is agnostic of memory types 
and capacity constraints. the user optionally can 
specify constraints about memory type (accelera-
tor or host) and if and how resource aggregation 
should be employed. in the simplest case this task 
is done by the runtime, offering additional optimi-
zation opportunities during the execution. such 
a feature is in particular beneficial for workloads 
with a highly dynamic resource utilization and 
varying locality.

We gratefully acknowledge the generous support 
of this research effort by NVidia corporation and 
Xilinx, inc.

the Onchilla runtime for accelerated clusters

supporting data-warehousing workloads by efficient data movements and resource allocations 
in heterogeneous clusters
   Fröning, h., Young, J. and Yalamanchili, s.

Overview
big Data significantly pushes the demand for high 
performance storage, and DraM memory is still 
several orders of magnitude faster than any other 
technology. While it is already difficult to provide 
big Data applications sufficient main memory, ac-
celerated and in-core implementations are even 
more challenging as the amount of on-board 
memory of such accelerators is significantly lim-
ited in its capacity. While for host memory several 
tbs are possible, typical accelerators come with 
4-8Gb, resulting in a 500-fold gap. thus, efficient 
data transfers are mandatory to reduce the per-
formance overheads of moving data to and from 
off-chip accelerators. here we present Oncilla as a 
new system architecture and runtime for resource 

allocation and efficient data movements in accel-
erated clusters. First experiments with Oncilla fo-
cus on data-warehousing workloads based on the 
red Fox GPU compiler infrastructure; such work-
loads are a prominent representative of big Data.

The Oncilla Runtime
the main idea behind Oncilla is to combine host 
and accelerator memory into a large logical parti-
tion, providing either opacity or transparency from 
a user’s point of view. access to this logical par-
tition is enabled by efficient Put/Get operations 
from user-level, independent of the memory type. 
also, application performance might see differ-
ences between the two distinct types of memory 
in the logical partition, but application scaling is 

Fig. 1: address space models for accelerator clusters
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   Prof. Dr. reinhard Männer

Overview  |  Chair of Computer Science V
Due to the retirement of Prof. Männer in august 
2012 the projects at the department went through 
a substantial reorganization process since the be-
ginning of 2012. the activities related to atLas 
and XFeL were taken over entirely by the „research 
group application specific computing“. the 2012 
results are documented in the corresponding sec-
tion of this report. two projects - „Neurosim“ and 
„Online processing of cell images“ - were suc-
cessfully completed with the PhD thesis’ of Dr. 
beier [1] and Dr. Gipp [2]. responsibility for the 
„Microsim“ project was transferred to the collabo-
ration partner VrMagic and is being continued at 
that location. the educational project „embedded 
systems“ was continued at the departement.
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the project encloses the realization of a micro-
controller circuit for implementing of an internet-/
UKW radio and a MP3 player with a graphical user 
interface. the realization is based on an arM7 
processor with external sDraM (32 Mb) and 
FLash raM (4 Mb). the implementation consists 
of three boards, assembled one above the other: 
Power supply + battery charger board, micropro-
cessor board with interfaces and the graphic dis-
play board with touch screen. the board of the 
graphic display also contains several buttons for 
menu selection and a rotary encoder.

the microprocessor board includes the follow-
ing hardware components: ethernet-interface 
(10/100 Mbps), WLaN, interface for sD/sD-hc 
cards, MP3 decoder, real-time clock (rtc), aDcs 
+ Dacs, sensors for temperature, pressure and 
humidity, GPs module, interface for LcD colour 
graphics display, a radio chip and Usb-interface.

as development environment the eclipse c/c++ 
Development toolkit is used. the programming of 
the processor occurs with OPeNOcD using Usb 
and FtDi JtaG-interface.

Fig. 3: Power supply, battery charger and accumu-
lators

Fig. 4: LcD-Grafikdisplay (320*240) 

__________________________________________
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   Wurz, a.

the following software functions were implement-
ed:
· File system Fat32 for sD-card, FLash-raM 
  and raM-Disk
· Usb Mass storage Device of sD-card, 
  FLash-raM and raM-Disk
· synchronisation of the rtc with time server
· GPs position
· sensor readout for pressure and temperature
· rDs radio for UKW + LW/MW/KW
· internet radio
· User interface for graphic display with touch 
screen, keyboard and rotary encoder query
WLaN interface [1]
all functions were tested in 2012 successfully.  

          

Fig. 2: board with microcontroller                               

Fig. 1: block circuit
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72  |  Convex Models and Global Optimization for Image Segmentation and Labeling
          Lellmann, J., breitenreicher, D., Kappes, J. h., becker, F. and schnörr, c.

75  |  Discrete Tomography for Particle Image Velocimetry
          Petra, s., becker, F. and schnörr, c.

78  |  Generative Modeling of Appearance and Shape for Medical Image Analysis
          rathke, F., schmidt, s. and schnörr, c.

80  |  Globally Optimal Image Segmentation by Multicuts
          Kappes, J. h., speth, M., andres, b., hamprecht, F. and schnörr, c.

83  |  Image Denoising with Adaptive Total Variation
          Lenzen, F. and becker, F.

86  |  Inference in Markov Random Fields based on Primal-Dual Convex Optimization
          savchynskyy, b., schmidt, s. and Kappes, J. h.

88  |  Pedestrian Path Prediction using Learned Motion Models
          Keller, c. and schnörr, c.

90  |  Variational Methods for Image Segmentation with Shape Priors
          schmitzer, b. and schnörr, c.

92  |  Variational Recursive Joint Estimation of Scene Structure and Egomotion 
         from Monocular Image Sequences
          becker, F., Lenzen, F. and schnörr, c.
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Background and Goals
One of the key problems in image analysis is the 
partitioning problem. here one seeks to decom-
pose a given image domain  into several 
regions according to some data consistency and 
spatial coherency constraints.
classical applications include image- or 3D vol-
ume segmentation and 3D reconstruction. in 
many cases the resulting problems can be formu-
lated as convex optimization problems, which al-
lows to solve them to global optimality. any unde-
sired or unexpected results can thus be attributed 
to the model, which is a clear advantage for model 
development.
Moreover, using a lifting technique [1], many origi-
nally non-convex variational problems such as im-
age registration and optical flow can be reduced to 
higher-dimensional convex partitioning problems.

in this project, we focus on deriving convex re-
laxations for partitioning problems and developing 
effcient numerical solvers.

in contrast to grid- or graph cut-based methods, 
we consider the problem in the functional-analytic 
framework and from a spatially continuous per-
spective, i.e. we regard the image domain as a 
connected set rather than a finite set of individual 
points. in contrast to “discretize first” approaches, 
this “analyze first” approach allows to get a deeper 
insight into the underlying problem, obtain sub-
pixel accurate solutions, and abstract from inac-
curacies caused by the discretization.

Methods and Results
the task of segmenting the image domain  
into several regions P1,…, Pl can be posed as 

finding a labeling function  mini-
mizing

                                                             

where  constitutes the local data 
fidelity term, and the regularizer J(u) ensures a 
certain smoothness of the boundaries.
a way to solve this originally combinatorial prob-
lem is to allow intermediate solutions, i.e. to relax 
the constraint set to , where  is the 
l-dimensional unit simplex. by a suitable exten-
sion of the regularizer J to this enlarged feasible 
set, one obtains a relaxed problem. From the solu-
tion of the relaxed problem, an approximate – and, 
in the case of two labels, exact – solution of the 
original problem can then be recovered.
this is particularly appealing in cases where J 
can be extended in a convex way, since then the 
overall problem can be solved to global optimality 
without potentially getting stuck in local minima. 
it is therefore of central importance to character-
ize regularizers for which such extensions exist, 
and to provide ways to construct such extensions. 
We focus on a class of regularizers where jumps 
between labels are penalized differently according 
to an interaction potential d, i.e. boundary length 
weighted by some scalar d (i, j) depending on the 
labels i and j of the adjoining regions (Fig. 2). in 
[4] we considered the special class of euclidean 
distances, which are naturally handled by the 
above model.
Non-euclidean distances can still be approximat-
ed by offline solving an auxiliary convex problem.
Under several reasonable assumptions on the reg-
ularizer, we showed that any interaction potential 
must be a metric [4]. in addition, we extended an 
existing result [1] to show how a regularizer can be
constructed for any such interaction potential. 
this completely characterizes the class of interac-
tion potentials.
regarding optimization, the model (1) can be 
posed as a (convex-concave) saddle-point prob-
lem. We studied several methods to solve such 
problems, with a special focus on primal-dual 

methods that allow to solve the problems to 
a prescribed accuracy and provide optimality 
certificates [4]. compared to existing methods, 
the proposed Douglas-rachford method is robust 
and works on many synthetical andreal-world 
problems without further parameter tuning. When 
combined with an improved rounding technique, 
the approach allows to recover very good solutions 
of the original combinatorial problem with sub-
pixel accuracy, and without the staircasing artifact 
commonly encountered with graph-based meth-
ods.
the quality of the segmentation can be further 
improved by employing tighter relaxations of the 
regularizer. these pose a problem for existing 
methods, as they require to iteratively solve inner 
problems at each step. in [2] we demonstrate how 
this can be avoided, increasing numerical robust-
ness and speed at the same time. the proposed 
technique also works for a large class of general 
image processing problems that can be formu-
lated in saddle-point form (Fig. 2, see page 74).
Finally, we established a priori suboptimality 
bounds of combinatorial image labelings com-
puted by our convex variational framework [3, 5].

Outlook and Future Work
image labeling provides a key subroutine for a 
range of increasingly sophisticated image analysis 
tasks.
two major directions of research concern the 
combination of image labeling with (i) shape prior 
information and (ii) with prior information in terms 
of empirical measures of either raw image data 
or coefficients of dictionaries, in order to cover 
increasingly larger image classes without com-
promising mathematical rigor or provable perfor-
mance of corresponding algorithms.

convex Models and Global Optimization for image segmen-
tation and Labeling

in this project, we study approaches to construct convex formulations of variational problems 
in image processing. We focus on problems that can be approximated by convex partitioning 
problems on continuous image domains. Using specially developed algorithms, these problems 
can be globally optimized even for very general data terms, which allows to clearly separate 
modeling and optimization effects.
   Lellmann, J., breitenreicher, D., Kappes, J. h., becker, F. and schnörr, c.

Fig. 1: application of the proposed approach for finding optimal partitions. 
Left: Original image. center: selection of seed regions by the user. right: histogram-based multiclass 
segmentation. the originally combinatorial problem is relaxed to a convex problem and solved globally 
optimal using specialized algorithms. the spatially continuous framework avoids discretization-based 
artifacts and allows to obtain solutions with sub-pixel accuracy.
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Discrete tomography for Particle image Velocimetry

We study the discrete tomography problem in experimental Fluid Dynamics –
tomographic Particle image Velocimetry (tomoPiV) – and focus on conditions for
unique volume reconstruction in representative ill-posed scenarios. ill-posedness is due
to undersampling but also intimately connected to the particle density. higher densities
ease subsequent flow estimation but also aggravate ill-posedness of the reconstruction
problem. a theoretical investigation of this trade-off is studied in the present work. 
   Petra, s., becker, F. and schnörr, c.

Fig. 1: (a) tomoPiV is based on a multiple camera-system, three-dimensional volume illumination and 
subsequent 3D reconstruction, and employs only few projections due to cost and complexity of the 
necessary measurement apparatus. the particle displacement (hence velocity) within the interrogation 
volume is then obtained by the 3D cross-correlation of the reconstructed particle distribution at the two 
exposures. in [1] a variational adaptive correlation method is developed.
(b) sketch of a 3-camera setup in 2D. the corresponding 0 / 1 sensing matrix A3(2N + 1)×(3N2 + 3N + 1)

is underdetermined and marks in each row corresponding to a projection ray all incident discretization 
cells by the entry 1. 
(c) this geometry can be easily extended to 3D by enhancing both cameras and volume by one dimen-
sion, thus representing scenarios of practical relevance as in (a), where a free jet inside an illuminated 
cylinder was imaged by cameras aligned on a line.
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Fig. 2: Left: effect of choosing nonstandard interaction potentials. the original image (left) is segmented 
into 12 regions corresponding to prototypical colors vectors. by modifying the interaction potential, the 
regularization strength is selectively adjusted to suppress foreground structures while allowing for fine 
details in the background. such non-standard regularizers require special techniques in order to formu-
late them in a convex way. right: Mumford-shah denoising of a grayscale image (left) using a nonconvex 
regularizer to remove fine structures while preserving hard edges (right). Using a lifting technique, many 
similar variational problems can be formulated and solved in the considered framework.
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entries, zero or negligible measurements can be 
eliminated along with the corresponding incident 
basis functions. this leads to an ”equivalent” fea-
sible set of reduced dimensionality.
it can be shown that a binary matrix recovers all 
k-sparse binary vectors if and only if all these re-
duced systems are overdetermined full-rank sys-
tems. the maximal such k is related to the mini-
mal number of negative (or positive) entries in the 
sparsest nullspace of a and for the considered 
geometry, see Fig. 1 (c), equals 2. We estimated 
the critical k such that for most arbitrary k-sparse 
vectors the reducedsystems are indeed overdeter-
mined and obtained the relation

k(N) ≈ 4N 0.342 + 0.011 log(N)           (1)

depending on the problem size N. additionally, we 
proved a tail bound entailing that for increasing 
large problem sizes N → ∞, the critical k acts like 
a threshold that sharply discriminates success-
ful reconstruction from failure. Our average case 
analysis of correct reconstruction revealed that by 
adding a fourth camera the critical k increases to

k(N) ≈ 7.3N 0.43 + 0.016 log(N) .

Fig. 1 illustrates this fact as well as results for sens-
ing matrices that have been improved in a specific
way.

Outlook and Future Work
We currently study the tomographic problem of 
reconstructing particle volume functions from the
general viewpoint of compressed sensing. in a nut-
shell, we show that the tomoPiV problem is quite 
degenerate from the viewpoint of compressed 
sensing, thus leading to poor performance guar-
antees. On the other hand, the probabilistic analy-
sis of [4] yields average performance bounds that 
back up current rules of thumb of engineers for 
choosing particle densities in practice. Moreover, 
simulations demonstrate that slight random per-
turbations of the tomoPiV measurement matrix 
considerably boost both worst-case and expected 

Background and Goals
We analyze representative ill-posed scenarios of 
tomographic PiV with a focus on conditions for 
unique volume reconstruction. based on sparse 
random seedings of a region of interest with small 
particles, the corresponding systems of linear pro-
jection equations are probabilistically analyzed in 
order to determine
(i) the ability of unique reconstruction in terms of 
the imaging geometry and a single critical sparsity
parameter, and
(ii) sharpness of the transition to non-unique re-
construction with ghost particles when choosing 
the sparsity parameter improperly.
the sparsity parameter directly relates to the 
seeding density used for PiV in experimental fluids
dynamics that is chosen empirically to date. Our 
results provide a basic mathematical characteriza-
tion of the PiV volume reconstruction problem that 
is an essential prerequisite for any algorithm used 
to actually compute the reconstruction. 

reconstruction performance. this finding is inter-
esting for cs theory and for the design of tomoPiV 
measurement systems in practice. Our work aims 
at pointing out connections between the fields of 
compressed sensing and discrete tomography in 
order to stimulate further research.

in cooperation with: b. Wienecke (LaVision, Göt-
tingen), s. Gesemann, a. schröder (DLr, Göttin-
gen)
Funding: DFG, grant schN457 / 11
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accordingly, we also investigate the role of vari-
ous reconstruction algorithms currently used in 
PiV from the optimization point of view, see [2]. 
Finally, we outline connections to major develop-
ments in other disciplines (compressed sensing) 
and indicate how the imaging set-up may be fur-
ther improved.

Methods and Results
the reconstruction of particle volume functions 
from few projections can be modeled as finding 
the sparsest solution of an underdetermined lin-
ear system of equations, since the original particle 
distribution can be well approximated with only a 
very small number of active basis functions rela-
tive to the number of possible particle positions in 
a 3D domain. in general the search for the spars-
est solution is intractable (NP-hard), however. in 
[3] it was shown that if the solution of a is known 
to be suffciently sparse and positive it is also the 
unique positive solution. if a has only nonnegative 
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recovery via (d) standard tomoPiV measurement system versus recovery via (e) the improved measure-
ment system. (d) shows success and failure empirical phase transition for a 4-camera binary measure-
ment system along with the analytical phase transition (dashed), see (1), for the binary 3-camera system 
from (b). 
(e) shows success and failure empirical phase transition for an improved 4-camera measurement system 
along with the analytical phase transition k(N) /  N ≈ 6N  0.342 −1 + 0.011 log(N) (dashed) for the improved 3-came-
ra system corresponding to the geometry from (b). the results indicate that at least a 150% times better 
reconstruction performance may be obtained in practice within the considered range of image resolution.

(d) (e)
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Background and Goals
Over the last years Optical coherence tomography 
(Oct) has become a key technique for non-invasive 
diagnostic retina imaging. Quantitative measure-
ment of the intra-retinal layers plays a central role 
for the early diagnosis of diseases like glaucoma 
or age-related macular degeneration. since man-
ual segmentation is tedious and time-consuming, 
there is a high demand for automated algorithms.

Methods and Results
Our framework combines local appearance mod-
els with a global shape prior, all modeled proba-
bilistically via Gaussian distributions and learned 
offline on a set of labeled training images.
to obtain segmentations, we rely on the follow-
ing iterative procedure: a) exact inference is 
performed column-wise fusing appearance and 
shape information for the respective column. 

b) in a regularization step, smoothness across im-
age columns is enforced utilizing the global shape 
prior, by altering the appearance terms. both 
steps are iterated until convergence of the pre-
dicted segmentation.
For further details please refer to [1].

Outlook and Future Work
Variational methods will be studied, that infer not 
segmentations but distributions over segmenta-
tions. this enables local assessment of predic-
tions, i.e. locate potential weak spots in the seg-
mentation. in an abnormality detection setting, 
these may correspond to pathological variations in 
the retina.

Funding: DFG rtG 1653
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Generative Modeling of appearance and shape 
for Medical image analysis

the project focuses on classes of image data given by partitions with randomly varying geome-
try and fixed topology, and with class-specific appearance of each component of the partition. 
the application scenario concerns 2D Oct scans of retinal tissue. a probabilistic approach is 
presented, which combines discrete exact inference and a global shape prior, that produces 
accurate segmentations which preserve the physiological order of intra-retinal layers.
   rathke, F., schmidt, s. and schnörr, c.

a) Uniform Prior     b) shape Prior       c) sP + Post Processing

Fig. 1: close-up view of segmentation results for three models of increasing complexity. 
Left: the model utilizes texture information only. Furthermore inference is performed for each column 
seperately. For distinctive partition transitions this leads to accurate segmentation results, but fails for less 
well-defined ones. 
center: shape information is added to the model column-wise. although still lacking communication ac-
cross columns, the predicted segmentation improves in many image columns. For columns with strong 
texture artifacts, such as shadowing caused by blood vessels, the segmenation may still fail. 
right: the final model with added communication accross image columns, governed by the global shape 
prior. this leads to improved segmentations for difficult image regions as well.
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Background and Goals
the overall goal of this project is to segment imag-
es into (i) a given number of predefined class (P1) 
or (ii) a unknown number of unknown classes 
(P2). both problems can be formulated in terms 
of a Markov random Field (MrF). Finding the 
most likely segmentation reduce to minimizing an 
objective function given by a sum of unary terms 
f a (x a), which depend on local measurements on 
(super-)pixel a, and higher-order-terms f c (x c), 
which depend on two or more (super-)pixels sum-
marized by the sets . in the simplest case 

 includes all pairs of neighbored (super-)pixels.
For the case when a predefined number of classes 
is given, the problem reads
 

                                                                   (P1)

For the case a unknown number of classes, we as-
sume w.l.o.g. that the number of classes is equal 
to the number of (super-)pixels, but includes no 
unary terms:

  (P2)

a notable characteristic of the later problem is, 
that its objective function is invariant to a permu-
tation of the state-space, i.e. the configurations  
x = (0, 1, 0, 2, 3, 1) have the same energy as  
x = (6, 0, 6, 1, 4, 0), which renders the problems 
challenging for state-of-the-art methods, which try 
to assign a labeling to each variable / pixel.

Methods and Results
We restrict the non-unary-terms of our objective 
function to be invariant to permutations of the
state-space. While this is no restriction for (P2), for 
(P1) it is quite natural. Many common terms fall
into this family, e.g. potts-functions. Let us number 
the set of valid partitions of a set with n elements1

and let  be a mapping from a labe-
ling to its partition number. than any real valued 
function that is invariant to permutations of the 
state-space can be written as:

        (1)

With this slightly restriction at hand we optimize no 
longer over the set of all node labelings. instead 
we optimize over the set of all separating bounda-
ries related to valid partitions, which is known as 
the multicut problem. While this does change 
nothing on the NP-hardness of our problem it has 
two major advantages: (i) it overcomes the ambi-
guity of optimal solutions in (P2), (ii) it provides 
a less memory consuming representation of both 
problems in form of an (integer) linear program.
We refer the reader to [2] to a general description 
for the second order case, i.e. 
in [1] we describe an application using also higher 
order terms. a description of the method for arbi-
trary order is in progress, we will give here a rough 
overview.
Problems (P1) and (P2) can be transformed into 
a linear program of moderate size together with a
system of affine inequalities, defining the so called 
multicut polytope. While the number of inequali-

ties is exponential we start with a polynomial sub-
set of this system, apply separation procedures 
to find efficiently violated constraints out of this 
set and add those iteratively to our problem. if no 
more violated constraints can be found we apply 
branching techniques and proceed with detecting 
violated constraints as song as the optimal solu-
tion has been founded.
While for problems (P2) our methods outperform 
any method we compare with, for problems (P1) 
alternative state-of-the-art methods often provides 
comparable but approximative results much faster.
however, if one is interested in optimal solutions, 
our method seems to be currently the fastest one.
For the case of unknown classes Fig. 1,we pre-
segment the image-domain in the first step. this 
results in sets of pixels, also known as super-pix-
els. Working on super-pixels instead of the pixel 
level has two mayor advantages: (i) it drastically 
reduces the problem size and (ii) during the pre-
segmentation it often makes inconsiderable de-
cisions which hardly determinable in the overall 
problem. Local classifiers give a prediction if a 
single boundary element between two super-pix-
els should belong to the overall boundary. a seg-
mentation based only on this information leads to 
under-segmentation and active edges inside con-
nected components (plotted in red). if we addi-
tionally enforce closeness constraints, i.e. solution 
have to be inside the multicut-polytope, we obtain 
accurate segmentations. Details how these mod-
els are learned and how the level of segmentation 
can be selected are reported in [1].
For the problem (P2), in which the set of classes 
is unknown, we compare our method with trW-s, 
one of the state-of-the-art methods. Fig. 2 shows 
the result for a four-class problem, without using 
super-pixels. While visually the results of our mul-
ticut method (bottom-left) and trW-s (bottom-
right) are comparable, a detailed look at the differ-
ence of labelings (top-right) shows that they differ 
on the object boundaries. Furthermore, trW-s 
does not converge on this instance. We stop trW-
s after the same time, in which our method has 
found the global optimum.

Globally Optimal image segmentation by Multicuts

segmentation of images into a given number of classes is an important problem for
many computer vision applications. if the number of classes is unknown the problem
renders much harder. We develop a branch-and-cut framework that solves these
problems to global optimality. While the asymptotic run-time is in general exponential,
we observe run-times on real world problems comparable or better than state-of-the-art
methods. Furthermore the framework can be extended by using super-pixel for
speed-up and to make it applicable to large-scale proble
   Kappes, J. h., speth, M., andres, b., hamprecht, F. and schnörr, c.

Fig. 1: example for segmenting an image in a priori unknown number of classes. the images above are 
taken from [1] and show from left to right: (1) the original image, (2) the over-segmentation that defines 
super-pixels, (3) a segmentation only based on decision-tree-classifiers trained on boundaries and (4) a 
segmentation using closeness constraints that enforce the edge-labeling to be in the multicut-polytope. 
Without this additional constraint, many edges (red) are inside a connected component and therefor 
ambiguous. ignoring this ambiguity leads often to undesirable under-segmentation.

_______________________________________________
1 the number of possible partitions is given by the bell 

number
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Outlook and Future Work
We already extended our method do deal with 
higher order terms. For some types of functions 
we can deal up to orders of a view hundred. While 
for complex models we can not expect to find op-
timal solutions in reasonable time, we are looking 
for alternative cut defining procedures and better 
rounding schemes to obtain good solutions and 
bounds for earlier iterations.
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Fig. 2: the original image (top-left) is segmented in 4 predefined classes. the resulting segmentation is 
shown for our multicut method (bottom-left) and trW-s (bottom-right). While our method guarantee for 
optimality, trW-s found a suboptimal solution. the difference between these two segmentations (top-
right) are located at object-boundaries.

Background and Goals
Many image restoration methods are based on 
the idea of decomposing a given image into two 
or even more additive components, and, by this, 
dividing the original image content into a cartoon-
like part, a texture part and a noisy part.
a prominent example is the method proposed by 
rudin, Osher and Fatemi (rOF) [6], which utilizes
total Variation (tV) regularization. the rOF meth-
od deals with two image components, one for the
noise-free cartoon content and one for both tex-
ture and noise. Fig. 2 shows a examples of decom-
posing a noisy test image into such parts. inter-
preting both image parts as functions, they can be 
characterized as follows:

· the cartoon-like part, commonly denoted by u, is 
given as function of bounded total variation.
· Due to the work of Meyer [4], the texture + noise 
part denoted by v can be described by introducing
the so-called G-space, a space of functions, which 
are given as the divergence of some function p.
· the sum of u and v gives the input data f .

For the rOF approach, it turns out that function 
p has to lie in a certain convex set . therefore, 
we can find a smoothed version of noisy data f by 
projecting them onto the convex set  given as 

= div , i.e. we have to find v, such that v = div p 
and p lies in the given set .

image Denoising with adaptive total Variation

adaptive total variation (tV) is a state-of-the-art approach to regularize inverse
problems. We propose a generalization of this approach, where the adaptivity does not
depend on the noisy input data, but on the unknown solution. the benefits of this
generalization are demonstrated by means of image denoising. compared to the
classical approach of adaptivity, our method is able to much better preserve edge
structures. in general our approach is applicable for arbitrary inverse problems.
  Lenzen, F. and becker, F.

Fig. 1: comparison of data-dependent (middle) and solution-dependent (right) adaptive tV regularization 
for denoising a test image (left). We use a strong anisotropy to preserve as much edges as possible. For 
the data-dependent approach this leads to a significant preservation of noise structure in the image. the 
proposed solution-dependent approach does not show these artifacts.
Decreasing the anisotropy to avoid artifacts for the data-dependent approach will, however, lead to an 
inferior preservation of true edge structures.
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Methods
the above geometrical formulation of tV regulari-
zation based on constraint set allows for an intui-
tive generalization. For the standard rOF model, 
the constraint set  can be locally characterized 
as circles of fixed radius. an adaptive generaliza-
tion then is to consider circles of locally varying 
size, or in view of anisotropic variants, to move 
from circles to other convex sets like rectangles, 
parallelograms or ellipses. in each case adaptiv-
ity has to be steered by additional information ob-
tained from the image structure, e.g. edge loca-
tion and direction. in order to obtain the required 
information, two concurrent strategies exist in lit-
erature. the first evaluates the noisy input data in 
a preprocessing step. Gaussian presmoothing is 
used to reduce the influence of noise. the second 
strategy is to estimate the required data parallel to 
the primary optimization problem.
in our work [2, 3] we propose a new strategy, 
where the adaptivity is defined directly depend-
ing on the unknown noise-free image. We refer 
to this approach as solution-dependent adaptiv-
ity. by this approach structural information is not 
influenced by the noise of the input data. as a re-
sult, adaptivity can be tuned in more effiectivly, 
see sect. below.
Due to the proposed generalization we move from 
a convex optimization problem to a non-convex 
one and thus theory of convex optimization can 

no longer be applied. in our theoretical work, we 
therefore reformulate the optimization problem as 
a quasi-variational inequality (QVi), which allows 
us to adapt existing theory from this field as well 
as suitable algorithms (cf. [1, 5]).

Results
We compare our approach of solution-depend-
ent adaptivity for tV regularization to two tV ap-
proaches from literature: the standard rOF model 
and an adaptive tV approach, where the adaptivity 
is determined by examining the noisy input image 
(we refer to this as data-dependent adaptivity). 
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show the different results for de-
noising a test image (left image). smoothing with 
the standard rOF model (Fig. 2 middle) removes 
the noise but also some of the image structures, 
which become part of the noise component v (cf. 
Fig. 2 right). For both tV variants with data- and-
solution-dependent adaptivity, we use the same 
parameters providing a weak presmoothing and a 
relatively strong anisotropy, which in both cases 
results in a good preservation of image structures. 
With the data-dependent adaptivity (Fig. 1 middle), 
however, a part of the noise is regarded as image 
structures and thus is also preserved. this is due 
to the fact that the adaptivity is defined based on 
the noisy input data. in contrast, the result of the 
solution-dependent approach (Fig. 1 right) shows 
a good denoising capability while preserving most 

Fig. 2: Decomposition of a noisy image f into a geometric component u and a noise component v. here 
we used the rOF model [6]. the noise component contains unwanted structures from the original noise-
free data.

of the edges and without producing artifacts from 
noise. increasing the presmoothing parameters or 
decreasing the anisotropy would prevent noise ar-
tifacts in the data-adaptive approach but also the 
preservation of weak image structures and thus 
lead to a inferior quality of the denoised image.
to sum up, solution-dependent adaptivity allows 
us to refrain from a strong presmoothing and to 
use a strong anisotropy to preserve and regularize 
image edges.
We successfully applied our approach to various 
applications within the hci research projects, e.g. 
for regularizing depth maps or optical flow.
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Background and Goals
Markov random fields and graphical models as-
sociated to them play an important role for image 
processing. in the last years they became a mod-
eling tool widely used in nearly all subfields from 
medical imaging to 3D scenes reconstruction. 
One bottleneck of this framework, which we treat 
in this project, is associated to the inference prob-
lem, i.e. estimating values of hidden variables of 
the field.
since the problem is NP-hard in general one has 
to consider either its special cases or solvable re-

laxations. there is a family of methods based on 
so called “Graph cuts”. they are quite efficient, 
but can be applied only when the prior probability 
distribution (decoded in edges of the graph) has 
a certain form, i.e. they consider special cases of 
the problem.

alternative class of methods, addressing convex 
relaxations of the problem does not have this re-
striction. however it turns out that even the sim-
plest linear programming relaxation constitutes 
a convex problem with billions of variables and 

out-of-the-shelf solvers either can not be used at 
all or are restricted to specific scenarios. hence 
specialized solvers have to be developed. this fact 
was recognized by the community and a series of 
methods were proposed in the recent past years. 
these methods however operate either in primal 
or in a dual space of the corresponding linear pro-
gramming problem. the dual objective is easier 
and thus can be easier optimized, however recon-
structing a primal solution out of the dual one is 
not easy and could require significant computa-
tional efforts. contrary, primal methods deal with 
more difficult optimization and thus are less effi-
cient. they operate however with primal variables 
directly and getting an approximate primal solu-
tion in this case is quite straightforward.
Our goal is to combine advantages of both ap-
proaches (primal and dual) in a primal-dual 
framework.

Methods and Results
as the first step we considered (see [3] for details) 
the First-Order Primal-Dual (FPD) algorithm pro-
posed in [1] and widely used in the related field of 
variational image processing. it has several advan-
tages comparing to others: (i) its iterate converge 
to the optimum of the relaxed primal and dual 
problems, i.e. it recovers both solutions at once; 
(ii) it has a good and theoretically substantiated 
convergence rate; (iii) it can be easily modified 
to compute a duality gap, which leads to a clear 
stopping condition.
the method is very general and, what is very im-
portant, has a very high degree of possible paral-
lelization. We compared its performance to a se-
ries of state-of-the-art dual solvers (see Fig. 1) and 
found that
· as expected, it significantly speeds-up conver-
gence of the primal bound to the optimum com-
paring to purely dual methods;
· its convergence does not slow down rapidly as 
the number of variable states increases, as it is 
typical for dual methods; 

however this algorithm has also several draw-
backs:
· the method splits the initial problem into a collec-
tion of very small (and thus simple) subproblems. 
specialized dual methods (like e.g. Nest pro-
posed in our work [2]) treat larger subproblems 
and thus require less iterations to converge;
· it has to keep and operate directly all primal vari-
ables. this requires a lot of memory and purely 
dual methods does not have this drawback.

Outlook and Future Work
the investigated primal-dual method
· is highly parallelizable;
· is guaranteed to converge to the optimum of the 
relaxed problem, moreover its convergence rate is 
optimal in a certain sense;
· demonstrates faster convergence of the primal 
objective, which indeed is of the interest for appli-
cations (not the dual one). Our future work will ad-
dress its further specialization to the problem struc-
ture to obtain advantages of other existing methods 
while preserving its own positive properties.
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inference in Markov random Fields based on Primal-Dual 
convex Optimization

We investigate a novel primal-dual optimization algorithm for maximum a posteriori inference for 
graphical models. such models became an important tool for image analysis nowadays. in its 
turn the inference problem is the central for in many applications.
  savchynskyy, b., schmidt, s. and Kappes, J. h.

Fig. 1: Left: an example of a graphical model. Nodes correspond to random variables, edges describe 
conditional statistical dependence between variables. center: Plot shows convergence of objective func-
tion value (the vertical axis) with respect to the the time (measured in oracle calls) for different methods. 
the decreasing curve correspond to a primal objective, increasing curves - to dual ones. red curves cor-
respond to the investigated FPD method [3], other colors - to competing methods. the only visible curve 
for a primal objective belongs to FPD. Other primal objectives are incomparably worse - they even do not 
fit into the plot. however the fastest convergence w.r.t. the dual objective is demonstrated by our compet-
ing method Nest [2] . right: Plot shows how the time (measured in oracle calls) needed to achieve a 
certain precision depends on the number of possible random variables’ states (the horizontal axis). red 
curves - the investigated FPD method, blue curves - our competing Nest method. the plot shows that 
as the number of labels increases, FPD performs better than others.
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Background and Goals
strong gains have been made over the years in 
improving pedestrian recognition performance. 
however, he initiation of an emergency vehicle 
maneuver requires a precise estimation of the 
current and future position of the pedestrian with 
respect to the moving vehicle. One major chal-
lenge is the highly dynamic behavior of pedestri-
ans, which can change their walking direction in 
an instance, or start / stopwalking abruptly. as a 
consequence, prediction horizons for active pe-
destrian systems are typical short; even so, small 

performance improvements can produce tangible 
benefits. accident analysis shows that being able 
to initiate emergency braking 0.16 s (4 frames 
@ 25 hz) earlier, at a time-to-collision of 0.66 s, 
reduces the chance of incurring injury requiring 
hospital stay from 50 % to 35 %, given an initial 
vehicle speed of 50 km / h.

Methods and Results
We present a system for accurate pedestrian path 
prediction from a moving vehicle, at short time in-
tervals. Features are extracted from dense stereo 

and dense optical flow data computed over the-
bounding box returned by a pedestrian detector. 
Lateral and longitudinal position of the pedestrian 
is obtained from disparity values on the pedestrian 
upper body. a low dimensional representation of
optical flow features that captures motion pat-
terns of moving pedestrians is learned from a set 
of training trajectories. integrating the learned pe-
destrian motion model into a particle filter frame-
work allows the prediction of future optical flow 
features. speed changes in the pedestrian motion 
are derived from the predicted features. For larger 
prediction horizons (17 frames into the future) 
the proposed system outperforms state of the art 
Kalman Filter based systems with respect to locali-
zation errors.
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Pedestrian Path Prediction using Learned Motion Models

Future vehicle systems for active pedestrian safety will not only require a high recognition per-
formance, but also an accurate analysis of the developing traffic situation. in this work a system 
for pedestrian path prediction at short time intervals (< 1 s) is presented. Features extracted 
from dense optical flow are used to learn a low dimensional feature representation. these low 
dimensional features are integrated in a probabilistic filtering framework.
  Keller, c. and schnörr, c.

Fig. 1: (left / top) Will the pedestrian stop or walk. 
(right) Low dimensional representation of dense optical flow features. 
(left / bottom) Learning the dynamics from pedestrian trajectory data allows the prediction of motion pat-
terns. Observed optical flow feature (green box) and corresponding reconstructed feature (blue box). re-
construction of the latent space prediction of a feature for different prediction time-steps (top). Features 
that will be measured at the corresponding time-steps (bottom).
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Background and Goals
image labeling is one of the central problems in 
image processing and computer vision. One wants 
to assign a label to each point in the image domain 
based on local affinities and subject to regularity 
conditions for the transitions between regions of 
different assignments. convex relaxation methods 
can today approximately solve such initially com-
binatorial problems with high accuracy.
however more complex criteria such as the shape 
of the labeled regions cannot be taken into ac-
count within this framework yet.
the question of how to mathematically describe 
and compare shapes has been raised in the con-
text of the shape registration and classification 
tasks on 3D meshes. representing shapes as 
metric spaces abstracts them from their embed-

ding into the surrounding space. the resulting 
metric spaces are then compared by the Gromov-
hausdorff and the related Gromov-Wasserstein 
distance.
While this yields promising results there are some 
obstacles for direct application to image segmen-
tation: the underlying optimization problems are 
combinatorial and non-convex and thus expensive 
to solve. in addition noisy data requires that one 
must not only compute the distance between fixed 
shapes but one needs to optimize over the shape 
itself as well.
We seek to overcome these problems by means of 
convex relaxation, yielding feasible models, while-
trying to preserve as much of the initial descrip-
tive power of the Gromov-Wasserstein distance as 
possible.

Methods and Results
by two subsequent approximation steps the initial 
Gromov-Wasserstein distance is converted into an 
optimal transport problem with a problem specific 
cost function. hence, at all steps standard linear 
solvers can be used. in contrast to conventional 
optimal transport problems with cost functions 
based on mere distances our approach can cor-
rectly establish correspondences between objects 
after euclidean transformations. Optimizing over 
a joint functional with a data fidelity and a shape 
prior term can reveal the sought-after shape re-
gardless of its position and orientation (see Fig. 1).
although some additional difficulties arise, this in 
principle extends to a geodesic framework.

Outlook and Future Work
currently the prior functional consists only of linear 
terms thus having only limited descriptive power. 
Future work will include investigating the potential 
of higher order terms.

Funding: DFG, grant GrK 1653

Variational Methods for image segmentation with shape Priors

Prior knowledge about the shape of objects constitutes an important cue for image segmentati-
on. constructing shape prior functionals entails a delicate trade-off between descriptive power 
and mathematical and computational feasibility. simple approaches are often unsatisfying in 
properly describing the set of allowed shapes, while sophisticated techniques usually yield high-
ly non-convex functionals that are difficult to handle from the optimization point-of-view. in this 
project we try to develop efficient approximations to powerful but computationally intractable 
shape-similarity measures and to combine them with recent progress concerning convex varia-
tional relaxations of the segmentation problem.
  schmitzer, b. and schnörr, c. 
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Fig. 1: a toy example. Left: a template shape represents the prior knowledge, middle: a given distorted 
input shape, right: output shape restored with our shape prior functional and a simple data fidelity term. 
Due to the metric-space representation the relative position and orientation of template and input does 
not play a role and the shape prior works completely isometry invariant.
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Background and Goals
in this project we consider image sequences 
recorded by a single fast moving camera, e.g. 
mounted in a car. We exploit the apparent motion 
of the static scene induced by the camera move-
ment – known as optical flow – to jointly estimate 
both the (unknown) camera trajectory as well as a 
scene representation.
in contrast to feature-based methods we estimate 
a dense depth map which provides distance infor-
mation together with a reliability measure at any 
image position. Furthermore, we allow the camera 
to move freely (i.e. full translation and rotation) 
and not constrained to e.g. yaw and horizontal 
translation.

Methods and Results
in view of an implementation in dedicated hard-
ware, we chose a recursive formulation of the 

highly involved chicken-and-egg problem of jointly 
estimating egomotion and the depth map. this 
ansatz reduces data storage to a minimum as it 
requires only the two most recently recorded im-
age frames for computation. at the same time it 
allows to efficiently incorporate information from 
previous frames and thus increases robustness 
and temporal consistency.
We make use of established mathematical meth-
ods to solve the underlying optimisation problems 
arising from a variational formulation. second-or-
der Newton-like methods speed up convergence, 
especially for the high-dimensional depth map es-
timation. accurate camera pose estimation isper-
formed on the euclidean manifold. For details we 
refer to [1].
the approach is evaluated by means of real traf-
fic image sequences. the results compare favour-
ably with two alternative settings that require more 

input data: the depth map estimated by our ap-
proach is verified by comparing to stereo methods 
which are based on image pairs recorded by ste-
reo setups with much better motion parallax than 
the monocular scenario. the computed egomo-
tion is compared to the camera tracks provided by 
a bundle adjustment implementation which have 
access to all image frames simultaneously.

Outlook and Future Work
Our current research concentrates at further 
refining the theoretical foundations of this ap-
proach. Future work involves verification of the 
accuracy and robustness as well as extension to 
motion-based segmentation of the scene.

Funding: hci
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Variational recursive Joint estimation of scene structure
and egomotion from Monocular image sequences

For driver-assistance systems it is essential to have a reliable representation of the surrounding 
scene. in this project we consider a monocular camera setup and develop an approach to jointly 
estimate the camera motion and a dense scene representation.
Our formulation balances the model expressiveness and computational efficiency.
  becker, F., Lenzen, F. and schnörr, c.

Fig. 1: Left: One frame of a monocular traffic image sequence with large displacements (arrows) up to 35 
pixels induced by a fast moving camera. Our approach jointly estimates camera motion and (middle) a 
“dense depth map” (colour-encoded, superimposed on the frame). right: reconstruction of dense scene 
structure based on the depth maps from the camera’s viewpoint (green), and the corresponding camera 
track (red).
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the numerical treatment of light propagation usu-
ally occurs between two planes perpendicular to 
the optical axis. in this case, an x-y-section (see 
fig. 1, blue) is calculated and displayed.
For the analysis of focused beams, for wave 
guides, for talbot carpets or in imaging situations 
for the investigation of depth of focus, also a x-
z-section or a y-z-section (see fig. 1, green) is of 
interest. Fig. 2 shows such an example, where 
the focus for a thin element lens with a parabolic 
phase profile and a numerical aperture of 0.15 
was analysed. the figure displays the amplitude 
instead of the intensity in order to enhance the low 
amplitude components.

Fig. 1: illustration of a x-y-section (blue) and a y-z-
section (green)

the brute force method for obtaining such a z-
scan is to select a start position z 0 and a z-step dz 
and then to perform NZ single propagation opera-
tions, where in each propagation step, a horizontal 
or vertical line is extracted from the 2D-data. the 
combination of these lines to an image results in 
the desired z-scan.

the time for this brute force approach is clearly 
NZ times the time for a single propagation step. in 
case of angular spectrum propagation, a speedup 
by a factor of 2 can easily be obtained by start-
ing with the object spectrum instead of the spatial 
object distribution. by precalculation of the propa-
gator, which is constant for a fixed dz, only a mul-
tiplication and a back transformation needs to be 
carried out for each propagation step. the speed-
up is 2, since the number of Fourier transforms is 
half of that of the brute force approach.

For a speed-up by more than a factor of 2, a differ-
ent approach is needed.

if the x-y section is of size N x N, we achieved an 
additional speedup by a factor of approx. 2 N by 
the following method.

the basic idea for this acceleration is the applica-
tion of the Fourier projection theorem. it basically 
states that the on-axis value is the sum over all 
contributions of the input distribution. the theo-
rem can be generalized for two dimensions and 
for an arbitrary x0 or y0 position by the following 
integral:

            (1)

the effort for one propagation step is therefore re-
duced from a two-dimensional Fourier transform 
to a one-dimensional projection and a one-dimen-
sional Fourier transform.

Fig. 2: x-z-section of the focal amplitude for a thin 
lens with a parabolic phase profile and a numeri-
cal aperture of 0.15

since the number of operations for a 2D-Fourier 
transform is 2 N ² ld N and number of operations 
for a 1D-Fourier transform is N ld N , the addi-
tional speedup is
      
S = 2 N                                                                       (2)

With this method, the time required for a 512 x 512 
image can be reduced from a few minutes to a few 
seconds.

accelerated calculation 
of z-scans in numerical light propagation

   brenner, K.-h.
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a common method to measure the aberrations of 
a wave front is the use of a shack-hartmann wave-
front sensor. the two main components of this sen-
sor are a refractive micro lens array with a given pe-
riod and focal length, and a camera sensor which 
is placed in the focal plane of the micro lens array.
an ideal wavefront produces a regular spot pattern 
on the camera. the spot pitch (P) is determined 
by the pitch of the micro lens array. For a wave-
front with small aberrations, the spots are shifted 
according to the local tilt of the incoming wave. 
From the spot shift, the gradient of the wavefront 
can be determined. the accuracy of the wavefront 
measurement depends on the accuracy of the 
measured spot shifts, which again depends on the 
sensor pixel size.
the spot shift is linear proportional to the focal 
length, thus the accuracy can be increased with 
longer focal lengths. Using refractive micro lenses, 
however, there is a limit with respect to the focal 
length (f), since the diameter of the focal spot in-
creases with decreasing numerical aperture (NA). 
When the spot size exceeds the pitch, the accu-
racy limit is reached.
by using a diffractive micro lens array, we are able 
to avoid this problem. For these lenses, NA, f and 
P can be chosen independently [1]. this is possi-
ble, since diffractive micro lenses can be designed 
with overlapping aperture. therefore, a long focal 
length can be combined with small focal spots, al-
lowing a detection of very small wavefront tilts.
We designed and produced a binary diffractive 
micro lens array consisting of 22 x 28 replicas of a 
320 µm x 320 µm elemental cell. the primitive cell 
has a resolution of 128 x 128 pixels and is shown in 
figure 1. For the focal length we chose 10 cm at the 
heNe laser wavelength of 633 nm and the design 
NA was chosen to 0.02.

Fig. 1: Primitive cell of the diffractive micro lens 
array.

in a lithographic process we transferred this struc-
ture to a float glass substrate coated with photore-
sist. the height of the developed photoresist re-
sulted in a phase shift of π. a microscope image of 
the produced diffractive micro lens array is shown 
in figure 2.

Fig. 2: Microscope image of a few primitive cells of 
the produced diffractive micro lens array.

in a numerical simulation, we illuminated the ele-
ment with a plane wave. the cross section of the 
amplitude in the designed focal plane at  z = 10 cm 
is shown in figure 3.

Fig. 3: amplitude in the designed focal plane.

the spot size of a comparable refractive micro 
lens array with the same focal length and pitch 
would be 400 µm, which is significantly larger 
than the pitch. here, the width of the focal spot 
is approx. 20 µm. For a ccD with 2 µm pixel size, 
a spot shift of 0.5 µm is safely detectable. thus, 
the achievable angular resolution should be better 
than 5 · 10 -6. the performance of this new type of 
shack-hartmann sensor is presently investigated 
by a group at the Laser-Laboratorium Göttingen 
e.V.
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Design of a diffractive micro lens array for shack-hartmann 
wavefront sensing
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Diffractive micro lens arrays offer a fundamental 
advantage over refractive ones: the effective nu-
meric aperture (NA) can be selected independent 
of the lens pitch and the focal length. the cell NA 
is defined by

                                                                       (1)
    

where P is the pitch and f the focal length of the 
micro lens array. the effective NA is given by the 
diameter of the pupil (magenta in fig. 1). if the ef-
fective NA is larger than the cell NA, an overlap-
ping micro lens array is realized. by lens overlap-
ping, a dense array with large working distance 
and high numerical aperture is possible.

Fig. 1: Design procedure: pupil function (magenta); 
diffractive binary micro lens (blue); 
spot diagram (green).

Diffractive micro lens arrays with overlapping apertures 
– design, fabrication and application

   Liu, X., stenau, t. and brenner, K.-h.

the design procedure, shown in figure 1 is similar 
to the method in reference [1]. With this design 
procedure, the effective NA, the focal length and 
the pitch of each micro lens can be chosen in-
dependently. in figure 2 we compared a refrac-
tive micro lens array with a diffractive one, where 
both had a lens pitch of 256 μm and a focal length 
of 10 mm. the NA of the refractive micro lens is 
0.0128, equal to the cell NA. the effective NA of 
the diffractive micro lens is 0.036, about 2.8 times 
larger than the cell NA. Due to the overlapping ap-
erture, the diffractive focal spot is clearly sharper 
than the refractive one.

Fig. 2: comparison of a refractive micro lens (top) 
and a diffractive one with overlapping aperture 
(bottom).
in both cases, f = 10 mm; phase (left) and focal 
amplitude (right).

Further applications are multi-spot scanning mi-
croscopy or light concentration [1, 2].
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For the fabrication of diffractive micro lens arrays, 
we applied our laser lithography. the photo resist 
was shipley s1805. here for simplicity, we used 
the resist layer as the phase structure and the 
measured phase shift deviated from π only by a 
few percent. in figure 3 we show a microscope 
image of the fabricated micro lens and the focal 
intensity by illumination with a laser diode. the 
line plots through one focal spot confirm a good 
agreement between calculated and measured 
spot intensities.

Fig. 3: Microscope picture of fabricated micro lens 
(top left), intensity spot diagram with 3x3 focal 
spots shown (top right), line scans of calculated 
and measured spot intensity (bottom)

in one of our current projects, such an overlap-
ping diffractive micro lens array was applied to 
multi-plane iterative phase retrieval. by applying 
a diffractive micro lens array to hartmann-shack 
wave front sensing, the spot density can be in-
creased without changing the focal length, thus 
enabling a higher spatial resolution.
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the realized microscope setup is able to acquire 
images of four different fluorophores at the same 
point in time. the schematic setup is shown in 
Fig. 1.

Fig. 1: schematic setup of the multi-spectral fluo-
rescence microscope

the resolution of each channel is analyzed by 
imaging a siemens star with 30 spokes and a 
radius of 400 µm (Fig. 2). in order to be able to 
measure the magnification, it is surrounded by a 
square-shaped frame with a length of the edges 
of 500 µm. Due to the mainly spherical deforma-
tions of the used beam splitters, all channels show 
astigmatism except the Nir channel, where the 
beam splitters are only used in transmission.

Fig. 2: camera images of siemens stars (left: Nir 
channel; right: red channel)

the resolution of the Nir channel is below 1 µm, 
of the red channel 2.7 µm, of the blue channel 
2.2 µm and of the green channel 2.5 µm.
the Nir channel matches the ideal magnification 
of 10, whereas the other channels show slight de-
viations and produce smaller images of the object. 
this is caused by the process of refocusing in or-
der to compensate the astigmatism. the magnifi-
cation in the red channel is 9.95, in the blue chan-
nel 9.82 and in the green channel 9.92.
high power LeDs are used as excitation light 
sources. Only in the red channel a halogen bulb 
– coupled into a fiber – is used, because there is 
no high power LeD available which features the 
required spectrum. Fig. 3 shows the fluorescence 
images of the Nir and the red channel.

the exposure time of the Nir channel is 6 s, of the 
red channel 9.8 s, of the blue channel 80 ms and 
of the green channel 4 s.
it is striking that the exposure times of all channels 
except the blue channel are very high. Only in the 
blue channel an exposure time which makes fast 
scanning of the probe possible is achieved. the 
reason for these high exposure times is the low 
optical power of the light sources and the differ-
ent quantum yields of the fluorophores. the blue 

channel features the light source with the high-
est optical power of 9.13 mW at the object plane, 
whereas the source in the red channel, where only 
an underexposed image at the maximum expo-
sure time of the camera was obtained, has just an 
optical power of 0.85 mW.

Fig. 3: Fluorescence images (left: Nir channel; 
right: red channel)

Conclusion
the blur of the images in the red, blue and green 
channels arises from the deformations of the 
beam splitters and can be eliminated by exchang-
ing these elements through optical flat beam split-
ters. then the obtained images will be as sharp as 
in the Nir channel.
exposure times suitable for fast scanning micros-
copy can be achieved by using lasers instead of 
high power LeDs. Lasers which feature the re-
quired spectrum and optical power are available 
for each channel.

imaging properties 
of a multi-spectral fluorescence microscope
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in recent years, the development of active optical 
cables has been incentivized by the requirements 
of the rapidly growing high performance com-
puters and correspondingly the interconnections 
market, moreover, the optimization of the fabrica-
tion process and the development of smart and 
efficient solutions has become a research topic.
the most important factors that must be consid-
ered already in the design phase are the feasibility 
with available technology, costs and the possibility 
of automation of the fabrication and adjustment 
processes. the fabrication of aOc’s is driven by 
these factors; consequently, all processes involved 
have to be optimized in order to meet the require-
ments.
the replication of metal masters for the fabrica-
tion of optical couplers has been confirmed as a 
very accurate and cost effective method. in order 
to complete the optimized fabrication chain, the 
optical systems have to be integrated with the 
electronics, which is fabricated with well-known, 
available methods. For this purpose, a modular 
construction is implemented so that the optical- 
and the electronic sub-systems are constructed 
and after their functionality is proven, the systems 
are aligned using standard mechanics. the con-
structed system has 5 degrees of freedom: the 
cartesian coordinates and two tilt angles that are 
critical to achieve the desired coupling efficiency. 
the tilt angle around the transversal axis of the 
VcseL array is the most critical one (see Fig. 1). 
Measurements show that this angle is up to 2.3° 
in the worst case for a standard manual flip-chip 
process. this precision is inherent to the used 
laboratory machine and might be better in current 
automated industrial processes.

integration of micro-optical and electronic systems 
for the fabrication of active Optical cables

   Merchán, F. and brenner, K.-h.

Fig. 1: adjustment of the coupler on the Pcb

With this angle adjusted, a coupling efficiency of 
about 50 % can be assured. For systems that are 
some meters in length (up to 10 m), this coupling 
efficiency is acceptable. in order to reach higher 
coupling efficiencies, an active adjustment is re-
quired. the Fig. 2, shows the coupling efficien-
cies that can be reached with passive alignment 
and the improvement if active alignment is made. 
When using active alignment the coupling effi-
ciency is, in the worst case, about 90 %; which 
represents a considerably higher efficiency than 
that reached using passive alignment. 

Optical couplers, VcseL-Driver, VcseL-array, 
transimpedance-amplifier and Photodiode-array 
are integrated in a 22 x 25 mm2 and 3mm height 
Pcb (see Fig. 3). With commercially available 
devices it is possible to achieve up to 12.5 Gbit/s 
per channel and in the complete  aOc up to 300 
Gbit/s duplex.

Fig. 2: coupling efficiency on tilt angle dependency

Fig. 3: Fabricated active Optical cable
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Precise knowledge of the spatial location of light 
absorption in structured media is needed for the 
optimization of optoelectronic devices like detec-
tors, solar cells or photolithographic systems. re-
cently we reported a definition for local absorption, 
which is derived from electromagnetic near fields 
[1]:

         (1)

Unlike the global absorption A, where energy con-
servation is obtained by definition,

A = 1 ‾ Transmission ‾ Reflection          (2)

the local absorption a depends on the method of 
field calculation, which is not unique.

in the rcWa algorithm the inverse Li-rule [2] 
improves stability in the calculation of reflection 
and transmission coefficients in case of comple-
mentary discontinuities in permittivity and field. 
the standard field calculation approach uses the 
same inverse rule, expressed by the mode limited  
Matrix :

 
                    (3)

Due to the discontinuity of the materials at bound-
ary surfaces, a second method, introduced by 
Lalanne and Jurek (PLMJ) [3], derives the e-field 
from a continuous D-field and multiplies with the 
original non-mode limited permittivity ε (x):

 
                    

in a third method (Khb) brenner [1] likewise de-
rives the e-field from a continuous D-field. but 
because the material distribution is mode-limited 
and thereby continuous, he returns to a purely 
mode-limited implementation, avoiding the in-
verse Li-rule:

 

                  (5)

in order to compare the various field calculation 
methods in two- and three-dimensional structured 
media, we introduced three criteria:
Our first criterion is based on convergence. We 
compare low mode count results to a converged, 
high mode count result. secondly we check Max-
well’s continuity conditions, which require tangen-
tial field components to be continuous. the third 
criterion tests conservation of energy, which in this 
case means an agreement of global absorption 
(eq. 2) and integrated local absorption (eq. 3) over 
the full grating:

         (6)

in a test case, a 2D absorbing Gaas-grating 
is illuminated with a tM-polarized plane wave 
(λ = 1μm). the global absorption from rcWa is 
1.39%.

in the two-dimensional case (fig.  1) we can see 
that for a small mode count the PLMJ-method and 
the Khb-method both satisfy the third criterion 
much better than the standard method. While the 
PLMJ-method has more visual similarities with the 
converged field solution, the Khb-method brings 
in self-consistency by staying compatible with the 
mode limitation of the rcWa.

Fig. 1: Different field calculation methods and their 
effect on local absorption. integrated absorption 
(and deviation):
std. method (100 modes): 1.447% (= +4.1% dev.)
std. method (4 modes): 1.475% (= +6.12% dev.)
PLMJ-method (4 modes): 1.391% (= +0.14% dev.)
Khb-method (4 modes): 1.398% (= +0.58% dev.)
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in the three-dimensional case the results are less 
clear. here the results strongly depend on system 
geometries (fig. 2). Nevertheless the three criteria 
are a useful instrument to validate simulation re-
sults with small mode counts.
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impact of different field calculation methods on local light 
absorption in periodic structured media
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Fig. 2: Deviation between global absorption and integrated local absorption for various three-dimensional 
grating
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Light focusing is important in many applications of 
optics, like in particle trapping, laser welding or in 
optical storage. the standard treatment of a focus-
ing lens was given by richards and Wolf [1] as a 
vectorial extension of the scalar Debye approxima-
tion [2]. although the work of Debye is mentioned 
in [1], a reference to this paper is missing there. 
the focal distribution in [1] is given as 
( )

  
                 (1)

in Wolf’s derivation, the conversion from a plane 
wave to a spherical converging wave was treated 
in an abstract way as a system, obeying the sine 
condition. the amplitude change follows from the 
law of energy conservation and results in the incli-
nation factor 

where the polarization vector e1 follows from a 
decomposition of the incident field into te- and 
tM-components which are transferred across the 
interface.

Fig. 1: Geometry of the perfect focussing lens

in this work, we have analyzed a realistic lens with 
perfect ray focusing properties (fig. 1). since the 
polarisation treatment is the same as in [1], we 
only compared the pupil amplitude.

Fig. 2: analytic shape of the front and back sur-
face of a perfect focusing lens, together with three 
raypaths (red) and reference sphere for the par-
axial f (blue).

We modeled the perfect focusing lens with as-
pheric front surface, nlens  = 1.52 and spherical 
back surface RB  =  25mm, as shown in fig. 1. this 
problem can be solved analytically by using s as 
the x-component of sb as a parameter. hence, 
both, the front surface rf (s) and the back surface 
rb (s)  are available in an analytic form and can be 
plotted as shown in fig. 2.

Using the law of energy conservation for the Poynt-
ing vectors

Sin (s) dAin = Sout (s) dAout    (3)

we can use the fact that the area element is planar 
at the input and spherical at the output. thus the 
directions of S and dA agree in both cases. if we 
choose f as the paraxial focal length, we obtain

   
                    (4)

which is to be compared with the inclination fac- 
tor  from eq. 2. Figure 3 shows such a 
comparison with the richards-Wolf result shown 
as blue, dotted curve and the inclination factor ac-
cording to eq. 4 with NA = 0.85, RL = 9.44 mm in 
red.

Fig. 3: true inclination factor (red) for a perfect fo-
cusing lens compared to the richards-Wolf result 
(blue)

the pupil amplitude falls off more rapidly at small 
angles and increases strongly towards the lens 
edge, which results in sharper spots than predict-
ed in [1]. these results are confirmed using the 
Fresnel formula.
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Local absorption plays an important role in all 
semiconductor detectors and solar cells. since all 
the standard multilayer stack theories only provide 
global absorption, being defines as the difference 
of incoming power and the sum of reflected and 
transmitted power, information is lost, concerning 
the exact position along the stack, where absorp-
tion takes place. in semiconductors, the photon 
to electron conversion is most efficient, if the ab-
sorption takes place at or near the depletion layer, 
while absorption at other positions only contributes 
to heat generation. being able to compute local 
absorption, allows an optimization of a structure 
with respect to conversion efficiency.
the theoretical basis for describing local absorp-
tion has been published in [1] for the standard 
rcWa-implementation. For a stack of layers with 
different thicknesses and permittivities, a differ-
ent approach using Poynting vector differences 
was recently published in [2]. Our theory of local 
absorption can be adapted to a layer stack [3] in 
a straight forward manner and shows perfect nu-
merical agreement with the results in [2].

Fig. 1: Local absorption a (z) for a typical solar cell 
structure. Most of the light is absorbed at the inter-
face between air and the amorphous silicon layer.

if the layers are assumed constant in the x-y plane 
and z is the direction along the stack, we define 
the  integrated absorption by

                                          (1)

it describes the ratio of incident power to the pow-
er absorbed in the interval between z1 and z2. Us-
ing the equations derived in [1], we can write the 
local absorption quantitatively as
            (2)

here, kz,i is the z-component of the incident k-vec-
tor,  is the permittivity of the medium at position 
z and E1 is the local electric field, resulting from 
an incident electromagnetic plane wave with an 
electric field amplitude of one. Note that a (z) has 
a dimension of 1/m and a z1, z2 is dimensionless 
since it describes a ratio.

For a layered stack of amorphous silicon, poly-
silicon, silicon oxide and steel, as is usual in so-
lar cells, we can calculate the local absorption 
for different layer thicknesses. a typical profile is 
shown in fig. 1. as one can see, most of the light 
is absorbed at the interface between air and the 
amorphous silicon layer, while very little light is ab-
sorbed near the a-si - poly-si interface.

by varying the thickness of the first two layers, a 
map (fig. 2) for the absorption in a given region 
can be computed, which may serve as the basis 
for optimizing absorption in the desired region.

Fig. 2: Variation of the thicknesses of layer 1 and 
layer 2 shows pronounced absorption maxima in 
layer 0, which can be used for optimization

the optimization of a detector structure is of equal 
importance, since the increase in photo current 
goes along with a reduction in heat generation. 
the technique can also be extended to polychro-
matic light. 
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Phase retrieval methods like the classical Gerch-
berg-saxton algorithm have an advantage com-
pared to interferometric and holographic methods, 
in that they require no reference wave. thus no 
laser is required and the set-up can be very sim-
ple and stable. Pedrini has extended this method 
to obtain the complex amplitude from a sequence 
of diffraction intensities [1, 2]. Unfortunately, the 
method is only reliable for non-smooth phase dis-
tributions. For smooth phase distributions, the in-
tensity change along the propagation direction z is 
too small for a reliable reconstruction, thus phase 
retrieval is only possible with highly increased z-
sampling. here we propose an extension of his 
method by including a micro lens array, similar 
to a hartmann-shack-sensor (hs). the lens en-
hances the intensity variation of the recorded in-
tensity patterns and it is numerically easy to elimi-
nate from the recovered phase distribution. the 
improved performance of the algorithm is firstly 
demonstrated by numerical simulations.

For hs-sensing, only the focal plane intensity is 
used to recover the wave front and the spatial sam-
pling of the wave front is determined by the micro 
lens pitch. classical hs-sensing is reliable only 
for smooth phases and the resolution is limited by 
the pitch. by combining the hs-sensor with multi-
plane phase retrieval, the limitations of both meth-
ods can be removed. here, a sequence of intensity 
measurements performed symmetrically around 
the focal plane is recorded and used to recover the 
wave front (figure 1). With this method, a phase 
distribution with both, smooth and non-smooth 
contributions can be reliably reconstructed.

Figure 2 shows a simulation result for recovering 
an inclined plane wave (left). Without the intro-
duction of the auxiliary micro lens array, the inten-
sity patterns at every propagation distance would 
be identical, resulting in a global constant as the 
reconstructed phase, which is obviously incorrect. 
With a refractive 8 x 8 lens array placed at z = 0, 

the intensity patterns show a variation, i.e. focus-
ing and spot shift, which makes the recovery of 
complex amplitude possible. however, within 
each micro lens window there is one unknown 
constant phase shift (middle), which was removed 
by additional unwrapping and stitching (right).

Fig. 2: simulation result for the recovery of an 
inclined plane wave from 20 intensities and 2 it-
erations. Left: initial phase distribution; middle: 
recovered wrapped phase distribution, greyscale 
corresponds to phase: white = π, black = -π; right: 
recovered phase after unwrapping and stitching.

Figure 3 shows a simulation result for recovering 
the sum (left background) of a smooth (left top) 
and a non-smooth (left bottom) phase. Using the 
standard method, the smooth part of the phase 
will be lost. With this method, the reconstruction 
(right) is valid, confirming that the proposed meth-
od is reliable for both smooth and non-smooth 
phase distributions.

Fig. 3: simulation result to confirm that the pro-
posed method is reliable for both smooth and non-
smooth phase distributions (explanation: see text). 
the reconstruction was done with 20 intensity pat-
terns und 2 iterations. Middle: recovered wrapped 
phase distribution; right: recovered phase after 
unwrapping and stitching.
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sensitivity-enhanced complex amplitude retrieval using
multi-plane intensity detection and a micro lens array

  Liu, X. and brenner, K.-h.

Fig. 1: scheme for multi-plane measurement of intensity around the focal plane
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talbot Focusing – a new effect of periodic structures 
and its utilization

  buschlinger, r. and brenner, K.-h.

the talbot effect is a well known phenomenon 
of self imaging, stating that either an amplitude 
or a phase distribution is replicated at the talbot 
distance. talbot imaging can also be observed at 
fractional talbot distances [1] for special distribu-
tions. talbot Focusing is a new effect, by which a 
highly concentrated focal spot appears at a par-
ticular distance from the periodic optical element. 
With this effect, the spot diameter is independent 
of the structure period and the focal length, ena-
bling high Na-foci with large working distance or 
which are placed very dense.
by observing the intensity pattern behind a sim-
ple amplitude ronchi grating (see fig. 1), we see 
various effects. at the talbot distance (here at 200 
units), a perfect image of the input distribution is 
visible. at half the distance, a contrast inverted 
pattern is observed. What is most important, is 
that there are also certain distances, where pro-
nounced on-axis focal spots appear.

Fig. 1: Light distribution I (x, z) behind a simple 
amplitude ronchi grating. in addition to talbot im-
ages, there are also focal spots on the optical axis.

these focal spots can be much smaller than fo-
cal spots generated with a micro lens of the same 
diameter. if we zoom into the first region between 
0 and 50 units, we see, that these foci are not only 
very concentrated in the lateral direction but also 
in the longitudinal direction.

Fig. 2: Zoom into the intensity distribution of fig. 1

a necessary condition for a focal spot is that the 
on-axis amplitude has a maximum. taking into 
consideration, that the complex input transmit-
tance is periodic, we can apply angular spectrum 
propagation for a periodic field and obtain

               (1)

where  is the z-position relative to the tal-

bot length and  is the optical wavelength in

units of the element period. Um,n are the Fou-
rier coefficients of the input transmittance. From 
eq. 1 it is clear, that uz (0, 0), is maximized, 
when     

   
                                                                       (2)

a similar result has been obtained independently 
in [4]. With this result, quite unusual focusing ar-
rays can be designed. in one extreme, an array 
with a numerical aperture of one was obtained for 
1 mm focal distance and 32 µm period. in another 
extreme, an array with a pitch of 300 µm and a 
focal length of 10 cm was obtained.

these elements may find a large number of appli-
cations. the extremely long focal length elements 
e.g. can be used for the detection of wave-front 
tilts with an accuracy of 10-6. the high Na-ele-
ments can be used for scanning a microscopic 
sample with a high degree of parallelism.
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treatment of oblique illumination 
in numerical light propagation

  brenner, K.-h.

in the thin-element-approximation (tea), oblique 
illumination is usually treated by multiplying the 
input transmittance with the complex amplitude 
of a tilted plane wave, i.e.

         (1)

For the object spectrum, this modulation results 
in a frequency shift, which increases the required 
real estate in the frequency domain – a problem, 
which has also been observed by testorf [1].
the topic of this work is another, more serious 
problem with this method. in any numerical imple-
mentation, the true simulated object is a periodic 
replication of the central period. by multiplying the 
input transmittance with a tilted plane wave, the 
true operation is a multiplication with a sawtooth 
phase, since, unknowingly, we apply the same lin-
ear phase to each period. Fig. 1 illustrates this:

Fig. 1: Oblique illumination can be considered as 
a linear phase element. in a periodic situation, a 
sawtooth phase (right) is effectively applied in-
stead of an infinitely extended linear phase (left).

if P is the calculation period, then only for certain 
angles,

    (2)

the phase step height is an integral multiple of 2 π. 
For all other angles, the neighbouring periods ex-
perience a constant phase shift, which differs in 
all periods. the effect of this error phase is hardly 
visible in most numerical calculations. the error, 
however, becomes very prominent in talbot imag-
ing. this can be explained very simple without any 
mathematics. at the talbot distance, the Fresnel 
propagation phase is zero (or a multiple of 2 π), 
which leads to a perfect amplitude and phase im-
age of the input distribution. assume, the input is 
a rectangular slit, the talbot image will also be an 
unshifted rectangular slit with linear phase modu-
lation. For a correct simulation, it should, however, 
be a shifted slit. this simple example illustrates, 
that the error phase can lead to very severe errors.
another example is a diffractive focusing element 
with long focal length f. it we record a line scan 
at z = f, y = 0 for different incident angles, we ob-
serve a light distribution shown in fig. 2.

Fig. 2: Variation of focal intensity I (x,0, f) for in-
cident angles from 0° to 1° using the standard 
method (eq. 1).

by rewriting the propagation equation, in such a 
way that the multiplication with the incident plane 
wave is replaced by a shift of the propagation 
phase,

         (3)

we obtain a very different simulation result (see 
fig. 3) for the same problem as in fig. 2. 
in eq. 3,   are the 
lateral components of the unit direction vector of 
the incident plane wave. 

Fig. 3: Variation of focal intensity I (x, 0, f) for in-
cident angles from 0° to 1° using the modified 
method (eq. 3).

Now we obtain exactly, what is expected. the focal 
spot position shifts linearly with the incident angle. 
thus the treatment of oblique illumination by eq. 
3 not only avoids an increase in space-bandwidth 
product, but it also corrects the error phase terms.
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Overview
the research group focuses on new and innova-
tive techniques in the area of parallel distributed 
computing. Despite the fact that technological ad-
vances and architectural improvements steadily 
increase the amount of computing power, the de-
mands of many applications still cannot be satis-
fied. the research areas this year include dynamic 
memory aggregation for data-intensive problems, 
and optimizations and analyses in messaging-
based communication. this research has been 
conducted in close collaboration with the techni-
cal University of Valencia, represented in this re-
search group by Prof. Dr. Federico silla.

Scalable Resource Compositions using Global 
Address Spaces
Our dynamic memory aggregation technique 
called MeMscaLe allows overcoming static par-
titioning of distributed resources in a way that 
any node of a system can access any memory 
location. Obviously performance disparities can 
be significant both in terms of latency and band-
width, but for many cases this is not only the faster 
alternative, but also the less complex. based on 
MeMscaLe, scalable resource compositions are 
now possible and the constraints imposed by the 
memory capacity wall can be overcome. in addi-
tion, the dynamic assignment of memory resourc-
es to processors allows reverting from provisioning 
memory resources for the worst case (in order to 
avoid swapping) to provisioning for the average 
case.
Last year we had numerous publications about 
MeMscaLe, and this year exhibitions took over 
the dissemination process. For instance, MeM-
scaLe was presented at the eXtOLL booth dur-
ing the international supercomputing conference 
(isc) in hamburg, Germany.

Fig.1: Demonstrating MeMscaLe at an interna-
tional venue using an 8-node cluster 
(© holger Fröning)

Optimizations and Analyses for Messaging-
based Communication
Message passing is the standard technique for 
communication in high Performance computing 
(hPc) environments, and its strong scalability en-
ables huge system sizes for suitable workloads. al-
though being the standard solution for more than 
one decade, multiple aspects are still poorly char-
acterized and offer opportunities for optimizations. 
First, the group has investigated new techniques 
for flow-control schemes in message-passing 
communication stacks. Goal is to maximize the 
utilization of receive buffers by dynamically re-as-
signing them to senders. the results of this work 
were published in [1] by Javi Prades, a student at 
technical University of Valencia who is mainly su-
pervised by Federico silla. the impressive results 
show the potential of such an approach, which 
surprisingly comes at negligible costs in terms of 
network traffic and cPU cycles.
another research effort includes an in-depth un-
derstanding of the communication patterns of var-
ious typical hPc workloads, in particular in terms 
of the message size distributing. such analyses 

describe how often certain message sizes have 
been used, which in turn allows for a better un-
derstanding of optimization opportunities. 

Future plans
With regard to MeMscaLe, future research will 
include an optimized integration into existing co-
herence domains. in addition, we plan to contin-
ue the work on messaging by further improving 
the flow-control scheme, by new data movement 
techniques for messaging libraries and by more 
detailed characterization efforts.

in cooperation with technical University of Valen-
cia, spain.  
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Fig. 1: rOD (left) – bOc (right) card Pair

ATLAS
the atLas detector at the Lhc at cerN will be 
upgraded in 2014 with an additional b-layer in-
serted into its existing Pixel Detector. this layer 
requires new off-detector read-out electronics 
which is realized using dedicated VMe-card-pairs, 
rOD and bOc (see Fig.1), similar to the existing 
system. the purpose of the bOc is to handle the 
different optical and electrical interfaces between 
the detector front end electronics, the rOD and 
the down-stream read-out.
it also controls the precise timing with respect to 
the master clock of the experiment and provides a 
link to the global detector control system of atLas. 

the asc group is responsible for the hardware de-
velopment of the bOc card and contributes to the 
bOc firmware modules. 
the rOD interacts with the detector data-acquisi-
tion system via VMe and network. it controls config-
uration and steering of the Fee, checks and formats 
the acquired data for downstream transmission and 
prepares calibration and monitoring histograms. 
the asc group contributes to the rOD firmware 
and software modules, in particular the ones relat-
ed to histogramming and network operations.
the main achievements in 2012 were the suc-
cessful completion of the rOD and bOc prototype 
tests [1][2], the performance evaluation of the FP-

the objective of the research group is to design and build computer systems optimized for 
specific applications. this includes the development of hardware systems and software tools 
for specification and testing of systems plus application software. Primary application areas are 
high-performance data-acquisition and Pc-hosted co-processors, both using custom reconfigu-
rable hardware platforms based on FPGa technology.
the research group is involved in two international Physics experiments: atLas at cerN and 
XFeL at DesY.
   Gerlach, t., Kretz, M., Kugel, a., schroer, N. and Wurz, a.

Ga-based network infrastructure [3] on the rOD 
and the initial design of the new rOD histogram-
ming and calibration architecture [4].
atLas is supported by bMbF (05h12Vh1) / in 
cooperation with cerN, iNFN bologna, NiKheF 
amsterdam, rhUL London, Göttingen University, 
Wuppertal University

XFEL
the Dssc (DePFet sensor with integrated signal 
compression) is a 2D mega-pixel detector being 
developed for the european XFeL. XFeL will gen-
erate bursts of ultra-short X-ray flashes used by 
various scientific experiments. the analog data 
produced by the sensors of the Dssc detector are 
digitized immediately by dedicated sensor readout 
asics, and stored in digital memory blocks.
Data are transferred from the asics towards the 
main XFeL DaQ system by the Dssc DaQ sub-
system during the inter-burst gaps. the main sen-
sor voltages are switch off during the transmission 
to save power. the DaQ subsystem is composed 
of sensor-specific i/O modules (iObs) and more 
complex controller boards (PPts), located on the 
outer boundary of the detector. Fig. 2 displays a 
sketch of the detector assembly and a block dia-
gram of the PPt control module.
in 2012 the iOb prototype [5] passed the final in-
tegration tests with the corresponding prototypes 
of asic, power supply and backend transceiver.
 

in 2012 the iOb prototype [5] passed the final in-
tegration tests with the corresponding prototypes 
of asic, power supply and backend transceiver. 
the schematics of the PPt module were complet-
ed and submitted to the layout company. 
supported by XFeL Gmbh / in cooperation with 
MPie Munich, DesY hamburg, Politecnico di 
Milano, bergamo University, siegen University
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Fig. 2: XFeL Dssc Detector sketch (left) and PPt block Diagram (right)
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Introduction
the goal of the research group dependable robot-
ics is the development of a methodology for the 
modeling, the design and the realization of de-
pendable systems in the area of industrial, medical 
and service robotics. therefore, dynamic system 
modeling and modern controller design approach-
es for enhancing the dependability of computer-
controlled systems are worked out based on new 
concepts for describing the fundamental depend-
ability properties of such a system. the methods 
are applied to safety-critical application areas 
such as “autonomous Mobile robotics”, “assis-
tance systems”, and “Medical and rehabilitation 
robots”. in the year 2012, the focus was on the 
“surgical robotics” area, where two new projects 
bOrescOPe (bionic exoskeleton for Orthopedic 
surgery) and itD (intelligent tool Drive) could be 
acquired.
Medical systems such as medical and rehabilita-
tion robots need to be highly safe and depend-
able since they directly influence health and live 
of patients. On the other hand, modern assistance 
technologies allow the design of highly sophisti-
cated medical devices and the use of medical sys-
tems in a more flexible and interactive way. thus, 
the dependability of human behavior in close in-
teraction with a medical system has to be consid-
ered additionally to the basic system behavior and 
functions. a fundamental view on the overall sys-
tem dependability can be achieved by modeling 
the technical system and the human operator on 
a behavioral description level and by its realization 
as functional descriptions. 

BOrEScOPE
the goal of the project bOrescOPe is to develop a 
robotic exoskeleton for orthopedic interventions. it 
is attached to the surgeon’s arm (Fig.1). 
 

Fig.1: bOrescOPe – conceptual design (http://
www.emk.tu-darmstadt.de/borescope/)

the surgeon has to fulfill subtle tasks like mill-
ing cavities into the spine while maintaining high 
precision and avoiding the injury of live-critical 
physiological structures. From preoperative plan-
ning the target area and processing trajectories 
are known. During the operation this target area 
(bone) and the robotic arm are tracked by an opti-
cal measurement system. if the bone changes its 
position, the instrument, which is attached to the 
bOrescOPe, follows the new position of the bone 
by a shared control of robot arm and the human 
operator. thus, it is possible to stabilize the tool 
relatively to the bone as well as to compensate the 
surgeon’s hand tremor. Moreover, the system is 
able to perform pre-programmed operation tasks 
and to partially compensate the weight of the sur-
gical drill and the human arm enabling comfort-
able work without fatigue.
the main research topics are the miniaturization 
of the actuation technology and its MeMs-based 
inertial sensors as well as the dependable human-

in the current project phase, the hand-held de-
vice will be enhanced for pre-clinical experi-
ments. Main aspects are the miniaturization and 
weight reduction of the machine, the improve-
ment of the tracking system by fusing optical and 
inertial data. the role of Debot is the design of 
a dependable and adequate control method in 
order to achieve high precision tool stabilization 
and user navigation, while safety-critical situ-
ation are avoided. special requirements result 
from the surgical process in the operation theater 
in respect of hygiene, ergonomics, and safety. 

the project is funded by the bMbF under grant 
(01eZ1205c) “KMU-innovativ Medizintechnik”.

the project partners are: Mrc systems Gmbh 
(coordinator), Laboratory for biomechanics and 
experimental Orthopedics, OUZ, heidelberg Uni-
versity, automation Laboratory, Ziti, heidelberg 
University, binder elektronik Gmbh, sinsheim, 
and eMb-Lab, Mannheim University of applied 
science.
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robot interaction using opto-acoustic feedback 
channels of an intelligent display, which is mount-
ed on the robotic system. 

the project is funded by the bMbF under grant 
16sV5773K. 

the project partners are: institute of electrome-
chanical Design, technische Universität Darm-
stadt, and automation Laboratory, Ziti, heidel-
berg University.

ITD 
aim of the project itD is the development of a 
small hand-held 6-DOF (Degrees Of Freedom) 
robot for orthopedic surgery. the hand-held surgi-
cal robot combines the precision of robotic pro-
cessing, the medical navigation and the surgeon’s 
experience. the tremor of the surgeon’s hand is 
compensated and the instrument tip will be au-
tomatically aligned against the patient. the envi-
sioned application is the preparation of the human 
knee for implanting an artificial knee joint. there-
fore, the system must perform predefined cuts in 
the bones of the leg (femur and tibia).

the first functional 
prototype has been 
realized and tested in 
the lab in preliminary 
works (Fig. 2).
it consists of a hexa-
glide  construction   
with linear motors, 
incremental and ana-
logical sensors, an 
optical tracking sys-
tem for the position 
measurement of the 
tool and the patient 
and a real-time con-
trol system. 

Fig. 2: itD – functional prototype
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Introduction
the replacement of electrical interconnects by 
optical solutions accelerates with the ongoing de-
mand on bandwidth and lane speed [1]. at 10 
Gbit / s and above, the length restriction of only 
several meters of passive electrical cables opened 
the market for a large variety of active optical 
cables (aOc). aOc are cables with an electrical 
interface but optical transmission. based on the 
promising results of our hD-aOc prototypes, the 
research group focused on the high volume pro-
duction in the next step. 

Fig.1: high precision stage for Direct replication of Optical engines

Fabrication of Optical Engines based on Direct 
Replication
the Direct replication Process replicates an Op-
tical engine by molding a 3D structure includ-
ing aa 90° mirror directly on top of the electrical 
components. Due to the short distance between 
VcseL / PD and fibers, no additional lenses are re-
quired. the requirements on the alignment accu-
racy between molding form and electrical compo-
nents is in the range of < 10 µm and < 1°. in order 
to prove the concept of high volume production, 
an automated high precision replication stage 

Fabrication of optical high-speed short-range interconnects
the alignment requirements of Optical engines on multi-chip-modules (McM) are very strict. 
in order to achieve high coupling efficiencies between electro-optical components and fi-
bers, a high precision replication stage for optical modules was build and characterized. 
   Wohlfeld, D., Lemke, F., schenk, s., Fröning, h., brenner, K.-h. and brüning, U.

was build. the replication stage consists of 3 lin-
ear position stages for X, Y and Z with a step size 
of 0.5 µm and a reproducibility of 15 µm over the 
complete working volume. an additional rotation 
stage allows for correction of angular misalign-
ments between the Pcb plane and the molding 
form. the optical system consists of 2 cameras. 
X and Y are controlled by 5MP camera combined 
with a telecentric lens and a resolution of 4µm, 
while the Z control is realized by the second 3MP 
camera. Figure 1 shows an early implementation 
of the replication stage and the control software.

Results
Optical engines based on Direct replication can 
be realized using a high precision position stage. 
We achieved coupling efficiencies between 20% 
and 50%. Our misalignment in XY was in the 
range of 10 µm and the angular variation of the 
mirror about 1°. in the next step, the software for 
the stage will be developed, including pattern rec-
ognition and semi-automation. 

_________________________________________
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range interconnect packaging”, sPie Photonics 
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research Group
New Detectors for scientific- and Medical applications

Development of Pixel Detectors for Particle Physics applications
   Peric, i. 

Overview
in 2012 our group participated in the following 
projects: 
1) Development of hVcMOs detectors for cerN-
experiments (atLas upgrade and cLic)
2) Development of Mu3e pixel detector at Psi 
(switzerland)
3) Design of sOi detectors
4) readout chips of DePFet vertex detector for 
belle ii experiment (KeK, Japan)

Development of HVCMOS detector for CERN-
experiments
the hVcMOs detectors (also called “smart diode 
arrays” - sDas) and the capacitively coupled pixel 
detectors, originally developed in our group, are 
now considered at cerN as an interesting option 
for several planned experiments. currently, eight 
institutes are collaborating in the development of 
hVcMOs detectors for cerN: University of bonn, 
LbNL berkeley (Usa), cPPM Marseille (France), 
cerN, University of Geneva (switzerland), Univer-
sity of Göttingen, University of Glasgow (UK) and 
University of heidelberg. We are investigating the 
possibility to replace the classical semiconductor 
particle sensors, based on passive elements, with 
the active cMOs detectors. the classical sensors 
are fabricated in the special sensor technologies, 
they are realized on high quality (high resistive) sil-
icon substrates and contain no active circuits – no 
transistors. the hVcMOs sensors are fabricated 
in the commercial cMOs processes, their pro-
duction cost is therefore relatively low. the use of 
transistors allows in-pixel signal processing, which 
has several advantages, e.g. a faster readout and 
a better time resolution. We have designed the 
first hVcMOs prototype detector for the cerN ap-
plications (hV2Fei4) end of 2011. the chip hV-
2Fei4 has been successfully tested in 2012.

Fig. 1: Photograph of hV2Fei4 detector prototype

Publications
2) i. Peric for hVcMOs collaboration; “active Pix-
el sensors in high-voltage cMOs technologies for 
atLas,” JiNst 7, c08002 (2012).
3) i. Peric et al.; “strip technology and hVMaPs,” 
Proceedings of science Pos 021 (Vertex 2012).

Talks
2) “active pixel sensors for high energy physics in 
commercial technologies,” invited talk at the collo-
quium at University of Göttingen, Göttingen, 2012.
3) “radiation tolerance of hV-cMOs sensors,” 
invited talk at the 9th international conference on 
radiation effects on semiconductor Materials De-
tectors and Devices - resMDD 2012, Florence, 
italy, 2012.
4) “Developments of hV-cMOs pixel sensors,” in-
vited talk at taLeNt 1st annual meeting, cerN, 
2012.
5) “smart diode arrays - the high-voltage active 
pixel detectors for Lhc applications,” invited talk 
at Vertex 2012, Jeju, Korea, 2012.
6) “high-Voltage Pixel Detectors in commercial 
cMOs technologies for atLas, cLic and Mu3e 
experiments,” Pixel 2012, inawashiro, Japan, 
2012.

Publications
1) a. blondel, a. bravar, M. Pohl, s. bachmann, 
N. berger, M. Kiehn, a. schöning, D. Wiedner, 
b. Windelband, P. eckert et al.; “research Pro-
posal for an experiment to search for the Decay 
μ →  eee,” 2013.
2) Niklaus berger, et al.; “a tracker for the 
Mu3e experiment based on high-Voltage Mono-
lithic active Pixel sensors,” in press, NiMa, 
2013. in internet:http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.
nima.2013.05.035

Conference talks
1) Dirk Wiedner; “a Novel experiment searching 
for the Lepton Flavor Violating Decay μ →  eee,” 
Vertex 2012, Jeju, Korea, 2012.
2) ann-Kathrin Perrevoort; “charakterisierung von 
hV-MaPs für das MU3e-experiment,” DPG Früh-
jahrstagung, 2012.

Other projects
Our group is also involved on the development of 
the detectors in sOi technology. Our second sOi 
detector prototype has been successfully tested in 
2012.  
We are also involved in the development of the 
“belle ii pixel detector”. Our main task is the de-
sign and production of the readout chip (DcD) 
and the high voltage driver chip (sWitcher). the 
construction of the belle ii pixel detector is funded 
by bMbF, our project part with 635t€. in 2012 
we have designed and tested a new sWitcher 
version. 

supported by: Ziti, bMbF, Faculty for Physics 
and astronomy of University of heidelberg, cPPM 
Marseille.

Development of Mu3 detectors
the experiment Mu3e with the goal: search for 
the particle decay µ+ → e+ e- e+, has been ap-
proved by Paul scherrer institute (switzerland) 
in February 2013. the project will be realized in 
collaboration between six institutes: University of 
heidelberg (institute for Physics and Ziti), Psi, 
eth Zürich, University of Zürich and University of 
Geneva. the discovery of the decay would have 
important consequences for particle physics – it 
would confirm the expectations of some theories 
beyond the standard Model. (according to the 
standard Model the muons can not decay solely 
to electrons.) the muons will be generated form 
an intense particle beam with a rate of about two 
billons per second, they will hit an aluminum tar-
get, decay and a particle detector placed around 
the target will examine the decay products. the 
aim is to detect the unusual decay µ+ →  e+ e- e+ 
among the huge amount of normal decays.
 the requirements for the Mu3e detector are: the 
ability to cope with a muon rate of 2 x 10 9 / s and 
a particle hit rate 50 Mhz/cm2. spatial resolution 
of 100 µm, a small amount of material (10-3 of the 
radiation length) and a time resolution <1ns are 
also necessary. We will meet these requirements, 
among others, by the use of hVcMOs pixel detec-
tors arranged in two layers. the planned detector 
area is 1.9 m2 and the pixel size is 80 µm x 80 µm. 
the sensor should be thinned to about 50 µm and 
glued on a light carrier structure made only of 
kapton-foil. in 2012 we have design a prototype 
detector MuPixel3.

Thesis
1) ann-Kathrin Perrevoort; “characterisation of 
high Voltage Monolithic active Pixel sensors for 
the Mu3e experiment,” Master tesis, heidelberg, 
2012. 
http://www.physi.uni-heidelberg.de//Publications/
MasterPerrevoort.pdf 
2) heiko augustin; “characterisierung von hV-
MaPs,” bachelor thesis, heidelberg, 2012. 
http://www.psi.ch/mu3e/DocumentseN/bach-
eloraugustin.pdf
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the research group “Next Generation Network 
interfaces” is committed to the research of inter-
connection networking in the area of high-Perfor-
mance computing. interconnection networks play 
a major role on all levels of current systems that 
rely more and more on massive parallelization to 
realize performance increases. 
Within the research group, networks for paral-
lel cluster machines, which are wide spread in 
hPc, are analysed, architected and developed. 
especially, work on the eXtOLL architecture is ad-
vanced.

Prior to 2012, the group was already deeply in-
volved with the eXtOLL project. Work on both eX-
tOLL r1 and eXtOLL r2 has been conducted. in 
2012, four major points were in the focus of the 
research group.
First of all, the verification of the r2 architecture 
was strengthened. this led to significant improve-
ments in the methodology of verifying the correct-
ness of very complex systems. it is also a major 
step for the architecture to ensure the necessary 
design quality to use eXtOLL in more and more 
complex real world scenarios.

   Nüssle, M., burkhardt, N., Geib, b., Kalisch, b., Giese, a. and Leber, c.

secondly, the improvements embodied in r2 in 
the previous time frame were consolidated and 
finished. this included further work on the Nic 
and switch architecture as well as the software 
side.
the third point involved work to prepare a high-
performance asic implementation of the eXtOLL 
r2 architecture. Many of the necessary analysis 
and implementation details for an asic imple-
mentation could be performed. One of the very 
first results was the definition of a potential target 
asic technology and the related parameters of 
the eXtOLL r2 for this target. a 65nm standard 
cMOs process was chosen. On this process, the 
eXtOLL Nic and network architecture can pro-
vide approximately 10Gb/s bandwidth per link or 
communication engine, with an internal clock rate 
of 750 Mhz. Figure 1 shows the top-level block-
diagram of the eXtOLL r2 as it was planned for 
an asic implementation.
the fourth point is an increasing amount of re-
search performed within the european FP7 pro-
ject DeeP. here, software was co-developed to en-
able a very efficient bridging between infiniband 
and eXtOLL networks, which offload nearly the 
complete communication to the network devices 
and do not use any memory bandwidth on the 
bridging machine. a prototype of this architecture 
was successfully built and tested.
Within DeeP, the so called “booster” part of a 
large parallel machine is built from intel Many-
integrated-core (Mic) chips, notably the Knights 
corner family of chips, directly interconnected by 
an eXtOLL network. here, the eXtOLL network 
chips has to act as a root port device, which in 
turn will be used to boot the Mic into Linux over 
the network. Within the research group work was 
done to prototype and to implement the neces-
sary hardware and software components. Figure 
2 shows the experimental test platform that was 
used to design, analyse and debug the eXtOLL 
root port extensions.

Fig. 2: root-port test-bed with Pcie backplane 
and FPGa board

again, the group continued its work in the area of 
high Frequency trading (hFt). 
at the international supercomputing conference 
in hamburg (isc’12) and the supercomputing 
conference in salt Lake city (sc12), the current 
state of the eXtOLL project was shown at a booth 
presentation.
During 2012 the eU-project DeeP continued 
throughout the year, while the bMWi project 
closed in the first quarter.

in part supported by: bMWi (03eFt5bW24), eU 
Project DeeP (ict-287530)

research Group Next Generation Network interfaces
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Fig. 1: Planned eXtOLL r2 asic block-diagram
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Introduction
Unmanned aerial Vehicles (UaVs) and especially 
autonomous helicopters have been popular re-
search platforms since the last few years. their 
vertical take-off and landing (VtOL) capability and 
the hovering flight qualify them for several tasks 
mainly aerial mapping, surveillance, inspection 
and search and rescue missions. For all applica-
tions it is required to hold the UaV at a desired 
position to perform the planned missions safely. 
the integration of control strategies to follow tra-
jectories or to support the execution of desired 
missions is therefore indispensable. Moreover, be-
fore controller design takes place, a mathematical 
model of the UaV has to be found out and the 
parameters of the model are to be identified. in 
order to test new control structures, the developed 
model can be used to simulate the controllers 
before the implementation on the real helicopter 
platform.

Modeling and identification for control
First part of our research was the control modeling 
and an identification approach for the scout b1-
100 autonomous unmanned helicopter (of the 
heidelberg University) in hovering flight. in [1] the 
unmanned helicopter platform was presented by 
depicting the assembly of the experimental heli-
copter platform and its different hardware com-
ponents. a nonlinear dynamic model was driven 
from the first principles and then linearized to 
obtain a linear state-space model presentation of 
thirteenth order. to identify the unknown param-
eters, the state-space model has been divided into 
subsystems as presented in [2]. the parameters of 
the different subsystems could be determined by 
applying a suitable identification method such as 
the prediction-error minimization (PeM) method. 
a sequential quadratic programming technique 
(sQP) was used to obtain feasible initial values of 
the parameters to be identified. Finally, the gained 

Fig. 3 a): the waypoints viewing from above 
 

Fig. 3 b): helicopter navigation under considera-
tion of the location uncertainty

________________________________________
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model of the UaV has been validated using the 
correlation factor and the mean-square error 
(Mse), which represent mathematical functions. 
the model can be used for controller design in 
hovering flight.

Fig. 2: heidelberg University scout b1-100

Integrated distributed monitoring for mission 
based systems
the second part of our research presents a new 
approach of an integrated distributed monitoring 
system for an autonomous unmanned helicop-
ter, demonstrated on mission based navigation. 
the navigation mission consists of reaching ar-
eas of interest, on a path composed of specific 
waypoints (WP) as depicted in Fig. 2. the task of 
such a monitoring system is to determine whether 
the helicopter behaves as intended in order to de-
tect faults in the mission execution early and to 
enable a re-planning of the mission or a failure 
recovery. this is a important issue for autono-
mous systems as they have to cope not only with 
ordinary subsystems failures, but also with unex-
pected situations which make the mission goals 
unreachable. the approach uses a special com-
bination of Petri Nets and Monte carlo Methods 
(particle filter) and integrates different layers of 
the system architecture such as control actions 
(path-planning, low-level control), environment 
perception (vision-based recognition of land-
marks), state observation (estimation of speed, 
position, attitude) and decision making (mission 
planning and re-planning) in a unified model.

Fig. 1: Unmanned helicopter experiments on Ladenburg airfield
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Company/Institution  Location Chair

aast (arab academy of science 
and technology)

alexandria, egypt automation

aGh University of science and 
technology

cracow, Poland computer architecture

american University of beirut 
(aUb)

beirut, Lebanon automation

atLas collaboration cerN Geneva, switzerland computer science V

binder elektronik Gmbh sinsheim, Germany automation

bMbF Germany circuit Design

bMbF Germany computer architecture

cbM collaboration Gsi Darmstadt, Germany computer science V

Delft University of technology Delft, the Netherlands circuit Design

DLr (Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- 
und raumfahrt  / German aero-
space center)

Goettingen, Germany computer Vision, 
Graphics and Pattern
recognition

École polytechnique fédérale de
Lausanne (ePFL)

Lausanne, switzerland circuit Design

esrF Grenoble, France circuit Design

eU-XFeL Gmbh europe circuit Design

Fraunhofer itWM Kaiserslautern, Germany computer architecture

Georgia institute of technology atlanta, Ga, Us computer engineering

Ghent University Ghent, belgium circuit Design

Goethe University Frankfurt/Main Frankfurt/Main, Germany circuit Design

Gsi Darmstadt, Germany computer architecture

heinrich-hertz-institut, 
Fraunhofer institut

berlin, Germany Optoelectronics

hochschule Mannheim Mannheim, Germany automation

ibM böblingen, Germany
Zurich, switzerland

Optoelectronics

indian institute of technology
Kharagpur iitkgp

Kharagpur, india computer architecture

Jagiellonian University cracow, Poland circuit Design

Johann Wolfgang Goethe-
Universität

Frankfurt, Germany computer architecture

Company/Institution  Location Chair

King’s college London, United Kingdom circuit Design

Klinikum Mannheim Mannheim, Germany computer science V

Kyoto University Kyoto, Japan automation

La Vision Gmbh Goettingen, Germany computer Vision, 
Graphics and Pattern
recognition

MPi semiconductor Laboratory Munich, Germany circuit Design

Mrc systems Gmbh heidelberg, Germany automation

National astronomical Observato-
ries, chinese academy of 
sciences

Peking, china computer science V

NVidia corporation santa clara, ca, Us computer engineering

Otto bock Mobility solutions 
Gmbh

Königsee, Germany automation

Philips research eindhoven, the Netherlands circuit Design

Polytechnico di Milano Milano, italy circuit Design

rWth aachen University aachen, Germany circuit Design

rWth aachen University aachen, Germany computer architecture

siemens aG Nürnberg / Karlsruhe, Germany automation

sMOs Walldorf, Germany Optoelectronics

technical University of chemnitz chemnitz, Germany computer architecture

technical University of Dresden Dresden, Germany computer architecture

technical University of Valencia Valencia, spain computer architecture

technical University of Valencia Valencia, spain computer engineering

technolution b. V. Gouda, the Netherlands circuit Design

tU Darmstadt Darmstadt, Germany automation

Universitäts-Klinikum, OUZ Mannheim, Germany automation

Universitat de barcelona barcelona, spain circuit Design

Universitat Politècnica de València Valencia, spain circuit Design

University hospital aachen aachen, Germany circuit Design

University of bergamo bergamo, italy circuit Design

University of bonn bonn, Germany circuit Design

PrOJects aND PartNers
DATA
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Company/Institution  Location Chair

University of castilla-La Mancha castilla-La Mancha, spain computer architecture

University of Muenster Muenster, Germany circuit Design

University of siegen siegen, Germany circuit Design

Various european Universities in 
conjunction with eU-Project 
intellicis

europe automation

Vrmagic Gmbh Mannheim, Germany computer science V

XFeL collaboration DesY hamburg, Germany computer science V

Xilinx, inc. san José, ca, Us computer engineering

Conferences

Title  Location Chair Date

1st Workshop on Unconven-
tional cluster architectures 
and applications (Ucaa), 
co-located with icPP

Pittsburgh, Pa, Us computer
engineering

september 10, 2012

cbM Fee/DaQ/FLes 
Workshop

Mannheim, Germany circuit Design January 25 – 27, 2012

sUbLiMa consortium
Meeting

Mannheim, Germany circuit Design september 19 – 20, 2012

Chair of Automation 

˙ alexopoulos, a., Zouaghi, L. and badreddin, e.: 
 “associative memory for modified Petrinet based monitoring of mobile robot navigatio”, 
  1st international conference on innovative engineering systems (icies), 
  December 7 – 9, 2012, alexandria, egypt. 

˙ Koslowski, M., Kandil, a. and badreddin, e.: 
  “Modeling and identification of a small-scale Unmanned autonomous helicopter”, 
  ieee/rsJ international conference ‘intelligent robots and systems’, Vila Moura, 
  October 7 – 12, 2012 algarve, Portugal.

˙ Koslowski, M., Kandil, a. and badreddin, e.: 
  “Platform Description and system Modelling for control of an Unmanned helicopter”,
  ieee international conference ‘intelligent systems’, 
  september 6 – 8, 2012, sofia, bulgaria.

˙ rady, s.: 
  “information-theoretic environment modeling for mobile robot localization”, 
  Dissertation, Universität Mannheim, Germany. 

˙ rady, s. and badreddin, e.:  
  “hybrid map-building and localization for unstructured and moderately dynamic environment”, 
  ieee international conference ‘intelligent systems’, 
  september 6 – 8, 2012, sofia, bulgaria. 

˙ Wagner, a., Nordheimer, e. and badreddin, e.: 
  „hierarchical constraint-based singularity avoidance”, 
  16th international conference on system theory, control and computing (icstcc), 
  October 12 – 14, 2012, sinaia, romania.

˙ Wolf, M.J., Ninov, V., babel, h., hütter, K., staudt, r., storhas, W. and badreddin, e.: 
  „a Laboratory experiment for teaching bioprocess control – Part 1: hardware setting”, 
  9th iFac symposium on advances in control education, 
  June 19 – 21, 2012, Nizhny Novgorod, russia.

˙ Zouaghi, L., alexopoulos, a., Koslowski, M., Kandil, a. and badreddin, e.: 
  “an integrated Distributed Monitoring for Mission-based systems”, 
  ieee international conference ‘intelligent systems’, 
  september 6 – 8, 2012, sofia, bulgaria.

˙ Zouaghi, L., Wagner, a. and badreddin, e.: 
  „benutzerinteraktion beim Online-Monitoring der Navigation eines autonomen rollstuhls“, 
  Proceedings of aUtOMeD – automatisierungstechnische Verfahren für die Medizin, 
  March 29 – 30, 2012, aachen, Germany.

PrOJects aND PartNers + cONFereNces
DATA

Publications
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PUbLicatiONs
DATA

Chair of Circuit Design

˙ aguilar, J.: 
  “infrastructure for Detector research and Development towards the international collider”, 
  et al. (eUDet collaboration), arXiv:1201.4657v1

˙ atLas collaboration: 
  “Measurement of the b-hadron production cross section using decays to D*+ μ- X final states in pp 
  collisions at 7 teV with the atLas detector”, 
  Nuclear Physics b, Volume 864, issue 3, Pages 341 – 381, 
  November 21, 2012.

˙ Lisauskas, t., Matula, P., claas, c., reusing, s., Wiemann, s., erfle, h., Lehmann, L., Fischer, P., 
  eils, r., rohr, K., storrie, b. and starkuviene, V.:  
  “Live-cell assays to identify regulators of er-to-Golgi trafficking traffic”, 
  Volume 13, issue 3, pages 416 – 432, 2012.

˙ Porro, M., andricek, L., aschauer, s., bayer, M., becker, J., bombelli, L., castoldi a., De Vita, G., 
  Diehl, i., erdinger, F., Facchinetti, s., Fiorini, c., Fischer, P., Gerlach, t., Graafsma, h., Guazzoni, c., 
  hansen, K., Kalavakuru, P., Klär, h., Kugel, a., Lechner, P., Lemke, M., Lutz, G., Manghisoni, M., 
  Mezza, D., Müntefering, D., Pietsch, U., Quartieri, e., randall, M., re, V., reckleben, c., sandow, c.,
  soldat, J., strüder, L.W.J., szymanski, J. Weidenspointner, G. and Wunderer, c.b.: 
  “Development of the DePFet sensor with signal compression: a Large Format X-ray imager with Mega-
  Frame readout capability for the european XFeL ,ieee transactions on Nuclear science”, 
  Volume 59, issue 6, Pages: 3339 – 3351, Part 2, 2012.

Chair of Computer Architecture

˙ Geib, b.: 
  “hardware support for efficient Packet Processing”, 
  Dissertation on the MaDOc Document server, 
  March 21, 2012.

˙ Leber, c.: 
  “efficient hardware for low latency applications”, 
  Dissertation on the MaDOc Document server, 
  august 20, 2012.

˙ Lemke, F.: 
  “Unified synchronized Data acquisition Networks”, 
  Dissertation on the MaDOc Document server, 
  November 30, 2012.

˙ Lemke, F. and brüning, U.: 
  “Design concepts for a hierarchical synchronized Data acquisition Network for cbM ieee”, 
  18th real-time conference 2012 (rt12), 
  June 11 – 15, 2012, berkeley, ca, Usa.

˙ Mohr, b., Zimmermann, N., thiel, b.t., Mueller, J.h., Wang, Y., Zang, Y., Lemke, F., Leys, r., 
  schenk, s., brüning, U., Negra, r. and heinen, s.: 
  “an rFDac based reconfigurable Multistandard transmitter in 65nm cMOs”, 
  June 17 – 19, 2012, Montreal, canada.

˙ Prades, J., silla, F., Duato, J., Fröning, h. and Nüssle, M.: 
  “a New end-to-end Flow-control Mechanism for high Performance computing clusters”, 
  ieee international conference on cluster computing, 
  september 24 – 28, 2012, beijing, china.

Chair of Computer Engineering

˙ Prades, J., silla, F., Duato, J., Fröning, h., Nüssle, M.: 
  “a New end-to-end Flow-control Mechanism for high Performance computing clusters”, 
  ieee international conference on cluster computing, 
  sept. 24 – 28, 2012, beijing, china.

Chair of Computer Vision, Graphics and Pattern Recognition

˙ andres, b., beier, t. and Kappes, J.h.: 
  “OpenGM: a c++ Library for Discrete Graphical Models”, 
  arXiv e-prints, 2012. 

˙ andres, b., Kappes, J.h., beier, t., Köthe, U. and hamprecht, F.a.: 
  “the Lazy Flipper: efficient Depth-limited exhaustive search in Discrete Graphical Models”, 
  eccV 2012, 2012.

˙ becker, F., Wieneke, b., Petra, s., schröder, a. and schnörr, c.: 
  “Variational adaptive correlation Method for Flow estimation”, 
  ieee transactions on image Processing, 21(6):3053 – 3065, 
  June, 2012.

˙ Kappes, J.h., savchynskyy, b. and schnörr, c.: 
  “a bundle approach to efficient MaP-inference by Lagrangian relaxation”, 
  cVPr, 2012. 
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DATA

˙ Lellmann, J., Lenzen, F. and schnörr, c.: 
  “Optimality bounds for a Variational relaxation of the image Partitioning Problem”, 
  Journal of Mathematical imaging and Vision, 47(3):239 – 257, 2012. 

˙ Lenzen, F., becker, F., Lellmann, J., Petra, s. and schnörr, s.: 
  “Variational image Denoising with adaptive constraint sets”, 
  Proceedings of the 3rd international conference on scale space and Variational Methods in computer 
  Vision 2011, pages 206 – 217, springer, 2012.

˙ Nair, r., Lenzen, F., Meister, s., schäfer, h., Garbe, c.s. and Kondermann, D.: 
  “high accuracy tOF and stereo sensor fusion at interactive rates”, 
  computer Vision--eccV 2012, Workshops and Demonstrations, pages 1 – 11, 
  springer berlin heidelberg, 2012.

˙ Petra, s., schnörr, c. and schröder, a.: 
  “critical Parameter Values and reconstruction Properties of Discrete tomography: 
  application to experimental Fluid Dynamics”, 
  arXiv:1209.4316 [math.Na], september 19, 2012.
 

˙ savchynskyy, b., schmidt, s., Kappes, J.h. and schnörr, c.: 
  “efficient MrF energy Minimization via adaptive Diminishing smoothing”, 
  Uai 2012, 2012. 

˙ schmitzer, b. and schnörr, c.: 
  “Weakly convex coupling continuous cuts and shape Priors”, 
  scale space and Variational Methods (ssVM 2011), pages 423 – 434, 2012.
 

Chair of Optoelectronics

˙ auer, M. and brenner, K.-h.: 
  “calculation of Local absorption in three-dimensional structures using rcWa”, 
  8th eOs topical Meeting on Diffractive Optics, 
  February 27 – March 1, 2012, Delft, NL.

˙ brenner, K.-h.: 
  “Optimization of local absorption in layered media”, 
  8th eOs topical Meeting on Diffractive Optics, 
  February 27 – March 1, 2012, Delft, NL.

˙ brenner, K.-h. and buschlinger, r.: 
  “talbot Focusing – a new effect of periodic structures and ists utilization” 
  (Online-Zeitschrift der Deutschen Gesellschaft für angewandte Optik e. V.), 113. Jahrestagung, 
  May 29 – June 2, 2012, eindhoven, NL. 

˙ iNViteD:  brenner, K.-h. and Liu, X.: 
  “high resolution wavefriont sensing with non-interferometric techniques”, 
  11th euro-american Workshop on information Optics (WiO 2012), ieee, 
  august  20 – 24, 2012, Quebec, canada.

˙ iNViteD: Wohlfeld, D. and brenner, K.h.: 
  “aspects of short-range interconnect packaging”, 
  sPie  Photonics West conference / Optoelectronic interconnects Xii, 8267-26, 
  January 24 – 26, 2012, san Francisco, Usa.

˙ Liu, X., stenau, t. and brenner, K.-h.: 
  “Diffractive micro lens arrays with overlapping apertures”, 
  11th euro-american Workshop on information Optics (WiO 2012), ieee, 
  august  20 – 24, 2012, Quebec, canada.

˙ Merchàn, F. and brenner, K.-h.: 
  “Novel integrated micro-optics system for the fabrication of active Optical cables”
  (Online-Zeitschrift der Deutschen Gesellschaft für angewandte Optik e. V.), 113. Jahrestagung, 
  May 29 – June 2, 2012, eindhoven, NL . 

˙ slogsnat, e., Lehmann, L., Fischer, P. and brenner, K.-h.: 
  “concept and implementation of a compact Multi-channel Fluorescence-Microscope Unit” 
  (Online-Zeitschrift der Deutschen Gesellschaft für angewandte Optik e. V.), 113. Jahrestagung, 
  May 29 – June 2, 2012, eindhoven, NL. 

PUbLicatiONs


